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Dedication,

MARYLAND GIRL,

WHOSE [NTERESTING AND LOYAL ATTACHMENT TO THIS

"OUR SOUTHERN SCHOOL'"''

MATH IT RNED MANY A SEEMING DEFEAT INTO A MOST GLORIOUS

VI( rORV FOR THE MAROON AND BLACK, UK. THE EDITORS,

DO MOST HUMBLY DEDICATE THIS BOOK.





Preface.

THE words Bones, Molars and Briefs are to designate the three departments of the University of Maryland.

The reader's time is not taken up with theoretical discussions, or even treated briefly. The sole purpose of this

book is a gentle reminder of the happy days in Winter when we assembled in College to hear our esteemed Profes-

sors and then off for our rooms, where study and pleasure was equally intermingled.

We have received unexpected support from the Fraternities of our grand old College, and the Editors are indebted to

friends for the pen and ink sketches, as well as to Dr. H. Blackburn Smith for his many hours of assistance in the prepa-

ration of certain literature.

If this small book will serve to bind together certain memories of College days, the Editors will feel that their mission

has been fulfilled.

In the construction of this memorial of the Class of 1901 no little time and expense have been considered by the Editors,

in hopes it would meet the favor of every student in the University of Maryland.

EDITORS.
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AS THE moment of departure arrives, it may be heroic and commendable for every individual to fix his lance in the spirit of resolution.

and in a feeling of pride briefly refer to a successful operation that perhaps may ever remain conspicuous ; when, in accordance with

the proverb that "resistance is the foundation of virtue," we in \>S planted our banners of victory upon the craniums of the Sopho-

mores, where they have ever remained unfurled. Supported b) indomitable spirits which would not down, hut even in the midst of the

banquet rose up, puttin -these epicures to flight with fur) and "flour." Yet a feeling of sadness and interest displaces the vauntings oi youth

as we approach the point of divergence. The past is resplendent, the present anxious, the future a serious and solemn contemplation.

^f

It is an

axiom that water seeks its own level, hence our ambition should ever he lofty, for if success should finally crown our efforts, a

noble and exalted desire is the best guard and guarantee against defeat. For he who assumes responsibility should first prove

himself capable of confidence; therefore, with no feeling hut just pride should the fortunate ones of 1901 receive the merited con-

gratulations and also indulge in the purest gratitude to the faculty for their untiring perseverance and patience. Certainly the

entire nation will he obliged to them purely from a humanitarian spirit. Perhaps the admonition to continuously strive to he the

most excellent practitioner may he pertinent, as conditions would indicate that a first-class medical doctor will he extremely

necessary to diagnose the ailments for the multitude of specialists.

-II mor

\ci wel

hame from no conditions ri e

part ; there the honor lie;."

Do not court failure by endeavoring to eclipse yourself. Be faithful to your position, true to your trust and diligent in your

pursuit. Whether located in a village or in an autmobile, remember trifles make perfection, hut perfection is no trifle.

There is more glory and relief in a properly compounded pill than in a volume of erroneous theories. Be slow to diagnose hut quick to

act. And rather regard your diploma as a permission to continue to study than an endorsement of your perfection. There is hope for the

Freshmen, tears for the unfortunate, cheers for the Faculty and courage for the graduates.

And when we have done with our lifetime toys.

Dear Father, take care of thy children—the boys

HISTORIAN'.
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DID THE blood of that nomadic race, the gypsies, course through my veins, then I could secure the imprints of the hands of my friends

and classmates, and in the many lines, both curved and straight, trace out their lives and read as from a book their future record of

woe or brilliant success. But I am not a gypsy, nor a child of occult science ( I believe I am of Irish descent), so I have only one

avenue left open to me through which I may peep into the hidden future
—

"a hypodermic of morphia, '

4 gr.. guarded by 1-150 gr. of atrophia,"

and then I shall soon enter "dopeland."' to meet you all as you shall be!

Dr. St. George, Bermuda, is just below ! Enter the parachute, and we take you down !"

( >n terra Hrrna once more—indeed, this old world is not so large, for here is old "Harry" Smith! How are you? Faithful disciple of Gil-

christ, your sign doubtless reads "Blackheads, carbuncles and all dermic miscarriages scientifically treated." Xo ! I haven't been at work for

a month or more. I have been taking an extensive trip from East to West and from Xorth to South, have seen all of God's Blessed Land of

Freedom and met many of the boys. Xo. I cannot go home with you;just take me to some shaded veranda and furnish something refreshing

ami stimulating and I will, in my poor way, endeavor to tell you something of our classmates and their doings. Ben Dorsey, your roommate,

you remember his obesity ! Well, he has developed into a most expert manager of the human incubating system, and in Maryland has no

rival, but little "Rich" Speight, of North Carolina, is building up an almost equal reputation bringing babes from "darkest Africa" into the

American sunlight, cotton, tobacco and coons being his field of operations. "Old Crabman"—Recorder of the Silent Factos found in Dead

Men's Niscera—or "Seg. Hartour" Kornegay, is now in his grave beneath the shade of Carolina's pines, felled by the Hand of Death, the

weapon, Dilatation and subsequent Carcinoma of the Stomach the exciting cause, "Stein's" and "Tommy's" midnight lunches. Aunt Bertha.

faithful in the end, weeps over his lonely grave.

I 'lease till m\ glass, "I larr\ "
! This Bermuda milk punch is the finest linqual lubricator I know of. Excuse my peculiar way of telling;- of

our classmates, but as each comes before my mind's eve I shall speak of him. Reeks went Xorth on graduating and became a curate, also a

ritualist, and so rigorous has* been his religious life that his stalwart form is now reduced to a mere shadow. His intellect has grown and

broadened until, with his minute body and huge brain, he reminds me of "Dr. Tine's" story of where he found the immense tumor lying- in bed

an 1 attached to i; thel ittle woman—and "Ikcy" 1 iardner, another snowbird, has imitated the life work of his ancestor and now may be seen

selling "Fresh Roasted Peanuts, 5c. a bag."

A match, please, ' torn Paul? Now, I will tell of my visit to that "Little Premature" Rhode Id. Yes. Rhodie is just the man I met.

You remember, he was known as "Mark llanna." Well, he lias found it by far more profitable to engage himself to Barnum's circus as a

ticket agent, ami we who know him are aware of Barnum's valuable addition to his faking department. "Maryland, My Maryland." as you

remember, furnished some rich character to our class, and I met a few of them. Ahroon, you may remember him. is now Captain in the Salva-

tion Army, and hi- religious enemies say he acquired his peculiar stare by trying to keep one eye on God, the other on mammon.
William Winder < ioldsborough, of the Vandyke school, still resides in his native State—a doctor, doing no especial good: let us hope, no

harm. I oulbourn, he of the smiling face, has forsaken his profession, and 1 am sure that profession will go through no civil process to have



him return. He, with greater ease to his conscience, now fellows the oyster canning business, and there are many others in Maryland whom

we both knew, but they live far from railroads, and I do them no injustice when I say that they have best results when they confine themselves

to magnesium sulph. and quinia. "Mollie Miller," alias Harry Ainsworth—that product of the sunny South—from what I could learn grad-

ually grew smaller and smaller owing to the contraction of scar tissue until one day his shadowy form melted into space.

West, as we all thought he would, has opened a brewery and claims to manufacture an asceptic, non-nephritic and slowly intoxicating

brand of beer, labeled "Student's Friend," and selling two for five. He, as you may imagine, is fast becoming a moneyed man.

"Bull" Thompson, always a genius, his gentlemanly instincts manifested in his true sporting propensities and his "high toll" capacity,

simply uses his M. D. as a handle to his name (he was fortunate enough to marry money.

That witty Scotchman "Bokit," Mr. Eachern, has made his greatest success as a drummer for a wholesale liquor dealer, and that wor-

shipper at the shrine of Osier, carried away by his fanatic idealism, has engaged himself as "Butler" to Hopkins' great medicine man. He,

Rankin, wishes to be ever in the presence of his God of Medicine, to live upon the truths of Practice exhaled from Osier's lungs and the facts

contained in a glance of his eve.

You may not be as familiar, Oom Paul, with the Bible as 1 am, but Sacred Writ contains this saying: "God made all things"—and it is only

my faith in the inspired word of our Heavenly Father that makes me believe he made Hebb! Hebb is now an active member of a lynching

organization in his native county—he has that one virtue to recommend him. "Pyo" Thomas, the friend of the downtrodden and lowly fallen,

as of yore, now fills the position of Superintendent of the Crittenden Home. Dr. E. de N. Castel. our eminent French classmate, is now in

South" America and recently figured as a revolutionary leader. In an article in the papers I note the following reference to his bravery: "An

ass. upon a more spirited ass, he charged the dusky foe."

Baltimore still has Hayes for Mayor, and one of the most prominent figures in the Street Cleaning Brigade is "Baldy" Hall, a tower of

muscle, capped by atropheid. cirrhotic cerebral matter. Ferguson, always noted for his truthfulness and poetry, is now a medical missionary in

China. His success as a looter has been the means of raising him to the rank of Mandarin of the Yellow 1 )og.

Yotuii? Winslow, despite his papa's influence, figures as conductor on the Catonsville car, and many ride who once did walk owing to the

char mof his affable manners.

Bill Rogers has at last heard an answer to his call of ••Sweetheart !" and is now a Benedict. Waters, so I have heard, is now in Pans
;
he is

completing a course in his specialty. "< irandpa" 1 targrove no longer buys clothes for little Willie
;
he has gone on the stage and plays a lead-

ing part in "Papa's Wife."

Last on my list, but by no means least, as he would tell you could he speak to you now, is Frank Rogers, once a magnet, ever able to draw

to himself Baltimore's fairest maidens ; now his power has vanished—worthless iron. He suffers with aphasia. b

Indeed, Bermuda's Gilchrist, this talk with you has seemed like living over a few years of the past, but I must tear myself away, for the

rship leaves shortly. Here's to your health, ( bin Paul !
An revoir!
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G^nds,

The Nurses—"They are so unacquainted with man,

Their tameness is shocking to me !"

—Cowper.

Resident Physicians—"Pygmies are pygmies still, though perch'd on Alps.

—Young.

Dispensary Physicians—"Let not Ambition mock their useful toil,

Their homely joys, and destiny obscure.
—Grey.

Latane—"I'm monarch of all I survey.

My right there is none to dispute."

—Cowper.

Freshmen—"Self-pleasing Folly's idle brood,

Wild laughter, noise and thoughtless joy."

-Grey.

Sophomores—"Behold, a ghastly hand!"

—Dryden.

Juniors— "And thus they spend

The little wick of life's poor shallow lamp

In playing tricks with nature."

—Cowper.

The Probationers Who Didn't Finish the Course—
"Such is the fate of artless maid,

Sweet floweret of the rural shade

By love's simplicity betray'd."
—Bums.



The Dispensary— "Immediately a place

Before his eyes appear'd, sad, winsome, dark

;

A lazar-house it seem'd, wherein were laid

Xumbers of all diseased ; all maladies

Of ghastly spasm, or racking torture, qualms

Of heartsick agony, all feverous kinds.

Convulsions, epilepsies, fierce catarrhs.

Intestine stone and ulcer, colic pangs,

Demoniac phrensy, moping melancholy,

And moon-struck madness, pining atrophy,

.Marasmus, and wide-wasting- pestilence,

Dropsies and asthmas, and joint-racking rheums,

Dire was the tossing, deep the groans : Despair

Tended the sick, busied from couch to couch ;

And over them triumphant Death his dart

Shook.'*

—Milton.

The Students' Building—"But this place is too cold for hell. I'll devil-porter it no farther. I had thought to have let in some of all profes-

sions that go the primrose way to the everlasting bonfire."

—Shakespeare.



Senior Class Grinds,

Adelsberger—"Lingering and wandering on as loth to die."

—Wordsworth.

An Km in
—'"Type of the wise, who soar, but never roam.

—Wordsworth.

Ainsworth—"There came a youth from Georgia's shore,

A military cosque he wore.

With splendid feathers drest.

—Wordsworth.

Ballenger— "Airs of devotion

1 lave long been the only ostensible capital

( )n which he does business. If so time must sap it all.

—Meredith.

Barron—"To forgetfulness a prey.

— T. Grey.

Bond— Poor prattler, bow thou talkst!"

Shakespeare.

Brown—That 1 might drink and leave the world unseen!"

—Keats.

Byers—"The earth hath bubbles as the water has.

And these are of them.

Shakespeare.

Carman—"He'd run in debt by disputation,

And pay with ratiocination.

—Butler.

CASTEL
—"What are garlands and crowns to the brow that is wrinkled?"

—Byron.
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Clark—"Who never wanted a good word

From those who spoke his praise
!"

—Goldsmith.

Cook—"The embarrassed look of shy distress."

— Wordsworth.

Costner—"Too weak to choose, yet choosing still in haste."

—Arbutlinot.

Coulbourne—"For as in bodies, thus in souls, we find

What wants in blood and spirits, swell'd with wind.
—Pope.

Davis—"A man who without self-control

Would seek what the degraded soul

Unworthily admires."
—Wordsworth.

Dorsey—"In finest tones the youth could speak

While he was yet a boy."

Dudley—"Lavish of a heedless tongue."

—A. Phillips.

Emricii—"A lovelier flower on earth was never sown."

Famous—"Unskillful he to fawn, or seek for power

By doctrines fashion'd to the varying hour."
—Goldsmith.

Ferguson—"Curse on his perjured arts; dissembling, smooth

Are honour, virtue, conscience, all exiled?
—Burns.

Fisher—"He thinks himself convinced that virtue must be happiness, and then dreams that happiness is virtiu

—Hawkesworth.

Foscue—"Go dress thine eyes with eye-salve."

—Cowper.



Fout—"Hence ostentation here, with tawdry art,

Pants for the vulgar praise which fools impart."
—Goldsmith.

Frosher—"A voice as of the cherub choir.

—T. Grey.

Gardner—"Though grave, yet trifling, zealous, yet untrue,

And e'en in penance planning sins anew.
—Goldsmith.

< Iibson—"We feel that we are greater than we know.

Glass—"Who said cigarette in dis crowd?"

Goldsborough—"Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the pard.''

Shakespeare.

Hall—"All the earth and air

With thy voice is loud."

—Shelley.

Harden—"A boaster that, when he is tried,

Fails, and is put to shame.

I [argrove—"Thy indistinct expressions seem

Like language utter'd in a dream."
—Cowper.

HASSON—"Comes to tell of lands as great as ours."

Haxxa—"( >ne of the wise men of the East."

Haves—"This stripling, sportive, gay and bold,

Had roam'd about with vagrant bands

Of Indians in the West."

—Wordsworth.
Hebb—"What is this creature doing here?"

Hemmeter—"But your life leaves upon me | forgive me this heat,

Due to friendship) the sense of a thing incomplete."

—Meredith.



Jones—"And went to the seashore,

But when they thither came, the youth

Deserted his poor bride."

Kale—"Time and tide wait for no man."

KoRNEGAY—"If I were only a crah man !"

L.\ Barker—"That one small head could carrv all he knew."

-Grey.

Latimer—"Have you saw Bob GI s?"

Lilly—"A faded flower, once bright and fair."

Little—"Resolves, and re-resolves; then dies the same."
— Young.

McEachern—"Just a little sunshine of the South."

Mauldin—"111 fitted to sustain unkindly shocks."

Mayhew—"The weakest lion, will the loudest roar."

Cl7>VV.

MESSMORE—"Imprisoned for some fault of his

In a body like a grave."

—Shelley.

Milton—"To every branch of science Keeley is known."

Moritz—"Sighing like furnace, with a woeful ballad

Made to his mistress' eyebrow !"

Shakespeare.

Myers—"Stiff in its members, wither'd, changed of hue."
—Wordsworth.

Miner—"And one man in his time plays many parts."

—Shakespeare

.

Rax kin—"Yet. in his worst pursuits, I ween

That sometimes there did intervene

Pure hopes of high intent."



Reeder—"'And never blush was on thy face."

—Wordsworth.

Reeks—"With downcast eyes and modest grace."
—Coleridge.

V . < ). Rogers—"Tis the half-empty vessel that freest emits

The water that's in it
—

'tis so with men's wits
!"

—Meredith.

V . W. Rogers—"The glory and freshness of a dream."

\Y. R. Rogers—"Lik'st a straw scarecrow in the new-sown field,

Rear'd on some stick, the tender corn to shield."

—Hall.

\\ . F. Sappington—"A floweret crush'd in the bud,

A nameless piece of babyhood."
—Lamb.

S. C. Skinner—"Contrasted faults through all his manners reign;

Though poor, luxurious ; though submissive, vain."

—Goldsmith.

i .. R. Sledge—"He had too much merit not to provoke some jealousy."

—Burke.

II. Blackburn Smith—"I think, in truth, I'll settle down,

Leave Satan in the lurch.

Abjure the follies of the town.

And meekly join the church."

R. II. SPEIGHT
—

"While only a boy, he is aged by association."

\. S. Starlings— "The very first thing

That his naked intelligence taught him to feel

Was the shame of himself, and the wish to conceal."

—Meredith.

I). Thompson—"He mock'd and treated with disdain."

—Wordsworth.



P. J. Thomas-
—"For him, a youth to whom was given

So much of earth—so much of Heaven,

And such impetuous blood."

—Wordsworth.

B. C. Waiters— "Thou cream-faced loon !

Where got'st thou that goose-look?"

Shakespeare.

E. D. WEEMS—"Fashion "d so slenderly.

Young, and so fair
!"

—Hood.

J. M. B. West—"Warm, energetic, chaste, sublime!"

—Collins.

A. WlLSON—"But how can we take part in the distresses of a man whom we can neither love nor esteem?"

—Letters of Junius.

11. (i. Wilson—"Self-love's little lap-dog, the over-fed darling

( )f a hypochondriacal fancy appears."

—Meredith.

K. WlNSLOW—"What thou art, we know not."

—Shelley.

R. W. Yellott—"Vanity fills out the emptiest brain;

The man would he more than his neighbor, 'tis plain."

—Meredith.

A. MINER—"Such men as with both God and mammon
Seem so shrewdly familiar."

—Meredith.

MEDINA—"Thy virtues are always shown."

RlLEY
—

"This is the man who keeps the hotel."

Stemple— "That specious old sinner.

Who would dice with the devil, and yet rise up winner."
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Colors—Maroon and Black.

TI VIE in its ceaseless Bight, aided by a charitable Faculty, lias i

history our great class has made during the past year. The t

his inability to write a history in language eloquent and grand e

pleasant because he can write about what is commendable and worthy of

As a class. [902 has ever stoo

spirit have been dominant factors

' sted

de us Juniors. Again it becomes the duty of the historian to write the

k is both a difficult and a pleasant one. It is difficult because he realizes

enough to do justice to its noble record and great achievements. It is

lation in other classes,

prominently both in the intellectual and in the athletic spheres of our College. Good fellowship and class

ince, as a class, we first entered the portals of the old University of Maryland. Such feeling- soon mani-

fested itself in our first banquet held during our Sophomore year, the first class, in fact, in the University to estab-

lish such a feature as a permanent class affair. Brilliant success followed our efforts on this occasion, as attested by

the large number from the various other clashes who (locked out to see us loaded with flour. Their interest, no

doubt, was repaid by the delicious aroma of delicacies which was wafted toward their olfactory nerves from within.

The affair passed off pleasantly, marred only by the absence of our toastmaster, II. W. Wood, who was unavoid-

ably detained by outside forces. During the present year, with which the historian is more concerned, we again held

the second of our annual banquets at the Hocel Stafford. The event is still fresh in the minds of all, and it would

be needless to recall to you the elaborate menu, sparkling oratory and spontaneous wit of those responding to toasts.

It is with the utmost regard for their modest feelings that 1 mention the names of Shipley, Haines, Jackson and

others, who, amid the sparkling wine, proclaimed their toasts divine. Amid conviviality and good cheer did K)02

make merry around the festive board lill the "wee small hours."

lust before sitting down to the sumptu >us repast, a telegram was handed to the ['resident of the class, whose

contents read as follows : "Unable to secure your toastmaster (Heggie) or your President (Travers) ; Mr. Hob

Stewart, your "moosic man." has been captured by the Senior Dentals and spirited away to some suburban resort." Imagine, "dear readers,"

the feelings of 1902 with the prospect before them of no music to aid our friends. 11. CI. and Pepsin, in the arduous task before them.

In the midst of dire threats, in which such words as annihilate, castrate, exterminate and "pass 'em up" were heard, in walked Mr. Stew-

art in time to remove the stain from our fair class and prevent the shedding of any red blood corpuscles which might have resulted After

regaining his breath, our delinquent classmate was loudly called upon to tell us all about it. Reluctantly complying, he requested us to say
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nothing about it and to start up the band, "Mere conies the Waiter.'" and closing with a "Farewell, dear hoys, till another year." Everybody car-

ried away with him a greater loyalty and deeper love for his class and alma mater.

As we look hack upon our College course from the time we entered as Freshmen till now, our Junior year, we are forcibly reminded that our

days upon the Bowery are drawing to a close. True, we miss certain faces ever dear to us, and many more have joined our ranks since we
formed, eager to share with us the vicissitudes of a Med's existence. How far away seems to us the pleasures and frivolities we enjoyed as

Freshmen and how much nearer to our coveted M. D.

Fain would I close, nor would this history he complete, without mentioning a few of the stars who illumine the footlights of our illustrious

class. ( >ur class is broadly representative. Rosenthal and Swartz furnish a Semitic element, Riely and Driscoll a Celtic flavor, while Love

suggests the romance. It is Heggie who bets heavy even betting "Rich" that lie won't get his degree in 1902.

It i> our silver-tongued orator, Billy Bryan Ranson, who tells us "we must all pay our dues, although we don't do it." (lately and

Nichols are society men. while Shipley and Rudolph are examples of the modern packing process. Of Cole and Wood there is abundance in

Storr ( s ). We also have a bad case of Whites, nevertheless we have the Price for a cure. It is also with feelings scarce controllable I pen the

name of our Sergeant-in-Arms, Donohoe—the charmer of a thousand hearts and a breaker of them all. All honor to our benedicts, Hoff, Carrigan

and Cawley, in their efforts at expansion.

But time nor space do not allow of further dilatation upon this delicate subject. The rest have not such obvious vices, and theirs is the hap-

pier life. The ability of our men in athletics is well known. Drewery and Walker represent us on the football field, while the baseball and foot-

hall teams claim Gruver and Travers as their managers, respectively.

I hit we must tear ourselves away from this glorious record of names and deeds—of the events of the happiest period of our College life.

I Knee forth as Seniors, by the grace of our dear Faculty, we shall begin the fourth act of what may be to some a comedy, others a tragedy,

hut to all alike one common ambition—their coveted degree.



Class Members, 1903.
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ipulation did nut

lvhow we won't

IT1 1 the second of < >ctober, eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, "1903" came into existence. Tl

turn out with bouquets, brass bands and loud hurrahs to greet us. We may get these latei

worry about them at present.

Before being all iwed to take up our studies we had to get our "membership tickets." which stood us five per.

Mioiit ten o'clock the bell did a little work and a rush was made for the Chemical llall to secure the best in the

house. Some of the fellows had gotten wise in some way and were satisfied with back seats. An ominous silence

was suddenly broker, by wild yells of "pass 'em up." We were "queered" for an instant—only an instant. ( hie

of our unfortunate 1 rothers was seized by a brace of lusty Sophs, and gently ( ?) assisted to the top row. ddiis

was a signal For a general "rough house," and when the smoke had cleaved away all of [903 who had occupied

dollar seats were peacefully resting in "Buzzards' Roost." But what could [903 do when Tom didn't know Dick

and 1 )ick didn't know I tarry; and so on. We had to "take to the trees" and softly murmur:

"There'll come a time some day,

( )nly 1 me year away."

In a iVu days the class held a meeting and elected temporary officers. Alter the men had gotten a little better acquainted another election

rs for the war chosen. They served in a way that was satisfactory to everyone, and much of the success ,,f the class during

clue to their untiring efforts in the promotion of its interests.

Nineteen hundred and three soon discovered that tin re was a most undesirable man in the class. He was almost white: but he wasn't. In

way he had pulled the wool over the eyes of "His Royal I tighness" and matriculated. A special meeting was called, and it was decided to

demand his r< signation, and if this did not succeed to use more forcible and less pleasanl means. As soon, however, as "H. R. 11." discovered

character, he took the mater into his own hands and requested him to seek a more congenial abode.
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When the football team was organized Tom Mann was found to lie a few people at "halt." When Tom got the pigskin tucked under his

arm there was '"something doing." And we mustn't forget "Bum," who represented 1903 on the baseball field. Besides playing a good game
m the held he was handy with the bat.

In the lecture-room much interest was displayed in the work. After about two months' study we decided that we had Bartholow beaten on the

tine points of materia medica. After about two quizzes our pipes began to go out and it dawned on us that we didn't know quite the whole subject.

For us Anatomy had no terrors. We soon learned to laugh at jokes and mastered the Levator Labii Superiosis et .line Nasii. This last we
didn't hesitate to tell our friends about on any and all opportunities.

Speaking of laughing, hasn't that boy Joe got the merr) ha-ha down to a tine point? In the dissecting room John entertained us with little

stunts at $5 or 5c. per stunt. John would inform us that a buffalo could climb a sycamore tree backwards and then, with the aid of a post, would

give a demonstration of what a "coon" can do in the same line. When it came to acrobatic work, fohn was quite "wahm."
Well, the months rolled by, and April came with those delightful little events

—

the examinations. As a professor put it. it was generally a

case of Greek meet Greek; large smiles and broken vest bullous were the order of the daw Some of us, however, wild in the pursuit of

knowledge, thought it would be far more desirable to study during the summer and look things over in the fall (some did, some didn't, and

some still have hopes.) Examinations over, the sorrows of parting came. Everybody left presumably to indulge in stimulants enough to pre-

pare them for another winter of hard work.

MORI-: TR< )UBLE.

The summer could not last always. Like all good things, it much too soon put in its "disappearance" and we began to realize that to love

and be loved and other pastimes were not quite the sum of it all. It became our duty 'and [903 lias always done her duty) to wend our weary

wa\ to the scenes of our childhood, as the Sophomores (that were 1 might have put it. The Chair of Diseases of Freshmen having been left

vacant, [903 was appointed b\ our unanimous vote to occupy it. Despite our absence the University had been able to exist, and Baltimore was

still holding down a place on the map. Tommy Welch was dome; business at the old stand, and all the other landmarks were just as we had

lett them six short months before. ( ) 1 < 1 |olm had, however, crossed the river, and there is not one of us who didn't miss him. Never again will

he be the backstop for Pectoralis, Majors, etc., in their journeys through the balmy air of bis domain. \'o more will the buffalo climb the syca-

more tree. Perry, the "pie slinger," reigns supreme.

The Freshman class became evident about this time, and it became our unpleasant ( M duty to instruct them in the "proprieties." Large-

eyed and smiling— for all the world like a bunch of innocent little lambs the) were dear little fellows, so they were. Thoughts of the raps and

whacks we had gotten last year made our hearts yearn for a little similar excitement. The "Fresh" didn't seem so dead anxious to join in the

fun. and the sprinters that that class developed would have honored any track' team. ( )ne darling was chased six miles (it seemed that far,

anyhow), and then fell down, loudly calling for whisky to brace him up, so faint from loss of breath, you know. We diagnosed his case as

Bluffitis and told him that we advocated strict temperance— in Freshmen. He began to feel better after a while and decided that he would lie

delighted (?) to accompany us to the University and do a little "song and dance" for our especial benefit. A few others had been rounded up

in the meantime, and the curtain rose on the Freshman All Star Vaudeville Company, direct from a long run at the "Bowery."

The first number on the programme was a delightful little song rendered by the tenor of the company. With a quavering voice he warbled

about the beauties of spring, "W hen the cherry buds are bursting." It was very pathetic, very sweet, but we decided that one verse was about

all we could stand for, and after promising that he would never do it again he was allowed to depart in peace; which was very forgetful of us.
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The rest of the troupe did its worst, and with the help of stimulants most of us were able to be in at the finish. A book might be written on the

subsequent \ roceedings- but one won't be—glad? Anyhow, we all think we got our money's worth and are quite sure the "Fresh" had the time

i if their lives.

Those who had been sick i ?) in the spring now prepared to see what they could do with the fall exams. They had all worked unceas-

ingly i ?) during the summer and were ready to make anything that was handed out look "sad" and "weary."

Class officers elected, the Sophomore football team organized, and though many of the men had never played before, their fame began to

spread through the land. < »ne Washington team backed down and wouldn't play after they had heard all about it. The team only played a few

games, hut in all of them they didn't hesitate to trample on the other fellows.

\ 1 " «nt Christmas we were informed that there would he a midwinter pencil-pushing contest in Anatomy-Splanchuology

—

whew!!! With

few exceptions we were able to pat ourselves on the hack and remark how good we were - which was very cheering.

Several of the "Fresh" about this time thought they would look more distinguished if they indulged in mustaches. These were removed in

short order, and everything was going along swimmingly until the smallest man ( ? ) who has ever entered the University decided that it would

be very wise to have one of his fellow students hauled to the \Y. P. S. and fined for removing his "viskers." This he did in magnificent style.

I le was among the missing for several days, which was very, very, very wise. "Schurman" is the deary ( ? ) who made this elegant display of

College spirit, ending by having one of his own classmates brought before Injustice Poe. The Freshmen handed him his papers, and he was

informed that If wouldn't do. They are fine fellows, and if they ever get into a scrape the Sophs, are their everlasting friends and will do all

in their power to help them out of it. All except that "small one" took "hazing" as a mater of course, and accepted the inevitable as a true

gentleman should. ( >ur hats are oil : "May they live long and prosper."

Physiolog) and Anatomy this spring—the drawn face and creped eyes are becoming fashionable. Mary hasn't seen Johnny for a week.

—

li Nuc. Yoin. gr. i -60, T. :.l ).

If we survive the fair, gentle reader, this will be continued in our next. With many thanks for patience expended and a wad of apologies.

THE HISTORIAN.
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Class 1904.

\\.\I. I). SCOTT. Jr.

L. M. GINLEY, .

1 A BRUSH,

Motto Vent, Vidi, Vici. Colors Purple and White.

Officers.

President.

Vice-President.

Sec.-Tre'as.

J. W. FLEMING,

W. J. KELLEY,

I. A. MUSH. .

Sergt.-at-Arms.

Artist.

Historian.

Executive Committee.

E. W. SAPPINGTON. Chairmi

J. C. ENOS.

\. S. DANN.

A. C. HILL.

F. A. LAWTON.

T. W. WARING.

Members.

Aaronson, M. VV.

. B. \\\.

B GLi f, C, Jk..

rr, A. !...

J. R.. Jk..

W. C, *.

Bond, B. J.. .

I'.i ck S B.,

Maryland.

Maryland.

Maryland.

Cuba.

Delaware.

North Caroli

Florida

Virginia.

Bush, J. A., J.

Chowning, W.

Damn, A. S . .

Darby, T. E.,

Digges, F. H., .

Downes, J. K-.

Dutrow, M. \

Eagle, E. A., .

Georgia.

Virginia.

New York.

Maryland.

Maryland.

Maryland.

Maryland.

West Virginia.



ElCHELUERGER, \V. W.

ELDERDICE, J. M., .

Enos, J. C.,-K ^. B

Ewens, A. E., •!>. 1

Feldman, R. L.,

Fleetwood, .E A.,

Fleming, J. W., Z.

FuNKHOUSER, L,

Garland, J. A.,

Garnett, R. W.,

GlLMORE, W. G.,

GlRLEY, L. M.,

Harris, C. T., .

HlBLIXE, J. E.,

Hill, C. C, .

Hopkins, W. H..

Irwin, C. B., .

Jankieuicz, L. P.

Jenifer, D., .

Josey, J. M.. .

Katzoff, S., .

Kellev, V. F,

Lampe, A. C, .

Lawton, F. A., k. t.

Lewis, T.,

Zepp,

Members—Continued.

Maryland. Lilly, W. J., .

Maryland. M< Ci.earv, C. H.,

Pennsylvania. Mack, C. C, .

Maryland. Martin, J. R.,

Maryland. Miller, 1). E.,

Georgia. Owens, C. L.,

New York. Plumley, N„ .

( leorgia. Potter, D. B., .

Vermont. Purvis, J. O.. .

'Virginia. Pyle, 11. ().. .

New York. De Inevedo, L. G.,

Maryland. CjUILLEN, E. B.,

North Carolina. ROBINSON, II. J".,

Maryland. Rubinstein, J. L.,

South Carolina. Sappington, E. N.

Maryland. Scott, W. D., Jr.,
'

Maryland. Smith. F. B., Jr.,

New York. Somodevilla, S. U.

Maryland. Spedden, E. R..

South Carolina. Stewart. W. J.,

Georgia. Strachan, H.,

Maryland. TALBOTT, W. H.,

Maryland. W \ as, F. J., .

Georgia. Waring, J. W., Jr

South Carolina. Wernberg, M. A.,

H. E., Maryland.

North Carolina.

Pennsylvania.

Smith Carolina.

Pennsylvania.

Maryland.

Maryland.

\\'c>t Virginia.

New York.

Maryland.

Maryland.

Porto Rico.

1 )elaware.

Maryland.

Maryland.

Maryland.

Virginia.

Maryland.

Cuba.

Maryland.

Pennsylvania.

\\\--t Virginia.

Maryland.

Florida.

Maryland.

South Carolina.
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LIKE all other Freshman classes, we have hut little history to record, since we have heen together for only a short while. Yet, during this

time, there have occurred some things which are of interest to the Freshman class if to no one else.

( >ur class met on < >ctober, the 1st. and almost immediately formed a temporary organization for protection from the much-feared

upper classmen. Having heard the edict of the Sophomores that the Freshmen should hold no meeting, and fearing to openly disobey their

commands, some few Freshmen betook themselves to Washington's Monument and proceeded to organize. Temporary officers were elected,

and aftr deciding oil several things to do when attacked by the Sophomores (all of which were thrown to the winds when the Sophomores

came in sight I, the meeting adjourned. Xext came the initiation by the Sophomores. When requested to do something for the amusement of

the crowd, Waas gave a Georgia Cakewalk with the full zest of a coon from that State; McCleary furnished amusement by eating grass; Stew-

art sang "The Holy City" to the tune of "Maryland. My Maryland." and Aaronson is now minus a mustache. Then followed the march of

these unfortunates up Greene street to Baltimore and back to Lombard, with faces blacked and led by ropes in the hands of their captors.

Needless to say, this was all taken in good spirit and all acted like lambs throughout the whole affair. The thought that there will lie another

Freshman class consoles us.

About November the ist we elected permanent officers, and from then on till now we have drifted on with nothing in particular in the way

of class fights to break up the monotony since, after the permanent organization of our class, the Sophomore class has not molested us. They

have not shown themselves stronger than we. and we will not admit that we are the weaker until it has been proi

class which has determined to get the fullest benefit from the four years' course, and in order to do so quite a i

their intention of repeating some of the first year branches next year. Nothing out of the way, of course, simp

all subjects in the course.

We have more men on the football team than the average Freshman class has had. With such men there as Scott. Dann and Buck,

have every cause in the world to feel proud, since they made some of the best plays of the season. We are also represented in the ("dee CI

and our- i- the first class, for some time at least, which has had among its number a strictly Freshman social club. The "Maryland Univer

('lub" was organized early in the spring ami itnends to provide pleasure and entertainment for the members of 1004.

Though hailing from differenl States and sections and all strangers one to the other, yet. with but one exception, a more congenial en

of men could not have been gotten together. This one exception was a man who from the opening of College made himself unpopular ;
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disagreeable to all with whom he came in contact. So. since he made many disparaging remarks about the members of the Freshman class as a

body and also counter-threats to those of the Sophomores, who threatened to cut off the growth on his upper lip, the class did not see ht to

interfere in his behalf. He lost his mustache. Had he then taken it in the right spirit as a student among students, al

would have been well. But he, wild with anger and thinking only of revenge, said such things and acted in such a way that the class could

not and would not brook it. so that gentleman's name no longer appears on the list of our class organization. Tins is the one unpleasant cir-

cumstance which has occurred to mar the good feeling that has existed through our Freshman year.

( )ur clas snumbered sixty-nine men at the beginning of the session, but on account of sickness ami various other causes several of our num-

ber withdrew We come from the North, South, blast and West, and each and every one of us hopes and expects to accomplish something

which will be lor our own good and the good of humanitx . Not one is entering upon bis work with. the expectation ot failure, but hope shows

us only the bright side of the future. Failures there may be, but from them we expect to ar.se more firmly determined than ever to accomplish

our life work.
'

What the future holds for us only time can tell, but we live in hopes that when the year .904 shall have arrived we will have

behind us a clear record for faithful application to duty and gentlemanly deportment, and live to reflect credit on our Alma Mater and her noble

„ , |. A. BUSH, JR., Historian.
Facultv. .

J
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Athletic Association,

Officers.

Mr. COOPER R. DRURY President. Mr. JACKSON Secretary.

Mr. JOHN WALKER Vice-President. Dr. JOHN R. ABERCROMBIE, . . . Treasurer.

Executive Committee.

Hon. HENRY 1). HARLAN.

Dr. JOHN R. ABERCROMBIE.

Mr. SOLOMON MENDELS.

Mr. SCOTT.

Mr. BURNS.
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Athletics.

THERE arc amongst us many who remember with much interest the campus as it was in the early 'nineties of the last century. Where
now is a granite curbing was then a brick wall, which for many years enclosed the grounds, and under the old tree, which now serves

to swing the effigy for football tackling, stood a pair of parallel bars, on which the students, at their leisure moments, were wont to

perform. The picture is still fresh in my mind the first time I visited the University, accustomed as I was to outdoor sports and gymnastics, to

see the little interest given to athletics at the University of Maryland. This condition has, however, undergone a markd change. The small

campus is now uilized to its fullest extent, the various teams practicing here when not on the field, and hardly a blade of grass is to be seen

so well is the ground trampled over by the numerous feet. It is, indeed, a pleasant sight to see the men at work.

The transition and growth in athletics has been a gradual one, but ever increasing. In the summer of 1894 the clinical assistants of the

I niversity Hospital organized a ball team, and through the season wo/dd visit Druid Hill Park and play, choosing sides. In September the

strongest men were selected, and, going to Maryland Oval, defeated the Maryland Athletic Club team and afterward defeated on two occasions

the team from the Hopkins Hospital Dispensary. Organized for recreation, the club did credit to the I niversity.

The following summer a ball team was selected from members ofall departments who were in the city, and this team did good work at

home, besides making a trip to Western Maryland College and to Cambridge. In the fall of 1895 Dr. Gibbs organized a football team, the first

in the history of the University, and such was the enthusiasm that a General Athletic Association was formed, and in January, 1896, it was

decided at a meeting to place a hockey team in the field. Hockey was pushed for all it was worth, and the team of 1896 wound up the season

very satisfactorily and showed conclusively that we were qualified to make a strong showing at the game, and our efforts were rewarded by the

University of Maryland hockey team being champions of the Hockey League in 1896-97 and 1897-98.

While the season for baseball is short, yet we have always had a team in the field and one that always does us credit. The sessions of the

various departments of the University are short and the time the men can give to athletics very limited, yet, notwithstanding this, the showing

of the teams is remarkable.

The Athletic Association has no treasury behind it and the teams have to be managed with economy, for, while the Faculties have been lib-

eral in their contributions, the fact remains that expenses run up when teams are sent to distant points. The baseball team promises this spring

to add new laurels to those already won.

Athletics, when carefully conducted, are alike beneficial to the University and to the students. On the teams personality is sacrificed for

the common good, and selfishness finds no favor. Athletics, conducive as it is to better physical development, prepares the way for greater

mental activities. Those indulging their leisure moments in healthful pastimes have no idle time to employ, and in this way, if in no other, is

moral rectitude accomplshed. Thus we see the mental, moral and physcal welfare of the students is furthered by their indulgence in athletics.

The future looks promising, and the devotion of the various departments of the University to a common cause will be of inestimable value

to all. The success of our teams is assured, and no one conversant with the University doubts that in the future, as in the past, the glory of our

Alma Mater will in no small way be enhanced by the Athletic Association.
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Athletics.

What helps to make a perfect man,

A pattern from Dame Nature's plan?

Athletic!

What gives us muscle, brain and brawn.

And teaches every ache to scorn?

Athletics'

What trains our eye. our ear, our hand.

And of one's self gives true command?
Athletics 1

What makes of man a hero bold.

More famous than the knights of old?

Athletics'

What oft from out the dizzy whirl

Attract- the gay and giddy girl?

Athletics!

What sets the pretty eyes ablaze,

As on the victor's cmwu they gaze?

Athletics!

What makes the man work with a vim,

When teachers think there's naught in bin

Athle'ic '

What makes the teacher oft despair

Of the student who is never there;-'

Athletic'

What makes us travel miles through dust,

And bet until our bank we bust?

Athletics'

What causes shouts and loud acclaim

At victory for the college name?
Athletics!

What bids us lay all rank aside

For college honor, for college pride?

Athletics!

You cannot walk or run a dash.

What can you do? Subscribe your cash

For U. of M. Athletics!
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University of Maryland Foot-Ball Team.
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Sophomore Foot-Ball Team.
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Line Up of Sophomore Team, 1900-1901

1 [ODGSON

.

Gerstell, Brent, Iglehart, ( IVKkllAX, Spenglek, O'Mara,

o O O

o

O

C \KTFK.

o

BUMGARN

o
ER.

o

Mann.

O

O O

:r. Man ise 1 . A. MANN. .G. P. ASPER Manager. T. \. MANN Captain.

Center. Ends.

J. H. Iglehast, JR., C: P. Benson. H.M.Hodgson, R.H. V. Da'nn, J. T. O'Mara, S. B. Henkle, Jr.

Guards. Quarter Backs.

II. W. Brent, C. A. Overman. il. P. Carter J. McE. Jennings.

Tackles. Half Backs.

N S. Spengler F. S. Gerstell, 1). C. Martin. T. A. Mann, J. (.. Evans, R. V. Harris, Edwards.

Full Backs.

I I I I'.i .i..\i;m m. P. C. PAl mi r.
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Football—Class J 903.

A
SHORT time after the Sophomores returned from their vacation it was proposed by our esteemed classmate, Guy P. Asper, that we
organize a class football team. The- proposition met with the hearty approval of the class, and at a meeting held for the purpose of

organizing a team, Mr. Asper was elected Manager, with Mr. T. < \. Maun as Captain. The latter, after carefully looking the eligible

men over, picked out what proved to he a most promising eleven, with an equally good reserve list to draw from in emergency.

After some preliminary work, the team lined up for a practice game with the regular Varsity eleven and made a grand showing, and

toward the end of the season played several games with opponents, in all of which the team held the colors of Maryland without meeting defeat,

and next year promises to see the class of [903 represented by a first-class team. The regular lineup of the team follows:

Center—Iglehart. Right End—6'M aera.

Right Guard—Averman. Left End—Hodgson.

Left Guard— Brent. Quarterback—Carter.

Right Tackle—Spengler. Right Halfback—Mass.

Left Tackle—Gerstell. Left Halfback—Evans.

Fullback—BUMGARNER.



The Origin of the Maroon and Black,

DR. WM. OAKLEY HAIXES, a former graduate of the University, tells an interesting story of the origin of our colors. It appears

from his statement that prior to the fall of '90 our University had no emblem whatever to designate it among other universities and

colleges of the country. The boys then attending, being of a quiet disposition, did not care for athletics, so were never called upon to

display a symbol of this character.

A new era, however, was foreseen in the line of athletics, etc., for the old University ( which is one of the oldest in the country), and by a

very strange incident and under peculiar circumstances a set of colors were adopted. It happened in this way : He was preparing a specimen

plate (set of teeth) for graduation somewhere about October, 1890, the students being allowed to use their own taste in selection of rubber for

such a purpose, and the doctor, desiring to have something original, chose two kinds of rubber with which to make it, viz., maroon and black

While in the execution of his work an old Italian, who was in the habit of selling lunches to the students, appeared as usual with a basket

of eatables, of which he was soon relieved as usual by the boys.

Being somewhat of a curious as well as enterprising nature, he wended his way to Dr. Haines' table in the dental laboratory and asked,

"What are your colors?" Upon the spur of the moment, the Doctor was about to reply "We haven't any," but, instead, he was struck with the

idea that perhaps the shades of rubber in his plate would make nice colors, so he answered, "Maroon and black."

The next day the Italian took his stand in front of the main entrance to the Medical Department as the students came down from lecture

with about 20 yards of narrow "maroon and black" ribbon wrapped about his arm and crying: "Here's your College colors, only five cents."

It is needless to say that the hoys soon became the proud possessors of the 20 yards. In a short time these hecame the recognized colors of

tin- College and a number of students had badges, buttons, etc.. made.

Thus far they were adopted only by usage and not agreement ; hut a meeting was held in .Anatomical Hall, at which all three departments

were represented, and the maroon and black was adopted almost without dissent.

The set of teeth which caused the colors rind a resting place in the museum.



They say the Indians wiped the ground

With ns. and licked us badly!

A statement this, in which there's found

Some truth! I must own, sadly.

But when we play the game next year

We all will win applause!

We'll bring our utmost strength to bear.

For then— we'll play the squaws!



Chas. T. Fisher, Jr.. President. J. B. Keistek. Vici

Officers.

President. H<

History*

E. C :e. Secretary. H. A. Riviere, Treasurer.

THE Young- Men's Christian Association of the University of Maryland was organized in December, 1894. with thirty charter members.

Ever since it has earnestly endeavored to do Christian work, and its efforts have been crowned with glorious success. Mr. Frank

Keating, of Maryland, was its first President, and at the expiration of his term of office Mr. J. Webster, of Scotland, was chosen as his

successor for the next year. The Presidents, in order, after those already mentioned, have been Messrs. F. Stoney, of New York : R. H. McGin-

nis, of Xorth Carolina: M. L. Martin, of Texas; W. F. Skillman, of Maryland, and C. T. Fisher, of Maryland. The newly elected President

is W. J. Steward, of Pennsylvania.

For some time after its organization the Association held its meetings at No. 22 South Greene street. It now has a permanent room in the

College building on the right of the south entrance, which room was granted the Association by the Faculty of the University. This room is

furnished with comfortable chairs, tables, reading material and various games. The University library is in this room and all students have

access to tin- same. It is the purpose of the Association to make it a pleasure and a profit to students to visit this room.

A. committee, appointed by the President of the Association, has charge of the "boardingdiouse register." This list is prepared by the

committee just previous to the opening of the session and contains fullest details of location, size, description and price of rooms. This infor-

mation is \« r\ thorough ami is of much value to students unacquainted with the city.

The Association furnishes new students with hand-hooks containing information in regard to the Association.

tin- cit) and also the places of interest in the city. There is also a list of advertisements of reliable business houses.

[Aery tall, at the beginning of the College vear. the Association tenders the students a reception at the Central Y
second reception (luring the past year was at the home of Dr. Howard A. Kelly. The work for the year was planned,

two Bible classes were organized. The addresses of the evening were delivered by Dr. S. C. Chew, Dr. and Mrs. Taylor

been missionaries in China for several years. Dr. Taylor visited our University in November and spoke to the men on t

missions.

Mr. Fred P. Smith, of Chicago, one of the International Secretaries, visited the University in March and gave two

helpful talks.

1 )ur Association has never been represented at the Northfield Student Conference.

held fund and we will he able to send one or two men to the Conference this summer to

that we may he better prepared for Association work next year.
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Our Fraternities*

Kappa Sigma, Alpha Alpha Chapter.

Xi CPSI tPhi, Eta Chapter.

Thi Sigma Kappa, Eta Chapter.

Kapp Psi, Delta Chapter.

Phi Kappa Sigma, Alpha Zeta Chapter.

Phi Gamma Ttelta,

Psi Omega,



Kappa Sigma Fraternity*

Alpha Alpha Chapter*

ALPHA-ALPHA CHAPTER OF KAPPA SIGMA was first instituted at the Unversity of .Maryland in 1873. but for various reasons

did not flourish with green bay tree symptoms, and it was not until five good men and true girded up their loins and experienced an

initiation in the fall of [.897 that the present chapter was revived. From that day to this our progress has been steady, with no

reverses, but a gratifying uniformity of increase, which insures the permanent success of the chapter.

\n examination of the different departments we have occupied since 180.7 illustrates in a forcible manner the progress made. From one

room in a basement, with a sad lack of chairs, we have increased and multiplied until at present we occupy the large building at Xo. 908 Madi-

son avenue, once the home of General Robert E. Lee. Furniture there is in plenty, and the visiting brother will find an abundance of caned

bottoms upon which to rest his weary bones, besides a pool table and divers other attractions.

Much, of our present strength is due to the faithfulness of the alumni members of the chapter, who have stuck by us through thick and thin.

Our records show that our membership now consists of 1 1 actives, 2^ alumni and 6 affiliated members from other colleges.

Members of Alpha Alpha Chapter, Kappa Sigma Fraternity.

( rraduates—James ( i. Hunting, J. Ernest Downing. I". Wilbur Miller. Charles Howard Lewis, Charles E. Mcl'hail, E. R. Stringer, Charles

A. Hook, William Milnes Maloy, Garnett Y. Clark. James R. Brewer, Jr., Louis McKim Kines, Edward 11. Sappington, J. Branham Deming,

Thomas S. Rice. John L. V. Murphy, Francis M. Widner, Harry W. Nice, George Donnelly. Emmanuel J. Ellinger, William R. Armstrong,

braids I. Luthardt, Charles Selden, E. ( lliver Grimes, J. Harry Willms, J. Frank Supplee.

Undergraduates— Frederick Shafer, Robert Hook, Garner Denmead, Harry Rickey, Douglas Cassard, Frank I'. Ramey, W. F. Atkinson.

William H. Crane. W. W. Walker. Edward L. Mathias and Joseph C. Judge.

Affiliates—George A. Jennings, R. H. Pritchett, (
'. H. Glover, 0. W. Leonard. M. L. Spangler, John Downing.
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Phi K^ppa S^gma Fraternity.

L. B. Keene Claggett.

James McEvoy, Jr.

Louis S. Zimmerman.

Fratres in Urbe.

George P. Bagby.

John B. A. Wheltle, Jr.

Frederick J. Singley.

Thomas A. Hayes, Jr.

Joshua (i. Harvey, Jr.

Charles Burton Silen<

Alexander L. Seth.

Clarence J. Eaton.

Fratres in Universitate.

1901.

James F. Thrift.

A. F. Brown, Jr.

Matthias F. Reese.

C. Howard Mixi ikin.

John P. Baer.

1902.

Charles F. Motz. A. Hunter Boyd. Charles W. Wisner.

Henry P. Bridges. Roland i\. Marchant. Ridgely P. Melvin.

T. Hewlett Henry. Alfred Tennyson Wilson.

Wm. F. Applegarth, Jr.

1903.

John F. Dammon, Ji Franklin Howard Smith.

Alpha,

Epsilon,

Zeta. .

Mr.

Tau. .

Chapter Roll.

Uni of Pennsylvania.

tshington and Jefferson College.

. Dickinson College.

Franklin and Marshall College.

. University of Virginia.

. Tulam University.

Randolph-Macon College.

\i mi \ Zeta

1850 Upsilon Northwestern University. 1872

1854 Phi . Richmond College. 1873

1854 Psi . Pennsylvania State College. 1 891

[854 Alpha-Alpha, . Washington and Lee University. 1894

1854 Alpha-Gamma, West Virginia University. 1896

1803 Alpha-Delta, . University of Maine. 1898

is- Alpha-Epsilon,

. University of Mar land. iS.

\rnionr Institute.

9

1898
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Xi Psi Phi Fraternity

.

Eta Chapter*

S. < i. Jai kson,

Benj. S. White,

J. E. M\EKS. .

W R Snyder,

G. O. LlNSCOTT, .

R. W. Thompson,

C. A. Spahn,

M. ( >. S\\ ITZER,

B. B. IDE, .

W Ed. Allen

P. H. Moran,

E. G. Lynch,

H. B. Hain, .

J. B. Stevenson, Vice-P

J. P. Parker,

K \Y. Aiken,

W. C. B alsto.v Treasurer,

Wolfsville, X. S.

Lewisburg, Tenn.

New Windsor, Md.

New Oxford, Pa.

Athens. Ohio.

Union, S. C.

Newark, X. J.

Mount Crawford. Va.

Bradford. X. Y.

Ashville, X. C.

Sumersworth, N. H.

Rochester, X. Y.

Blacksville, S. C.

Scranton, Pa.

Bridgetown. X. S.

Houston, Texas.

Knowlton P. O.

F. A. Rawlston, .

(.. M. Hawley, P

G. W. Pierce,

C. J. Anderson,

J. S. Rim KWELL, S(

M. J. Barber,

W. M. Simpkins,

J. W. Massey,

H. G. Watson,

J. W. Jamieson,

J. C. I inc. .

F. M. Owen,

L. E. Gilroy,

(i. R. Will] \ms.

J. S. .Myers, .

F. J. Valentine,

II. M. Ecklenrode,

C. E. McLaughlin,

Knowlton P. O.

Swanton, Yt.

Columbus, Ga.

Portland, Me.

Kentville, X. S.

Knowlton. P. 0-

Savannah, Ga.

Post Oak. Va.

Elkton, Md.

Charlotte, X. C.

Bradford, X. Y.

Buel, X. Y.

Smith's Falls. Ont.

Eaglesville, Tenn.

New Windsor, Md.

Baltimore. Md.

Fredericksburg, Va.

Round Hill. X. S.
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Chapters of Psi Omega Dental Fraternity*

Alpha
Beta.

G VMMA,

Epsilon,

Xm x.

Eta, .

TlIF.TA.

[OTA,

Kappa,

Lambda,
Mi

, .

\Y. .

New York Alumni Chapter,

Boston Ilumni Chapter, .

Active
Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, Baltimore.

. New York College of Dentistry, New York City.

Penna. College of Dental Surgery, Philadelphia.

Tuffts Dental College, Boston.

Western Reserve University, Dental Dept, Cleveland.

University of Penna.. Dental Dept, Philadelphia.

Philadelphia Dental College, Philadelphia.

University of Buffalo, Dental Dept., Buffalo, N. Y.

N. W. University Dental School, Chicago.

Chicago College of Dental Surgery, Chicago.

University of Minnesota, Dental Dept., Minneapolis.

. Colorado College of Dental Surgery, Denver.

Western University of Penna., Dental Dept.. Pittsburg.

Alumni
New York City.

Boston, Mass.

Chicago Alumni Chapter, .

Chapters.
Xi. .

Mu-Delta,
Omicron,

Pi, .

Beta-Sigma

Rho,

Sigma.

Tau,

Upsilon, .

Phi. .

Chi, .

Milwaukee Dental College. Milwaukee.

Harvard University, Dental Dept.. Boston.

Louisville College Dental Surgery, Louisville.

Baltimore Medical College. Dental Dept.. Baltimore.

. College of Physicians and Surgeons. Dental Dept.,

San Francisco.

. Ohio College of Dental Surgery. Cincinnati.

Medico-Chi Dental College. Philadelphia.

Atlanta Dental College. Atlanta.

University of Southern California. Dental Dept..

Los Angeles, Cal.

University of Maryland, Dental Dept.. Baltimore.

. North Pacific Dental College. Portland. Ore.

Chapters.
Duquesne Alumni Chapter,

Minnesota Alumni Chapter.

Chicago, 111.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Minneapolis, Minn.
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Phi S*gma Kappa Fraternity*

Eta Chapter*

James A,- Bund, 1901.

H. W. Brent, [903.

Geo. H. Costner, 1901.

Wm. H. Davis, 1901.

C. R. Dkewry, 1902.

S. R. Donohoe, Jr., 1902.

A. D. Driscoll, 1902.

G. H. H. Emory, 1903.

A. D. Edwards, 1503.

Jos. O. Enos, 1904.

H. D. W

Active Members.

Jas. H. Fraser, 1902.

John A. Gibson, icoi.

Jos. E. Gatelv, 1902.

E. J. Griffin, Jr., 1903.

J. L. Hanes, 1902.

John D. Moritz, 1901.

Thos. A. Mann, 1903.

F. O. Miller, 1902.

F. N. Nichols, 1902.

B. B. Ranson, 1902.

1902. Nathan Winslow,

Wm. R. Rogers, 1901.

Wm. T, Sappington, 19

H. M. Sheely, 1901.

A. M. Shipley, 1902.

L. C. Skinner, 1901.

Wm. D. Scott, Jr., 19C4

E. N. Sappington, 1904.

P. L. Trayers. 1902.

E. K. Tozer, 1902.

M. R. Thomas, 1902.

1901.

W. C. Arthur, 1897.

Louis W. Armstrong, hjoo.

Wm. N. Bispham. 1897.

Chas. A. Beck. 1900.

Harry A. Cotton, 1899.

Geo. L. Ewalt. 1900.

Paul W. Greene, 1900.

Graduates.

Alfred B. Garges, 1899.

R. S. Right, 1900.

R. Z. Lenney, Jr., 1901.

John E. Legge, 1899.

H. D. Lewis, 1900.

H. P. Lucas, 1898.

Frederick Lawford, 1900.

W. Turner Wooten, 189c

Jas. S. Murray, 189J

A. A. Matthews, 1900.

L. G. Owings, 1900.

Gideon Van Poole, 1899.

Harry C. Solter, 1899.

Ed. S. Smith, 1900.

Harry McK. Tucker, 1899.

Alpha, .

Beta, .

Gamm \.

Delta, .

Zki \.

Chapter Roll.

Massachusetts Agricultural College

. Union University,

. Cornell University

West Virginia University

Vale

College of City of New Ynrk

X'! , .
'

.

Eta,

Theta,

Iota,

Kappa,

Lambda,
Mr.

. University <>f Maryland.

Columbia University of New York.

Stephens Institute of Technology.

. Pennsylvania State College.

Columbian University, Washington.

. University of Pennsylvania.

Lehigh.

The Boston Clul

Clubs.

The Southern Club
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Kappa Psi Fraternity.

Delta Chapter*

Members.

r. Asper. G. P. 13- Heggie, N. M. 25- Purdum, Harry

2. BOWEN, J. S. U. Hem.meter.- (i. W. 26. Reeder, J. D.

3. CORRIGAN, W. A. 15. Hunter, A. R. 27. RlKLEV. BRISl OE.

4. C.AWOOD, J. H. 10. Jefferson, Rollin, Jr. 28. Smith. H. B.

5. Collier, L. D. .'" Lansdale, I'. S. 29. Stemim.e. J.

(). DORSEY, P.. H. 18. Law ton. F. A. 30. Walker. .1 M.

7. IX'GUID. [9. Love. C. W. 3i- Weed, F. W.

8. Emerich, Wm. 20. Nice, J. A. ;-'. White, A. H.

9. Fleetwood. E. A. 21. Overmax. C. A. 33. Willis, C. A.

io. Frosher, E. J. 22. Pierce. B. E. 34. WlNDLEY, R. E.

1. Gruver, C. D. 23. Price. M. L. 35. Young, C.

[2. Harris. R. V. 24- Puleston, Sam.
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Officers.
NATHANIEL L. SPENGLER.
HENRY L. RUDOLPH.

R. JEFFERSON'. Jr.

R.w mond \'i< tor Harris,
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M \rion R. Thomas, .
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Francis Asbury Lawton
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Rollin Jefferson j Jr.,

Henry Latimer Rudolph

Herman A. Revere, .

M. I [OMER TURRENTINE,
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I ire /'resident.

D. JENKINS, .

lRMAN A. REVERE,

R. W. JACKSON.
Executive Committee.

R. V. HARRIS. M. R. THOMAS.

Members.
Savannah, Ga.

Savannah, Ga.

Savannah, Ga.

Rome, Ga.

Sa\,innah, Ga.

Savannah, Ga.

Columbus, Ga.

( iainesville, Ga.

Columbus, Ga.

Douglas, Ga.

Nathaniel L. Spengler, .

R. \V. Jackson,

J. Elmore Gardener, .

Harry Ainsworth, .

J. A. Bush, Jr..

William Morrison Riley,

C. W. Love,

Solomon ECatzoff,

Edgar Allen Fleetwood, .

J. II. Jenkins, .

Secretary.
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W. M. SlMPKINS

Boston. Ga.

Bainbridge, Ga.

Thomaston, Ga.

Thomasville, Ga.

Camilla. Ga.

Arlington. Ga.

Blackshear, Ga.

Savannah. Ga.

Savannah. Ga.

Savannah, Ga.
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The Student's Dream.

l.T.

After spending the evening

with our mutual friend.

Tom.

I came home, tilled with de-

cided alarm

;

For I had drunk bad drinks

and eaten had food.

And. as 1 >r. Miles teaches, "My
ner\ es were no gi " id."

My sleep that night proved that

his theory was true,

And when the morning dawned

1 was glad I had pulled

through.

For my dreams were SO remote

from everything that's

That 1 woke myself up yelling,

"For God's sake, bring me ice.'

1 dreamed 1 took a look ahead one hundred years or more.

Into the place where doctors spend their long forever more:

And saw- each of the faculty as I had seen him last,

Before I began to live so recklessly and fast.

There was Doctor Mitchell, negro babies all about:

He was waiting for his senior class to pick the diseased out.

It seemed very strange, even while I had nightmare.

That not a senior was in sight— I found them all elsewhere.

Dr. Tiffany I noticed, with his witty, genial way.

Bending over a table, where a patient there lay;

With a knife in either hand he was ready to greet

A case of amputation or other surgical feat.

Close behind stood Dr. Martin, with an ever ready hand,

To give an anaesthetic <>r guide to the better land;

And also Dr. Penning, with his customary smile;

He looked as if he had been there but a very little while.

And there was Dr. Chew, with his chosen eloquence,

So thoughtful of bis patients and s,, full of grit and sense.

lie seemed to be quite ready to administer relief

By praying, giving powders or by pulling out their teeth.

lint standing on a pinnacle was Dr. Miles alone.

Around bun score- of students, entreating with a groan:

••(„, over the old lectures, if your memory still serves;

Give us the dear old discourses about diseases of the nerves."

Dr. Winslow, by the naughty little twinkle in his eye,

Saul: "You needn't be swift to run. boys; I'll get you by-and-bye.

About anatomy I asked if I had gotten through.

He said: "Young man. I'm sorry, but your mark is seventy-two."

Surrounded quite with chemicals, and praising chloral methane,

Was stout Professor Coale, who was not usually profane;

But having so much trouble with his same old freezing fluid,

His language was unsanctified, unlit for priest or druid.



In the midst of many doctors of lesser skill and note

Dr. Atkinson was carefully examining a throat:

And when his diagnosis he finally made known.

The other doctors all agreed and straightaway left for home.

Dr. Ashby was there, ready to perform an operation

On one whose color showed the race had known emancipation.

He carried his hay-window with his wonted ease and grace,

Prepared to charm the ladies, too, by his innocence of face.

Another group included Turner, Lanier. Allan and Kite,

Ready to fill their places or to go out for "a night,"

To daze the wits of freshmen or the sophomores to quiz,

Or hie them up to "Tommy's" and tone up on gin fizz.

And there was Mr. Runge, standing with his bell in hand,

Ready to ring green freshmen in or any other band ;

And fetching in another stiff were Howard and old John,

Cussing at each other when the Professor had gone.

Dr. Smith was demonstrating from a stiff a section

:

Its very neatness showed he was a master at dissection.

And yet in sight, quite near at hand, his trusty gun was standing

That killing ducks and other game he soon might take a hand in.

And now that I am awake, kind friends.

My love for the faculty I will cherish t

And summon up in after years their m
While I shall leave old Maryland wit

d thus my dream have told,

il 1 grow old,

ories with gladness,

sorrow and sadness.

—R. E. Y.



A Maiden's Dream.

Last night I had a strange, strange dream,

I'll tell what me befell

;

Alas ! things are not what they seem

—

I dreamed I went to hell.

The Devil met me at the gate ;

He gently touched a hell ;

Before my eyes rose wonders great.

I thought, "Can this he Hell?"

The streets were lined with fragrant flowers

And paved with coral shell

;

On every side were lovely bowers,

I thought, "Can this be Hell?"

The places all were made of gold

—

Their wonders who can tell ?

My feverish eyes in wonder rolled,

"i thought, "Can this be Hell?"

I'm.] the Devil then said I,

"Old man, I pray you, tell.

Where are the boys? For them I sig

In this most glorious Hell."

'Alas !" he cried, "I greatly fear

You'll think this place a cell

;

There are no men allowed in here"

—

I howled. "Oh. this is Hell!"

His Last Offer.

The old clo's num had served nut his years,

The Bowery would ne'er see him more;

His triumphs had been many, at the toss of a penny

He had lugged off good suits by the score.

Rut he lay in a stupor, fast failing

—

The doctor spoke low. with a sigh,

'He has peritonitis and acute meningitis

—

I'll give him three hours to die."

The old clo's man slowly opened his eyes

At this speech, ere he crossed over the Styx-

'You'se offers me tree—I'll be generous, see?

I'll match you for nothing or six."



Kissing.

Tell me not in scientific

Pages such a tale as this

:

That diseases most terrific

Gain diffusion by a kiss.

Kissing*s real, kissing's earnest,

Though the vile bacillus lurk

In the kiss that thou returnest,

Trust me, Damon will not shirk.

Vain the doctor's adjuration,

Phyllis lightly to me trips;

If there's death in osculation,

Let me take it from her lips.

When a merry maiden fair is,

Medical advice decline

;

Let her sweet orbicularis

Oris lightly rest on thine.

Yet since kissing surely pleases,

We by Aesculapian art

Can prognosticate diseases,

Soft affections of the heart.

Kissing is by nature taught us.

Kiss the girls then when they come.

Though a kiss be. vide Plautus,

Acherontis pabulum.



\ <//,

What Happened to Dr. Turner's Team.

o N ONE of those cold and bleak afternoons of February, when the Juniors were assembled as usual in the bacteriological laboratory and

micrococci and bacilli reigned supreme in their homes of nutrient agar and gelatin, while the bacillus, prodigiosus and violaceous, cast

i, three of these diligent investigators decided that they were more thirsty for "darks'a rosy red and violet hue upon the surround

than for knowledge of things out of sight.

Accordingly. Hanes, Donohoe and Love sought refuge within the alluring environment of the "Fuchs Hohle." Here, after the disposal of

several rounds of "Marks" and the promotion of good fellowship generally, the project of disturbing the quietude of the ever peaceful "Bow-

ery" in some startling manner was developed. So they journeyed to Slavins', meeting with an adventure on the way. Poor Stubbs, who was
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waiting on Eutaw street for "something fine," fell into the clutches of Donnie, who, after upsetting his equilibrium, proceeded to make himself

comfortable, with Stubbs underneath, and commenced to sing "You will get all that's a comin' to you," intermingled with Stubbs' "Take him

off and I'll promise you I'll be good," after which he was released and permitted to keep his "date," the trio proceeding to Slavins. From here.

after a few games of Klondike, interspersed with "high balls," they went on their way rejoicing to the ever familiar retreat of Tommy's.

"Dutch" Gruver, entirely unsuspecting whilst taking a "bracer," fell into their clutches and, as a result, was about put out of the business.

After consulting on the merit of his "brew." they returned to the "Bowery," Hanes endeavoring to climb each lamp-post en route. Donny

heading for 18 South Greene street and Love doing the Cakewalk out of sight with every foot up off the ground.

As usual. Dr. John Turner's bob-tailed roan, with his swell runabout, was awaiting him in front of the University, and this proved suffi-

cient inspiration for the trio to decide upon a drive as the proper manner to celebrate. Whereupon they immediately climbed into the vehicle

and proceeded to transform the Bowery into Pimlico. Donny, being an expert, handled the reins, while Hanes proved himself a most efficient

"whip" and Love acted as coachman-in-chief. Hanes' exercise, however, proved too great for him to maintain his balance and he very summarily

exchanged his exalted position for one nearer terra firma and in close proximity to the horse's heels, leaving his companions to continue their

hilarity alone. However, in the meantime, and to their chagrin, the prosector to the Professor of Anatomy had been made aware of the plight

of his noble steed and had summoned to his aid the services of one of the very much beloved "coppers," who had instituted most diligent search

tor their apprehension. He. upon spying the enemy in charge of the strawberry roan, gave immediate pursuit, with the result that our friends

determined that discretion was the better part of valor and accordingly forsook the fiery steed and proceeded to make themselves conspicuous

by their absence, with the portly "cop" and the benedict doctor, with the well-groomed Van Dyke, in hot pursuit. The exhilaration of the

"darks." however, seemed to lend additional speed to those pursued and they succeeded in distancing the less active pair and gaining the

shelter of 6l8, there to meditate upon their adventure and swear off. ( ?)

A



The Faculty Banquet.

Dr. Culbreth sang a solo,

It sounded like a deep basso.

For all that he sang he sang with all his might

And what he did sing he didn't sing right.

Dr. Culbreth sang a solo.

Dr. Lanier was taking a nap,

Buried down under a big fur cap.

And he snored a snore that was really a snore—

"I'm full." quoth Lanier, and he snored no more.

Dr. Lanier took a nap.

Old Dr. Coale, the merry old -ml.

Pulled out of his pocekt a "big roll,"

He wanted to bet an electric light

Made night into day and day into night.

Dr. Coale was a merry old soul.

'How tiresome, how tedious the hour."

Quoth Dr. Miles from his bower;

So he sang with a restrain the old refrain.

"We're the boys from the U. of M. again."

Quoth Dr. Miles from his bower.

Poor old Professor Chew,

He didn't know what to do.

So he rubbed his nose and wriggled his toes.

Took up his glass and said, "Here goes."

Professor Chew wriggled his toes.

Dr. Winslow discussed a plan

lo revise the anatomy of man;

Hut he talked through his hat, for the matter i

For no one knew where Winslow was "at."

Dr. Winslow talked through his hat.

Dr. Mitchell, poor fellow,

Appeared quite puffed up and mellow.

For be drank some drinks till he got his think

All mixed up in his "thinks and drinks."

Dr. Mitchell appeared quite mellow.

Dr. Ashby's little

Shook like a lump of jelly,

When somebody said he was going to bed.

For all of the wine had gone to his head.

Dr. Ashby shook like a lump of jelly.

Dr. Tiffany told a joke,

Told it through a cloud of smoke;

The joke was as dry as dry could be.

But not one-half so dry as he,

So he ordered up drink number thirty-three.

Dr. Tiffany told a joke.

H. W. W.
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War News,

WILL HEBB BE-NIGHTED ?

Great Battle at Anatomical Hall.

5 P. M. on Friday the outposts signalled for reinforcements, the

memy being reported in force, and the newspaper convoy in

danger. The Mounted Infantry, under Hebb, was immediately

ordered to advance in open order, tbe movement being executed brill-

iantly and with great promptness, and the enemy taken in the flank and

forced to retire, fighting stubbornly all the while. The convoy being

safe within our lines, the order was given to retire, but at this juncture

the enemy, having executed a rapid retrograde movement, advanced

under cover of a well-timed feint upon our right flank and suddenly

appeared in force on our front, and what at first seemed only likely to

be an affair at outposts now threatened to develop into a general engage,

ment.

( )ur troops were called to arms and formed "en echelon," the reserves, under General Rhodie, being stationed on Buzzards' Roost and the

commissariat and baggage, under General Castel, D. A. O. M. G, and Major Fout, P. D. O., being sent to the rear.

Tlic Mounted Infantry, under Hebb, were again thrown to the front, supported by two batteries of artillery under Colonel Sappington and

Captain Thompson. Tbe Welch Fusilliers, under Field Marshal West, and the Devil's ( )wn. under Captain Messmore, occupied the high

ground overlooking and flanking the enemy, and, being well loaded, poured in several volleys of cusses at short range, which seriously ham-

pered the enemy's advance. As soon as the enemy's line showed signs of wavering, the D. T. Cavalry, under Little, and the First and Third

Battalions of Ashby's ( )wn, under Harden, were given orders to advance, when the enemy, having previously signalled for help, immediately

retired, leaving us in possession of the held.

The Mounted Infantry, under Hebb, while falling upon the enemy's rear, captured the seat of his pants, and, as a mark of his appreciation

of the brilliant work performed by Hebb and the men under his command, the Commander-in-Chief has ordered that th-e captured relics be

embroidered and presented as a trophy to that corps.

I . \ 1 1 r. \ I 'eace ( lommission lias been formed under Brigadier Dorsey, of the Corps Diplomatique, to confer with the Powers, pending a

cessation of hostilities.

Casualty List.— Prof. Tiffany, feelings wounded; Captain Winslow, aphonia, from undue hilarity; Pete Reeks, dyspnoea, caused by haste

in retreat
;
Lieutenants ( roldsborough and Smith, amputation of whiskers.
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Student's Dream.

Said a ghost one night,

From a dark, weird light.

To a student of ill-repute,

'You have run your race.

At a lively pace,

And now you must shoot the chute.

Then the student said.

With bowed-down head,

'Oh!" ghost, to me you're cruel.

But the ghost said "No,

You're bound to go,

For the devil needs some fuel."



Our Coon Student.

A student to our college came
A year or two ago

;

He didn't tell a soul his name

—

He knew we'd all soon know.

His skin was dark, 'twas almost black.

His hair was "kinky," too

;

His language rough, his manners slack,

And that would never do.

He claimed that he was not a "coon"

—

His claim was rather thin
;

So we passed him up, and pretty soon

His checks were all passed in.

H. W. W.

Mathematical Problems.

ii) If it takes "Freshie" 30 minutes to walk from the hospital to Fayette street ( 1 Miller-Meeter), how soon will he reach the age of

discretii in ?

1
_'

) If it takes all " Sappie's" spare time to make his self-imposed rounds, how soon will he graduate and get that appointment?

(3) If 3 Bi-chloride Sol. (1-60) to water, t pint, makes 1-1000, what will he the result if Milton makes a mistake in the whole?

141 If it requires 167 degrees Fahrenheit for 20 min. to Pasteurize milk, what will it cost " Sappie" to sterilize a thermometer?

An Ideal Nursery—Suggested by Dr. Mitchell's Lecture on Infant Hygiene.

The house students' bedroom is an ideal nursery, and it is arranged, situated and furnished upon the latest and most highly approved

hygienic basis. There is no carpet or even a rug to afford shelter for the dreaded bacillus, no wallpayer ( wallpaper is an abomination ), its place

being taken by whitewash. You find no plush-covered chairs or sofas and the bedsteads are of iron and simple in structure. The bedclothes

are not sufficiently heavy to cause restlessness on the part of the occupant—in proof, witness the texture of the blanket

!

The exposure is magnificent, as the tenants who vacated the next house will testify! Last, but by no means least, the cost of the nursery

is only $120 per annum.



A Letter Written by a Freshman to His Father,

'Throw physics to the dogs," said I.

Said he, "I will do so, see?"

And at the cowering cur he hurled

His Gray's Anatomy.

F. M.

Dear Pa :

It is with respontaneous emotion that I now withdraw my attention from the diversifying scenes of gratifying illusions long

enough to let you know how things appear to me in this large College.

I know you will wonder what has come over me when you see all these big words at the beginning of this letter, but they seem to be all

the style here, so I have learned a few.

The first speech I heard was made by an old gentleman with gray hair and whiskers. He told us we bad in our blood corpuscles, and some

were called polymorphonuclear liewcocytes, some big mononuclear liewcocytes, and some little liewcocytes ; he then say they could fight.

I went to hear another speech in what they call the Anatomical Hall. Soon as 1 walked in the hoys all said—sit down !—and down I sat.

Then they all say—pass him up!—and a whole crowd come and grabbed me and carried me to the last seat—way up! Then a man come in

put a whole lot of red pictures on the wall, and all kinds of hones on the table, then brought in some more bones all tied together and hung

them up in a stick. After while the man came in who was going to make the speech, and another tall man came in with a little sharp whiskers

on his chin and sat right down—he didn't say nothin. Then the first man started to speak and said something about sternum—then the boys

they stamped their feet and just keep stamping until the man said "better get it in your head instead of your feet."

I went to hear another speech, and this man brought in a whole lot of soup plates full of all kinds of roots, leaves, bark, and sticks. He
had names for all these things and called some of them "1 laemotoxvlin," "Campantiana" and a lot of other funny names. He called all his

trash "Medical .Material" and said all of us would need a box of it, then he made us all pay him fifty cents. I have all mine nailed to the wall

with all them big words under them.

Pa, we Freshmen don't do anything but go around and hear speeches. They never give us any lessons to learn. One of the "old boys" told

me I need not study unless I wanted to. \\'hat do you think about it. Pa?

I heard another man speak, he didn't speak all the time, but did a heap of slight of hand things, and explained them all but I could not

understand them. He could beat that man we saw do so many curious things in the circus year before last.

The most trouble I had was when I first came here. Me and four or five more fellows were coming out of the College, and a crowd of

fellows they called "sophs" caught us and tied us all together with a rope, and put smut on our faces. Then they marched us up the street with

a whole crowd following us, when we met a man they called "cop," and he made the "Sophs" take us back to the College. Before they turned

us loose they made us do all kinds of things. Some of the fellows they had tied would not do what they wanted them so they started to hang

them. They made some of the fellows eat grass, dance, sing, and even made them laugh.



When they got to me, tell you Pa, I was near seared to death, and couldn't hardly do nothing, but was cause I was scared, for 1 knew you

did not want me to get hung up. I'll just tell you what they made me do.

One man was leader, and he told me to dance—I danced—when I stopped they say keep it up! I did. Then they say sing! and all the

song I could think of was "Home, Sweet Home," and out it came. Then say—walk cake—and you know I did not know what that was. Pa,

you never did hear of that—did you? Then they made me eat grass just like a cow. One fellow say—give College yell ! and I yelled Whoopee!

just as loud as I could. Then they all say—let him go, and you can bet I was glad enough to get loose one more time. Pa, I would write more

hut am tired. ( rive my love to ma and Sallie and all the neighbors also to the depot agent.

Your Little Loving Sox.

P. S.—I am broken.

"Roses red and violets blue.

Send me fifty and I'll be true."



The Song of the Greek.

To those who may choose this page to peruse,

A greeting fair, we bring :

Be he Barb or Greek, may he hear us speak.

As fraternity life we sing.

In the bond we are brothers, and each one another's.

However the world may go ;

Our hearts swell with pride as we stand side by side

Of him who our secrets know.

See the gleam in their eyes

As the beloved Frat. they hear;

More manly we live, as the grip we can give.

And know that a brother is near.

We rightly may boast that we fear no ghost.

By night we have oft been tried;

Our cheek ne'er grows pale, though goats may assai

For each one has taken a ride.

The green grinning skull, with horror so full.

Our courage can never appall

;

The coffin and shroud may humble the proud.
But the Greek ne'er worries at all.

Now a bumper we'll fill, and drink with a will

A health to fraternity joys;

Let come sense or folly, we'll seek to be jolly.

'Tis life to be one of the boys.



'Twas not Amiss.

(Scene, a young doctor on the night of his graduation.)

Twas not amiss for me to try.

How soft your little hand, how spry

;

Your lissom form, how passing dear,

For me to be ever near.

For further bliss why should I sigh?

To steal a kiss. I'll not deny,

Was very wrong, since maids are shy.

My aim was proper— tell me, dear,

'Twas not amiss !

And when ( some day) Miss Buzz shall cry :

"In yon new house, I walking by,

A brazen miss—now ain't she free?

She kissed our nice M. D. !"

May gossip laugh, and say why, why.

'Twas not amiss.

F. M.



Dimensions,

Weight with specs 190 pounds.

Weight without specs 140 pounds.

Weight at home 200 pounds.

Weight at College 99 pounds.

Height—To perpetual snow line.

Shoe number, 210 degrees, 50 minutes, 25 seconds.

Cerebral Surgery.

PoM ^ov\^ Discoveries |v
V ^ At on <\ NU<J iC/\\ Slu(ievvV^

Dr. Matthews (to cerebral hernia patient in Surgical Ward)—Well, ray man, do you find your memory affected in any way?

Patient—Well, Doctor, it's very convenient. Why, if I forgot the day of the month I used to scratch my head and think. Now I only

have to irritate my almanac centre and it comes to me at once.
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Musing.

At eventide, before the open fire,

I sit and muse and smoke my chum's French briar

;

And as the wreaths of smoke curl high,

Pale spectres of care my thoughts occupy.

No augean task of sweat and dust must I perform,

No citadel assail nor bristling rampart storm
;

The thought that harrows up my soul, like shade of murdered Banquo,

Is, whither shall I go tonight to burn some more tobacco?

&jfi

A Good Definition.

'What is this reciprocity

We read so much about?"

Says pretty little Kitty Lee

To big young Johnny Stout.

"Reciprocity?" he asked, amazed.

'It is—er—like this, you see

—

Should I kiss you, then you kiss me-

That would be reciprocity."

'Then it must be nice," said this guileless

And the pet cat on the rug

Winked both eyes at the poodle dog

As Johnny took his hug.



Quo Vadis ! Domine !

Breathes there a man with soul so dead

Who never to a nurse has said :

"It would be nice if we could wed !"

And then she smiles and hangs her head,

And answers: "Yes. it would be nice,

Perhaps, to follow 'Sap's' device,

And set the students throwing rice

—

That is, if you have got the price!"

But if I wed a doctor poor.

It means a room on the second floor,

Enough to live on and no more,

And I should have to tend the door.

Or, while I scrub your office stoup,

A man runs up, with frantic whoop,

And yells, "My baby has the croup!

Is nearly dead and in the soup.

Doctor must hurry, for my wife

U nearly scared out of her life!"

He, breathless, stops—dismay is rife

On his features, on mine strife

Is evident; for you would hate

'To hurry, e'en though 1 berate,

Hut you just have to get there late

And si<>n the death certificate!



There was a fair maiden perverse,

Who had an ambition to nurse

;

But her patient she fed

On cooking school bread,

And they carried him off in a hearse.

Hardens Fright.

It happened on one day last fall

That when I'd finished dressing

My cases in the colored ward
And had no duties pressing,

I thought I'd while the time away
In conversation light

With a certain nurse who works in there

—

But we had an awful fright.

For I never thought he'd do it, don't you know

;

I never thought he'd ever treat us so.

You can judge my consternation and the nurse's perturbation.

For we never thought hed' do it, don't you know

!

We had talked about the fashions in the Ladies' Magazine,

And the inadvisability of a brunette wearing green,

When I turned my head, then turned pale, for peeping 'round a screen.

Our respected Superintendent's head could undoubtedly be seen !

And I don't know how he came there, don't you know

;

Perhaps he might have crept there, but if so

He must have crawled in on all fours, for I was watching both the doors,

S<> I can't tell how he got there, don't you know.
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A Warniarnmg.

FRESHMEX, thou shalt not wear mustaches

!

The above notice was posted on the bulletin board of the class of 1903 on the fifth of October, 1900, and signed by the secretary of

the class.

The result was that many lovely sets of mustaches were shorn by barbers in the vicinity of the University.

On the following day a host of beardless Freshies presented themselves at the College, led by two of their number, who had disregarded

the timely warning given them and were still wearing with great pride their beautiful ( ?) mustache that hung in folds from their upper lips.

The Sophomores realized that they knew not what they were doing, so a second warning was given to the Braves—Messrs. Aaronson

and Schurman.

They heeded not the second warning, so a time was set for the downfall of their mustaches, and it is needless to say that at the appointed

time Mr. Aaronson's mustache fell a prey to a pair of scissors wielded by the steady hand of a "Soph."

This left but one of the Braves. This was the proud, fearless and heedless Schurman, but the seat of his pride was soon to fall.

It was a beautiful day, the seventeenth of February, 1901, while Mr. Schurman was seated behind a dissecting table with his beautiful ( ?)

mustache curled and standing out in great pride, preparatory to have his picture taken. But, alas! no picture was taken, for at that moment a

body of "Sophs." came in, and, seizing Mr. Schurman, bore him to the floor, hound his hands and feet, and with one whack of a trusty pair of

dissecting scissors, Schurman's mustache fell helpless to the floor.

When he realized that the removal of his mustache exposed his hook-shaped nose he sought a man with as little sense and judgment as

himself, who poses as a Justice of the Peace at the Western Police Station. Putting their heads ( ?) togeher, they swore out a a warrant for

Asper. Then the Justice ( ?) fixed the fine before Asper was arrested, for he renders his decisions regardless of evidence.

He then draws his knotty figure up in the shape of an imp and dreams of the commission he will get on the fine he imposed a day before

he hears the case. When Asper is brought before him he greets him with a lustful smile and looks a perfect picture of the vilest injustice, and

with a squeaky sound of his loathsome voice and a stamp of his cloven foot he speaks in the language of the infernal regions, using words that

would tarnish the lips of the vilest blasphemer of the universe.

How such a man as Poe—better Injustice Poe—ever secured the office of Justice of the Peace in the city of P>altimore is a mystery to all

wise-thinking people.

schurman (his name is not worthy to he commenced with a capital letter) returned to College on the following Monday and was met with

a storm of hisses, cat -calls and rotten eggs, but he was a mark that was a disgrace to all the epithets hurled at him. As an evidence of this fact,

his name has been stricken from the Freshmen class roll and he has been ostracized by all the students of the University.

A few days later the gross, grim, gloomy and peculiar little justice came down to the University to see if he could stop the "monkey busi-

ness," as he called the hazing. He came on the campus snorting and puffing as if he was ruler of the universe.
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The boys soon gathered around this scrawny temple of injustice and began their College yells and such songs as "Hang Old Poe on a Sour

Apple Tree." This increased his anger, and soon the crowd of students had increased, and the only way to locate the justice ( ?) was by the

clouds of green vapor that rose from him as he puffed and fumed. Injustice Poe could not stand this much longer and as he began to faint

away the boys gave him a shower bath of rotten eggs.

The rotten-egged temple of injustice then betook himself into the Dean's office, and when questioned about the disgraceful language in

which he had spoken to the students who had been brought before him denied it, which, of course, was perfectly natural. He came out of the

Dean*s office with a glare of wickedness in his eyes that might well make a bulldog blush with shame.

As he strolled up Green street with the gleam of his wicked eyes shooting rays of lust at bystanders, his bulldog countenance casting

hideous shadows on the sidewalk and the sound of his cloven hoof echoing through the streets, he arrived at the \Y. P. S. and soon filled its

halls with the odor of decayed hen fruit.

In order to show our appreciation of the kind advice ( ?) we had received at the hands of the insignificant little justice, we burned him in

effigy. On his effigy was placed a placard bearing this inscription. "Injustice Poe." As the forked flames consumed his image it was a relief

to all around, for it made us feel that we had sent to regions beyond a needless creature. We also hung a correct image of Poe in the top of a

tree and labeled it "Unjust Poe," so that people who did not know him might avoid his crooked path.

When Poe "passes in his checks" he will be stretched on a couch of shame, clothed in a garment of unrighteousness. His body will be

guarded by a thousand imps, and his spirit will be wafted to the infernal regions by an evil wind.



Class Song of "Naughty Three" ('03.)

Just two more years and we'll be free

Sweetest class, O "Naughty-three;"

You bet your life we're full of glee.

Dearest class, O "Naughty-three."

To study hard is now our lot,

Otherwise we'll have it hot;

But this we'll never have—better not,

"Naughty-three," (> "Naughty-thi

(Air: ".Maryland, My Maryland.")

And when we get our "sheepskin white,

Greatest class, O "Naughty-three,"

( >ur faces will be out of sight.

Noblest class, O "Naughty-three."

And when we give our speeches 'round

We'll make the people look profound.

We'll show them how our "gas" does sound,

"Naughty-three," "Naughty-three."

Our minds are large (?), our talents great i ?),

Sweetest class, O "Naughty-three :"

And with the juniors we do mate.

Dearest class, O "Naughty-three."

Our teachers all are very wise,

Whene'er they speak they tell no lies,

Above their heads you ne'er can rise,

"Naughty-three." "Naughty-three."

And when the exercise is done.

"Naughty-three," "Naughty-three,

We'll go downtown to have some fun,

"Naughty-three," O "Naughty-three.'

We'll have our tables full of wine.

Of beer, of cakes, of oysters tine;

We will like ancient monarchs dine,

"Naughty-three," O "Naughty-three.

Commencement night you'll surely see,

"Naughty-three," O "Naughty-three."

Dressed up to beat a Christmas tree.

"Naughty-three," O "Naughty-three."

Our dearest friends will all be there

And all the girls with golden hair ;

They'll clap, they'll cheer, for they will

The sweetest class of "Naught) -three."

And when we have enjoyed the ball.

Gayest class, "Naughty-three."

We will for cabs and buggies call,

Gallant class, O "Naughty three."

We will in glee and pleasure ride

Right by our only sweetheart's side,

And all our love t<> her confide,

"Naughty-three," ( I "Naughty-three.'

We'll bid each other, all. adieu.

This greatest class, our "Naughty-three."

And promise always to be true.

This faithful clas>. dear "Naughty-three."

We will, like brothers, form a ring.

And on ourselves great praises bring.

And make all merry while we sing.

"Naughty-three," "Naughty-three."

T. J. O'DONNELL,



Dr. Stokes.

Before a meeting of medical folks

There spoke one day a well-known physician;

His name, they say, was Dr. William Royal Stokes,

Far famed for reason of his great erudition.

When he arose he told several little jokes,

That were strictly of the latest edition.

"Gentlemen ! gentlemen !" quoth he,

"Do not applaud, for really, you see

How truly it doth emharrass me."

Forthwith he began to lecture on bacteriology,

Telling all about bugs and spores,

Which he said must always be handled out of doors.

Or else you might swallow a germ,

And never reach full term,

But die just like any ordinary worm.

Now, what I am going to say surely you will affirm,

That, laying aside all jokes.

We all like Dr. William Royal Stokes.



Insomnia.

Tin.- night, with all her starry train.

A mantle o"er the world hath lain.

And soothing Morpheus claims his own,

"The halm denied to me alone."

The city bellman's measured smite.

Bespeaking progress of the night.

Entreats the brain, the powers spent,

To doff its burden discontent.

"Weak mind! yield up thy learned themes,"

The faithful heart impatient seems

To romp thro' dreamland's tangled ways

To happy scene-- (if summer days.

Mi(Kt thoughts reluctant in their flight,

Xow falls the --tar of science bright;

Uncourted now it llmith by,

Xor yet succumbs the fleeting eye.

Oh, "sleep," receive me as of yore.

Let sweetest dreams to youth restore

A brain that now to naught consigns

The gleamings of more gifted minds.

Xow lift me to those realms of peace,

Where endless care and sorrow cease.

Where watch the angels ever fair.

And love pervades the fragrant air.

O'DONNELL, '03.
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Oass 1901.
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Senior Class Officers, 1901.
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Oass 1901.

Senior Roll.

Aiken. R. W Texas.

A wise player ought to accept his throws and score

them—not bewail his luck.

—

Sophocles.

Crumrine, R. E. Pennsylvania.

Think not that thy word, and thine alone, must he

right.

—

Sophocles.

Allen, WE., North Carolina.

Look you, I aril most concerned in own interests.

Lytton.

Davis, D. K South Carolina.

He was so generally civil that nobody thanked him

for it.

—

Johnson.

Austin, A. I West Virginia.

Those who wish to appear wise among tools among
the wise seem foolish.

—

Quintilian.

Bachman, A. C
The only flower of youth.— Terrence.

Maryland.

Birdsall, C. C New York.

Home-keeping youth have ever homely wits.

—

Shakes-

peare.

Eckenrode, H. M., Virginia.????????
Elliott, W. K., Virginia.

Nose, nose, nose, nose ! And who gave you that

jolly red nose?

—

Ravenscroft.

]•:« [ng, J. E
With words warm and wild.

—

Lytton.

Nebraska.

Bowen, G. M Canada.

So much is a man worth as he esteems himself.

—

/ Hogenes Laertiusx

Bragg, L. \ Virginia.

He declared that he knew nothing except the fact of

his ignorance.

—

Diogenes Laertius.

Fischer, G, Jr New Jersey.

Oh. wad some power the giftie gie us

To see ourselves as ithers see us.

—Burns.

Getchel, J. L Maryland.

God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb.

—

Stem.

HAN, J. II Maine.

1 go my own way, onward, upward.— Lytton.

Chisholm, W. \\\. Georgia.

You fly high, but what is it, in truth, you tl> at?—
Lytton.

Gilbert, G. C., New York.

I have learned in whatsoever state 1 am therewith to

be content.

—

Bible.

Gilkinson, A. W Ohio.

Fain would I climb, but fear I to fall—Raleigh.



Senior Roll—Continued.

Garrison, E. C Virginia.
God made him. and therefore let him pass for a

—

man.

—

Shakespeare.

Hair, H. B South Car, ,1 ma.
And when a lady's in the case,

Vcu know all other things give place.

—Gay.

Makler. J. G
1 admit that I know nothing.

—

Ly/ti

M \SSEY. J. W
Dazzled by his wondr

North Carolina.

Virginia.

McClees, J. S..

None hut

Maryland.

•arallel.—Theobold.

Hamilton, W. T. F South Carolina
Give thy thoughts no tongue.

—

Shakespeare.

McCORMICK, J. J
This is the thing that J was bor

New York.
.

—

Samuel Daniel.

Hawlev, G. M
Labor itself is hut a sorrowful song.

—

Fabe

Holland.

Vermont.

Clothed and in his right mind.—Bible.

Hughes. H. C Maryland.
His heart and hand both open and both free.—Shakes-

peare.

Johnson, F. M South Carolina.

Lest men suspect your talk untrue, keep probability in

view.

—

Gay.

Keister, J. B Virginia.
Oh! for a forty-parson power.—Byron.

Law. E. A. Florida.

Who to himself is law no law doth need.—Chapman.

Lussier, N. J Rhode Is ,.m( ,

Keep the golden mean between saying too much and
too little.

—

Diogenes Laertius.

Maddox, H. W.
I once knew a very sordid, covetous fellow, who used

to say: "Take care of the pence; the pounds will take
care of themselves."—Chesterfield.

Virginia.

McDivitt, H. V.. .

I never thrust my
Cervantes.

Montgomery, A
Towering in the confidence

Maryland.

in other man's porridgt

Alabama.

-Johnson.

Myers, J. F Maryland.
How long wilt thou sken. () sluggard ?—Bible.

Myers, J. S Maryland.
I shall ne'er beware of my own wit till I break my

slims against it.

Owen, F. M
Costly thy habit as thy purse can

Parker. J. P

A lion among ladies is a mos
Shakespeare.

Parks. C. M.. .

New York.

-Shakespeare.

Nova Scotia.

Pennsylvania.
How softly sounds the voice of a woman.

—

Lylton.

Pickett, J. E 0hio
And now am I. if a man should speak truly, little-

better than one of the wicked.—Shakespeare.

Pierce, (,. W.
ie very hairs of your head are all numbered.—Bible

Georgia.



R\I>( J.IFFE. A. A
Born for the benefit of digestion—Lytton.

R v.ls roN, N. C,

Senior Roll—Continued

Maryland.

Canada.

I am not in the roll of common men.

—

Shakespeare.

\<\ .. \V. A Pennsylvania.

Straining harsh discords and unpleasant sharps.—

Shakespeare.

Reeves, W. L South Carolina.

Of all the old wolves ever taken for lambs.

—

Lytton.

Rockwell, J. S., Nova Scotia.

Pleasant words are as honeycomb, sweet to the soul

and health to the bones.—Bible.

Saylor, R. E Maryland.

I am sure care is an enemy to life.

—

Shakespeare.

Sheeley, H. M.,

Toil does not come to help the idle.-

Sheeley, W. S

Dismantled and rent.

—

Shakespeare

Spipman, W. L
I know too much already.

—

Longfellow

Pennsylvania.

Texas.

New York.

Sloan, C. S., North Carolina.

What a haste looks through his eyes.

—

Shakespeare.

Maryland.Smallwood, T. E.,

Disciplined inaction.

—

Mackintosh.

Smithson, C. F North Carolina.

Shut up in measureless content.

—

Shakespeare.

Spratt, J. S., South Carolina.

1 could almost refrain from touching a subject so

fragile.

—

Lytton.

Stein, A New York.

.Much ado about nothing (Zimless Crowns).

—

Shakespeare.

Stevens, J. B Pennsylvania.

My appetite comes to me while eating.

—

Montague.

Swart. J. E
Their strength is to sit still.

—

Bible.

Taft, A. W
Job's self had Job known him.

—

Lytton.

Virginia.

Rhode Island.

Tenney, C. I Washington.

Why, then, do you walk as if you had swallowed a

ramrod ?

—

Epie let us.

Thompson, R. W South Carolina.

My strong imagination sees a crown.

—

Shakespeare.

Tucker. E. B North Carolina.

It were better to be eaten to death by rust than to be

scoured to nothing by perpetual motion.

—

Shakespeare.

Van Nostrand, J. F., New York.

There is nothing in the world so sweet as love.

—

Longfellow.

Van Orner, W. L Pennsylvania.

Summed it up. searched it out. proved it vapor and

wind.

—

Lytton.

Watson, H. C, Maryland.

Is not this something more than fantasy?

—

Shakes-

peare.

Watson, J. A., South Carolina.

Hang sorrow! Care will kill a cat; therefore let's

be merry.

—

Wither.

Watson, W. B West Virginia.

He is as mad as a March hare.

—

Cervantes.



Senior Roll— Continued.

Watt. J. R, Indiana.

For yon. my friend, have a home and sweet and dear

wife.

—

Lytton.

Westkater, A. A West Virginia

So wise, so young, they say, do not live long.

—

Shakespeare.

Willey, H. S North Carolina.

Come not within the measure of my wrath.

—

Shakes-

peare.

Williams. G. R Tennessee.

He is of a very melancholy disposition.

—

Shakespeare.

\\ im.ate. W. J New Hampshire.

The germ of a joy in the year yet to be.

—

Lytton.

White, B. S Tennessee.

Where the stream runneth smoothest the water is

deepest.

—

Lyly.

Winhelm \n. W. J

Wee Willy Winkie rins through tl

Maryland.

.1/(7/,

Wright, 0. B South Carolina.

And Mire the eternal master found his single talent
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History—Class 1901

IN
THE golden autumn of 1898 there assembled at the University of Maryland the biggest class that has ever crowded her halls. We hailed

from every corner of the globe, from the snow banks of Canada to the pine tops of Carolina, and from the Chesapeake to the Golden Gate

of California. Nor were we satisfied here—a wanderer from Russia found refuge within our midst. Here were gathered together repre-

sentatives from all the stages of society; the city beau, the sturdy plowman, the wily ranger and the pumpkin tosser, all thrown together, bent

on a common purpose. The ides of ( )ctober had hardly passed 'ere we were all friends, a "doctor" among doctors, experiencing that pleasant,

but indescribable, feeling which comes to one when for the first time the appellation of "Doc" is ascribed to him, opening slightly the windows of

the future to him and allowing bis infant aspiration room to expand itself.

The seed of vanity, which for many years had remained in its embryonic state, in this congenial atmosphere soon began to germanate, and

in the street car. or at the theatre, on the corner or in the library our voices were slightly strong in proclaiming our affinity to our College and in

making our presence felt generally. But our class can by no means claim a monopoly on this characteristic demeanor common to Freshmen;

rather to the contrary, in justice to them, and a real pleasure to myself, ] can honestly say our very appearance was quite indicative of our

calling.

For our first I 'resident we choose Mr. I lawley, a man of grave and determined character, who, when lie ruled he "wan't" he won't, and

everyone else would. The experience we derived from our initial entry into the lecture hall is embossed upon our minds in such bold charac-

ters as will never admit of forgetfulness ; especially true is this of a few of our more venturesome kids, among the more pronounced of whom
were Getchel, Huffy and Mickey. These gentlemen, together with many others too numerous to mention, predisposed to knowledge and
anxiously seeking it without inquiring the cost, soon reversed the law of nature and took a slide up the incline plane, where in the future they

remained, believing that "Tis distance that lends enchantment to the view."

We were all to a greater or less degree gentlemen of culture with refined habits and a predisposition for fine art, and here in the large

city certainly there must be some heaven of bliss where this bud of promise could bloom forth, beautifully, under a congenial sky. Lo! and

behold ! that great and grand philanthropist, James Kernan, had already anticipated our needs and had provided that abode of forgetfulness

whither we could repair after long and tedious days and witness in ecstacy representatives of Shakespeare, Booth and their "lessors." Another
great and all absorbing question to us was the selection of our boarding-house. In this the law of nature, necessity, greatly assisted, driving

us from the streets anywhere. And, may I add, that now, after three years of experience, this question has never been satisfactorily

solved to our liking. What a surprise to some of US was this mode of living—with those ever constant friends, steak, mashed potatoes, corn and
tomatoes, pursuing us.

The beds, too, were curiosities, which, "thank the Lord," as our S mthern friends are wont to say, we will soon occupy for the last time;

for to be comfortable on a few feathers, sandwiched between a bale of hay and cornshucks, even tho' this be called a first-class students' feather

bed, is an art which most of us have yet to acquire.



Our first year in College was largely spent in contemplating what would be required of us the two following years. Beyond this very little

actual studying was dune. Conspicuous in the routine of life was initiation into the various social clubs. The dancing halls were centres of

much attraction, holding out to some an easy opportunity to meet the belles of the city and to the less forward a dual opportunity of embracing

this pleasure as well as learning the graceful art. In connection with this, I might say the more elite very wisely anchored their hopes in Mr.

Clegget's, while the more easily satisfied were content to join Mr. Watkins' class on the "Bowery," paying one dollar and a fit and a bit by the

term. Even this proved a fruitless investment, and the "hopefuls" were compelled to abandon, their guide having failed to undergo a course in

sauer kraut and Switzer gibberish before matriculating in his department. Willie Wingate was the winning cakewalker and soon became a

"fav-o-rite" among the girls. Williams excelled in the slide, slide 1-2-3; Massey, Ed. Myers, Bragg, Bresleham and others had their manners

polished in the same school of German elegance.

In 1 iur desire to get patients our eagerness got the better of our discretion. ( )ne of our boys stopped at a meat store to buy a few crackers

and several inches of bologna, and on leaving he presented his card to the young lad}- cashier, informing her that he was a student at L niversity

1 if Mar) land and it she would call at the Infirmary sometime lie would be delighted to do her work. Before he reached the door of his hoarding-

house he was stopped by the lady's husband, who demanded an explanation of this unseeming conduct toward his wife and an apology for it.

Hot word- followed, but with a distant view of the stationhouse looming up before him this presumptuous gentleman gladly found his way

back to the insulted wife-cashier and humbly begged her pardon.

After our spring examinations the vacation was especially enjoyed, as we were very tired of College grind, Monumental shows, the 1-2-3

and glide and all the excitement of city life. Then to think that we were no longer Freshmen and could astonish the village maidens with our

cakewalk fling, our dental terms and l;\ our general bearing, evidencing that we were now men of the world.

At this point it behooves me to relate a painful incident. During our vacation, fate deemed it proper to remove from our number our

tied friend and classmate. Beverly. At the roll call a silent prayer from every heart answered to his name.

Truby abandoned us to assist the Salvation Army in calling back the wayward.

From the very beginning, of the second year we were out for business, and the entire year was embraced within the monotonous words,

"Study, study, stud}', quiz, quiz, quiz, dunk, flunk, flunk."

Moved by economical motives, we elected Massey President. Under his leadership we could hold our class meetings anywhere without

being compelled to grope in the dark, for his brilliancy furnished us light wherever we pitched tent. He made us an excellent President, '"toe."

for he was always "Reddy." Some of the boys dissected the first year, but most of us carved during the second, and a highly interesting sight

was eighl dental men working on one body. Some pulling, some cutting, some tearing, some breaking— in fact, doing anything to tear the

Stiff to pieces in the quickest manner. In this business we were experts. What it takes the medical men months to do we would finish up in a

few nights. Thi' medical exams, concluded this year's work, and those who were fortunate enough to pass spent a pleasant vacation having

a jolly good time.

The third scholastic year of our class was ushered in under very encouraging auspices, nearly the entire number returning, together with.

several additions from other colleges. I aft. who had gotten lost in the shuffle, found himself in time to join us on the home stretch, and the

prospects of our third and last reunion were the most promising. < me thing, conspicuous by its absence, was the swollen head usually accom-

panying tin- second year man on his ret urn.



We set right at performing the most important of all duties to a third-year class—that of electing our officers. For our President we
unanimously elected Mr. Stephens, of Pennsylvania, without opposition. With the other candidates sailing into officers' haven was not so

smooth. Had Mark Hanna or Senator Jones beheld the cunning political tricks and devices resorted to by these amateurs they

would have blusheJ with shame. Out of the candidates' musty wallets came forth the coin hoarded for years, each in turn emptying it in

the till of our friend at the corner. Others, seeing the effect produced by so many successive trips to Welsh's, preferred the soda fountain and

patronized the drugstore on the opposite corner, thereby saving the class an extra trip to a certain mansion on Pine street. As it was,

many locks will ever retain the scars imprinted upon them by the unsuccessful attempts to find the keyhole. The echoes of the eloquence

poured forth in the nominating speeches will ever reverberate in our accoustic apparatus, and a bright future in the political world for these

gifted sons of the University of Maryland looms up Before us. Members of our class have taken an active pari m football and baseball, though

we have not been overly active in the Glee or Mandolin and Guitar Chilis, for, as a class, we are not musically inclined; but at almost

any time on entering the laboratory one could hear the most beautiful chant notwithstanding the fact that Radcliff's and Luscers' voices

were somewhat cracked. ( >ther laboratory melodies are :

"Beanuts, cent a bag!"

"Boston cream puffs, cent a piece ; six fer a nickel !"

"Baltimore Evening News, yer, all about Schurman's whiskers being amputated !"

"Ba-nans !"

Mingled with these refrains there was often wafted in from the street the euphonious:

—

Rags ! bones
!"

And from the extracting room an occasional yell of

—

"Murder ! murder !"

These familiar sounds will echo in our ears long after we receive our diploma and take our departure from that grand and noble institution

which we will ever he proud to know as our Alma Mater.

And now. before I am compelled to quit my task, which has recalled many an occasional outburst of merriment and mirth, and before I

abandon you, my dear fellow students', to fields possibly less hospitable, let me express but one wish—that we go forth into the world men
among men, ready to do our duty honestly and conscientiously, alike to society as to ourselves, and may every hope that has inspired our bosoms

to bafHe with the trying ordeals of these years be materialized and when we shall have finished our task here below, may we listen with com-

placency to that verdict, "Well done, my good and faithful servant."
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The Infirmary Girl.

Her Farewell.

(To Mr. Crumrine.)

You are going from our city,

Our city, whose only light

Is the beaut}' of thy presence

And thy laughing eyes so bright.

Who, then, shall kindly greet me

When I enter the college door.

And those words of grateful welcome

Tell fondly o'er and o'er?

Next year the college will lie to me

A sad and lonely place.

Without the music of thy voice,

The gladness of thy face.

Daisy.



To the Class of 1901

BY (.. VV. PIER( E, COLUMBUS, GA.

THE painter may see with his mind's eye upon the untouched canvas forms of exquisite beauty, while his skillful brush is powerless to

realize their perfect symmetry. Tims it is that 1. who have never attained my own ideal, am forced at the very beginning to appeal to

that partiality of yours which made me a contributor to the" BONES, Molars and BRIEFS."

A commencement occasion is always fraught with great significance. In any institution of whatever character it may he—from the humble
village schools to the highest and best equipped colleges and universities of the civilized world— it is an occasion that is always hailed with much
delight and one around which much interest is manifested, and justly should it he so. It is the goal upon which, for many long days, months

and possibly years, the earnest eye of the student has been steadfastly fixed. After many long, tiresome and tedious hours of burdensome toil

and earnest application, he has at last reached that point in student life that marks the dividing line between the confines of preparation and the

broad and fertile fields of activity—where castle-building and speculati m are laid aside and he is brought face to face with the stern realities of

active life. He is conducted to the very brink of a boundless sea. upon whose untried and lashing waves he is soon to become a voyager; and

as he stands gazing upon the broad and almost limitless expanse before him he is utterly unable to foretell whether he will borne into a calm and
peaceful harbor or be stranded upon the breakers of disappointment. This is indeed a significant point in student life that confronts us.

Another scholastic session is about to close in the history of the Uhiversit) of Maryland. The labors and vicissitudes of the class of [90]

are about to become a thing of the past. Difficulties have been met and overcome, and now we stand prepared to sever our connection with this

grand old institution, and on so doing we find ourselves upon the thresh '1 of a great and noble profession. As we approach this distinctive

era in our life's history, let us pause for a moment and reflect upon the new relation that we are about to assume. Thus far our course has been

that of a weary traveler up the steep, rough hillside of preparation and now we find ourselves nearing its summit, where we behold, in all its

stupendous grandeur and magnitude, the broad, expansive field in which our abilities henceforth are to be actively engaged. What feelings

are awakened as we stand gazing upon this extended plain ? Are we struck with its sublimit \ ? Do we admire its beauty? Do we appreciate

its resources? Is its sky overcast with the dark and lowering clouds of adversity, or do we see its distant horizon spanned by the gilded rainbow
ot possibility. Indeed, it is impossible for me to depict the feelings of each one of us as we stand upon the threshold of this wide domain that

has been made sacred as the haunts of such men as Prof. Ferdinand J. S. < k>rgas and Prof. James II. Harris whose names will forever shine

with resplendent brightness upon the pages of dental history. Search where you may, through the blossoming fields of the present or the fading

panorama of the past, hallowed though it be with visions of greatness you will not find in the history of dental science two names that have

achieved such undying fame. The painter leaves the record of his geniu 5 on the canwas and wondering ages worship at his shrine. The poet

lives again in words of song that hang upon the lips of countless generations. The musician breathes his soul into enchanting melodies that

echo for all time. Such fame is not theirs. Theirs consists in the gratitude of those whose sorrows they assuaged, whose pains they mitigate.

There awaits for them a richer and nobler recompense than the proudest record on the tombs of Kings ; for "they do not die who in their deeds

survive enshined forever in the hearts of men." The words and acts which make others happy are the purest gems that sparkle in the crown
of any life.
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A profession that has for its ohject the alleviation of the suffering of mankind is indeed well worthy of the high esteem in which it is

usually held. Other professions may fill the socalled places of human honor or be more blessed with worldly wealth, but ours is one that appeals

to man's inner nature, awakening in him feelings of gratitude for deeds of benevolence and kindness. The statesman may be enshrined in the

hearts of his countrymen ; the lawyer may number his clients by the thousands ; the financier may amass his millions, but the noblest thing that

can be said of the true dentist is that he is a benefactor to suffering humanity.

Since the creation of the world the mind of man has never been engaged by a nobler theme than the science of dentistry. From the earliest

history of the world—from the time that the primitive pair, in disobedience to the Divine command, were forced to retire from Eden's bowers

—

just so long has the human body been subject to disease and sickness and from this remote period.

Ever and anon has the dental science been called upon to stay the ruthless hand of disease and decay. A science, the object of whose study

is that structure "so fearfully and wonderfully made," with all of the derangements to which such a structure is liable, is indeed a science that

presents an almost unlimited field for investigation and study, the measure of whose importance is quite beyond estimation. In studying the

lives of men of any vocation whom the world has considered great, and whose names are indelibly stamped upon the pages of human history,

we find two great facts vividly depicted. In the first place, we notice that in every instance they were fully and deeply impressed with the mag-

nitude of the work in which they were engaged, and, in the second place, in each life we see some definite and prominent object in view toward

which they ever pressed with all the force and energy that an indomitable will could call forth. Then, if we would accomplish anything in the

profession that we have chosen for our lifework, if we would attain to anything like distinction, and at the close of our life's career look back

over our pathway resplendent with noble deeds and lofty achievements, how necessary is it for us, even at its commencement, to consider well

those conditions and requirements so essential to success. We should make a selection of a guiding star, which should direct our every foot-

step. Upon this selection will depend in a great measure the success of our profession. Let us not be misled by that beautiful star, Ambition,

whose flashy and intermittent light has caused the downfall of an otherwise wonderful Napoleon, but let us choose one whose light shall shine

with no unsteady glare across our checkered pathway. Let earnestness of purpose and fidelity to duty be the fixed stars of our firmament, and

upon these stars let our professional eyes continually rest.

We well remember how forcibly Professor Harris, in his lectures, tried to impress upon us the fact that, as students, earnestness of pur-

pose should characterize our every act. Now, at the close of our College career, we are about to enter upon the threshold of an active life, to us

this injunction should lose none of its meaning, but. on the other hand, should be repeated with unusual force. Actuated by such a spirit, our

life cannot be a failure, but, on the contrary, lofty attainments may be reached, and before this spirit difficulties will vanish as mist before a

noondav sun. Fidelity to duty is none the less a prerequisite to success in any vocation, and to us this star is as equally important as a guide.

It is one that shines with no uncertain light, and by its radiant beams our fragile bark may be made to ride triumphantly on the tempestuous

sea of professional life.

And now as we stand ready to launch out upon the broad ocean, having properly manned our vessel in the dockyard of painstaking prepa-

ration, and duly counted the cost of the voyage, let us resolve that throughout its whole extent we will never allow our course to diverge from

these, our guiding --tars. Let us set sail with that determination which such guides will naturally inspire. Thus, prosperous winds will fill our

sails, and. after a safe voyage, we shall at last be safely anchored in a calm haven of rest, where sorrow and sickness are unknown.

Tin- lime has come to say that saddest of words, "( rood-bye." With reluctant feet do we turn from the doors of our beloved Alma Mater.

For quite a time has she sheltered us. and within her dear old walls have we learned many valuable lessons. Long may she live and continue to

Ik a sparkling fountain of knowledge at which the thirst of many may be satisfied for ages yet to come.
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As we pass from under the supervision of such a kind and benevolent Faculty, let us accept the truths which they have endeavored so

earnestly and faithfully to instill into our minds. Let us ever cherish them as treasures, remembering that if we follow the instructions that

have been given at their hands no acts of ours shall bring reproach upon our profession.

May such an honorable body of men ever stand at the head of the University of Maryland, then her success is inevitably assured, and she

can never disappoint the hope that gave her birth.

Many of us will say farewell to a rich and beautiful city, where learning and beauty have blended so well, and where our lot has been for

sometime so pleasantly cast. Many attachments have been formed, and in the future with pleasure shall we revert to our College days spent

with a kind and magnanimous people. May this Monumental City continually prosper, and may the lot of each succeeding class be as happy as

has been that of the class of 1901.

And now, fellow classmates, let me say to you, the book of the past is spread like a talisman before us ; its pages are replete with lessons

of brilliant works, and sometimes blotted by hurried or thoughtless hands, but as we turn them over and read the chronicles of those intellects

whose masterful touch has penciled the triumph of thought and recorded the unison of purpose so happily blended there, thought crowds on

thought so swiftly that stilled is our utterance in the sublime hush of reverence.

We have now each one been given a page. Let us earnestly endeavor to leave it in a condition that will be an honor to ourselves and a

credit to the profession.

If the words by which I have presented to you the great subject whose universality of application brings it into every condition of life has

created in the mind of anyone a firm resolve to systematize his time and concentrate his energies into the one high aim of elevating the moral

and intellectual standard of the dental profession, then my purpose has been accomplished.
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Prophecy—Oass J 90

1

ON A BALMY day in the early springtime a Senior student sat in his room meditating on the possibilities of a successful final examina-

tion and graduation, when there came to his mind a sense of relief and satisfaction as he recalled the numerous and onerous tasks

performed during the years which made up his College training.

Finding it a pleasant occupation thus to muse upon the past events of College days, he bethought himself of the more important and essen-

tial feature of penetrating the mysterious future in order to learn, if possible, the probabilities of a realization of the glowing anticipations

entertained prior to his entrance upon the work of preparation for life's duties.

Many were the incidents which had crowded themselves upon him and in no small degree lent color and influence to the decisions which

terminated in his adoption of dentistry as the profession best suited to fulfil the purposes of his creation. And once launched upon the course

of training, as many more incidents thrust themselves upon him, often inciting grave doubts as to the propriety of his selection.

And now, as the course of instruction draws to a close, he realizes that—right or wrong—he must go forth with a bold front to meet the

exigencies as they arise, giving his best efforts to the uplifting and elevating influence concomitant with the life of a dentist.

Brushing aside the curtain which separates memory from anticipation, an entirely new field of thought is opened up, and with a sort of

prophetic fancy he reaches out with the imagination after the honors and achievements to be attained by his mates of days just ending; and by

a comparison of his class with preceding ones the prediction is ventured that in the final reckoning [901, as a whole, will measure up to the high

water mark on the record books of her Alma Mater in evidence of ability to forge itself to the front in the effort to successfully combat the

demands of society and the profession.

The personnel, representing, as it does, the broad American citizenship, will surely make its influence perceptible throughout the length and

breadth of this fair land and from its ranks will be recruited men to occupy high stations of life, both civic and professional.

Not only may this body of men be depended upon in matters both secular and religious, but the fair name and fame of the Alma Mater will

be maintained and extended through the persevering efforts its individual members shall put forth in scientific research, opening up new lines of

thought, broadening the field of knowledge, and bring to themselves deserving honors and renown.



Ravings.

Extracts.

A
MAN deserves no credit for doing what he should

—

Right. He
is a dirty puppy if he don't do it and ought to he shot. Yes

!

Dirty old rhinoceros ! Infamous blockhead ! The grand old

rascal ! Infamous dirty dogs that they are. Dirty scoundrels ! Worth-
less hog ! Crazy—yes ; needs watchin'. Saved me a lawsuit. Roll—yes

—Roll. The good Lord took him home and saved me ! The meanest

man ever wrapped in so much hide ! She is an operatic monkey

!

Hasn't sense enough to go out of that door ! As good a man as ever

the Lord took home ! Quick as a monkey ! Stinks like a goat ! ( Lieu )

and you know you are—yes ! Do it, and I'll call you an idiot ! Pantin'

like a dog! Football—yes! The Devil take football! Any man who
will go is wrong from the eyes up! He ought to have his neck broke!

Xot fit to live! Dog wouldn't associate with him! Devil get you cer-

tain ! Xow he will—yes! Get behind an ox-team or a mule and go to

work! Dirty puppy; not worth the powder to blow his hat off! Most

stupid, ignorant, low down, miserable, ignoramus that ever lived ! Peni-

tentiary too good for him ! Put him in and work him like a dog, the low

down, dirty, miserable pickpocket! Tobacco is dirty enough to kill the

Devil himself ; poor little germs just turn up their tails and die ! Cheat

!

Impostor! Fraud! Walkin' around on two feet when you should be

using four! I'ut 'em on their feet; then they lav down and die on me.

Roll—yes—Roll

!

Once upon a midnight dreary,

As I pondered, weak and weary,

Thinking on the great professions,

As men have thought in days of yore,

Suddenly an inspiration

Came of pains extermination,

And a dentist I decided to become,

And nothing more

—

Only this and nothing more.

Then I thought of institutions,

Many of which are delusions,

Where a man could gain instruction

In this branch of ancient lore.

And in thinking of the greater

I decided Alma Mater

Should be situated in the town of Baltimore-

Balti, sure, no other more.

Then I read of dentists, doctors,

Surgeons and great pettifoggers.

And decided of the apple

Here, indeed, there was the core

In the U. of M. contained.

So I then straightaway ordained it

In this college I should study

For a long three years or more

—

Three's enough ( I may get more)

.

So I entered fresh and country.

Depending on my father's bounty;

Here I've loafed and studied, practiced.

And my college days are o'er.

Many friends here have I met me.

Whom I never shall forget me.

But may the devil grip me
If I write this any more

—

Only this—no more, no more.
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History--J 902.

IN
THE Fall of '99 there appeared before our Honorable Dean, F. J. S. Gorgas, the class which was to install itself on the honorable

role of the U. of M. as Freshmen. Though it was not the season for freshness, this class made the best appearance of freshness ever

before gathered at the doors waiting to enroll themselves in a professional line and start the foundation of life. The history of this class,

if every detail were put into print, would form volumes. The usual routine matriculating was gone through, when one and all were installed

as Freshmen and proceeded to their lectures with hearts as light as air. But, lo ! they had only started, as all other classes, to meet with the

difficulties, disappointments and grievances which go to make up the professional ladder, upon which our seniors have climbed, round by

round. As all Freshmen do, we proceeded to occupy the front rows of the lecture hall, but were soon informed in various ways that the classes

preceding us were the honored guests by whom these seats would be occupied ; but with the consolation that in the future we would have

the same honor, as all classes before have had.

The first thing that was especially noticed was one who persisted in holding the front seat. This gentleman, blowing from the Island of

Jamaica, was promptlv named Jamaica. Duly ushered to the top row at several different lectures, and not knowing what defeat meant, until

one cold, bleak December morning he was found on the front row in the Chemical Hall, he was treated to a bath, free of charge, and without

soap and towels, by members of other classes.

There were many who. after a few days, began to realize the many pitfalls of a student's life. However, each and every one has pegged

along, conquering and failing, rising and falling; thereby succeeding, step by step, into their Junior year—not before they had their pictures

taken as Freshmen, thus causing a general fight between them and the medical men, of which our Hon. Pres. has a relic in the shape of a

vest which saved his life by failing to back him up.

Having journeyed through the year of Freshmen life, the class appeared once more on the scene as Juniors, taking up the role of Col-

lege life after a long vacation of five months. The usual election of class officers was held, and with equally as much interest as before.

There were speeches made in behalf of the ones who were candidates, after which ballots were cast and the ones elected installed in office.

Adjournment, and all started their work in earnest, climbing the ladder of which they had only journeyed a short distance, all anxiously

looking and longing to reach the round which will make them D. D.'s. Our President. M. Jamieson, who has held the chair both during the

Freshmen and Junior years, has certainly proved himself worthy of the position by his zeal and well-directed efforts toward each and all. Mr.

Jamieson has won the esteem of all by the indefatigable interest he has displayed at all times. He is always ready to help a friend, and has the

highesl respect of all who have chanced to meet him at lectures or socially—one whom you can depend on, and is always found at his post of

dutv. Ma\ his success continue !



Jamaica.

The warm and gentle zephyrs,

Blowing in from the Canto Islands,

Brought to our shores from the great city of Kingston

A gentleman familiarly known as Jamaica Ginger.

At the beginning of the first year.

At this great empire of knowledge.

He showed a great fondness for the

Front seat, and this peculiar

Quality in him was very obnoxious

To the upper class men.

Well, the whirligig of time turned on,

Until at last the fatal day arrived

When he should travel the rough and rugged route

Allotted to all freshmen.

It was at the chemistry lecture,

Ju>t before the arrival of our distinguished Professor.

Jamaica insisted that he must occupy a front seat.

The Juniors " passed him up."

Rut at once this famous brand of Ginger

Advanced to the front.

Freshmen cheered vociferously,

And one was heard to say :

"A new Richmond is in the field."

Juniors looked grim and sour;

Grave seniors shot forth glances of fire.

Jamaica viewed the landscape o'er.

And a smile of satisfaction covered bis beaming countenance.

Forthwith up rose the brave men,

With strong and mighty muscle.

Seized him with that gentle ( ?) grip

With which all freshmen are acquainted.

Xow opposite the chemical bath:

One. two, three, and Jamaica's head
Went beneath the clear and crystal liquid of nature.

He seized a pitcher of water and dashed its contents

Over the heads of his smiling conquerors.

He then retreated, singing in bis soul :

" He who fights and runs away shall live to fight another day.
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History—Oass 1903*

THE WHEELS of time continue to revolve. It is in this bright and beautiful world of ours, with all its hidden gems, that the inquisitive

mind of the scientific explorer is bringing to light treasures of untold value.

It was on the first day of October, 1900, when all nature seemed to rise to receive stimulation of the caressing winds and smiles of

the sun, that a guiding star was discovered to be resting over an undeveloped gem, which proved to be the class of 1903.

There is but little in a name, and many times this is misleading. Such we find to be true with our class. But recognizing that without a

beginning there can be no ending, we are contented and proud that we are Freshmen. We also know that the progress of the intellect consists

in the cleared vision of cause, which overlooks surface differences. Here it is that we find the foundation of action and the fountain of

thought. But we might ask, "What is life but an endless stream of flowing facts and events?"

We find it to be a fact that our age limits our history. But we also know that history is composed of events, and that events have their

causes.

In the class of 1903 we find the embryo of an interesting, untarnished and undying future history, which shall be enjoyed by the several

Slates that have contributed such ambitious sons to it. Thus it is that greatness always appeals to the future.

A conquering army must have a fearless and thoughtful leader. Realizing the same to be true of any organization, we, after some little

time, thought it wise to choose leaders for this class who could aid us in the battle ; but here arose a question—Who shall be President? After

some consideration we decided upon two aspirants—our "Price" and "Valentine." But knowing full well that it was no time for a "Valentine"

we raised our "Price." Following this was the election of Vice-President, which was gained by Herbert, another West Virginia man.

Then came the combined offices of Treasurer and Secretary. To this responsible position we elected our "Maine" man, Whitney, who has

proven himself worthy of the place.

The opinion was held by some of the States that there were a few minor positions from which honor could be gotten ; so Canada, the most

ambitious of them, realizing how important it was for a dentist to keep his toilet prepared, sent us a "Barber," who needs protection against

all intruders on his trade while he is connected with the U. of V.. which has an excellent opening, as all News readers know. But Maine was

also ambitious, so we received her "Gould," who was pretty nearly a "J.." and Xew Jersey, with all the cunningness of a fox, held the opinion

thai she could "Spahn" all the rest; but there were others. And, by accident, in trying to win out, Pennsylvania played the "Diehl" with her

"I [oodner," hut being prepared for an emergency, she sent her "Sargeent" to arrest the "Bum ''garner'."

Then Maryland, with all the kindness and bashfulness of a flower girl, sent us a "Posey," which has the appearance of a rosebud nurtured

on a hot desert. But a-- Virginia thought this was due to a lack of moisture, imported a "Sprinkel." And the best that Georgia could do was

to ->t'iid a bright and piercing-eyed man. whose name is "Dennis" 'Jenkins).

Indiana, North and South Carolina had a more motherly feeling foi us. as they sent a "Taylor," "Sadler" and a "1 lamer," who we were
'. lad lo get, as our hu sin ess demanded them, and especially the latter, as the "I )ew-berry" vine was in need of a rack. And to our surprise one

frosty morning we received from Vest Virginia a "Feaster" to haul the "Wood" of Mississippi to the "Fording" of ( )hio.
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From the State of New York we received our luxuries, a "Partridge" that could not fly from the "cop," a little "C. Ide (r)" and a

"Bed (inger)" that was just a little uncertain with a big load ; but we are glad to announce that we do not care for any more.

With such an embryo there is no doubt but that the U. of M. can develop these subjects of childlike genius into men of fame, who will be-

an honor to their Alma Mater and to the States which they represent.

It is this inborn energy, when stimulated to the highest degree, thai: reveals to the world those secrets that have puzzled the minds of our

greatest thinkers. It is this that shall aid in uplifting the dental profession. It is from the class of 1903 that the U. of M. can supply the

profession with a girdle of moral and ambitious youths. Hence we find the end of 1900 will be the fertile flowers of 1903.

Not desiring to encumber the mind with more facts, 1 think it proper and just to bring this sketch to a close, as I believe "Not unto ah

should all be made known, since so few think justly of the thinking few. then so few never think who think they do."

H. H. SARGENT, Class Historian.
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History—Class 1901.

IN
THE Lecture Hall of the Law Department of the University of Maryland, on the third day of October, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight,

the class of 1901 first saw the light of its existence. A few of the men who then composed the class are now practicing in the courts of our

State, and one God, in His infinite wisdom, deemed best to call to his last rest. All knew Mr. Bacon lament his death. The vacant places

caused by some of our classmates graduating in 1900 were filled by otlurs who joined us in the Fall of 1899.

With fear and trembling we entered the Lecture Hall to begin our studies, as we thought hazing had not as yet been abolished from the

matriculation of students. However, we escaped without having our mustaches shaved off as well as a Justice of the Peace trial.

The first of the Faculty to greet us was His Honor, Judge Henry D. Harlan, who, in his preliminary lecture to the course of study on

Elementary Law. inferred that the diploma which we would receive three years hence on graduation would be nothing more nor less than a

memento to be placed in the archives for posterity to see that we had once been University students, as the diploma did not, as formerly, permit

the holder thereof to be admitted to the Bar without a Supreme Bench examination. While this shocking news caused deathly silence in the

class, from which we are now just about recovering, still the motive for the Act of Assembly abolishing the admission to the Bar by diploma

is, to our minds, a most commendable one, viz., a higher standard as a requirement for admission ; but the practice already in vogue seemed to

us to have "existed for so long a time that the memory of man runneth not to the contrary," and the evils thereof had become so rapidly and

strongly imbedded themselves that the effects of this comparatively recent legislation will not, in all probability, be appreciated before the

middle of the present century.

The lectures on Elementary Law were occasionally relaxed and on Fridays we were given an opportunity to hear something about trade-

marks, copyrights, fixtures, bailments ( "the means whereby a man is released from the custody of the police authorities," Mr. C. J. L.), cattle,

etc. In the latter part of the first term we were entertained with lectures on Domestic Relations. After studying this latter subject for some

time we were constrained to believe that we had experienced all the entanglements of the matrimonial status, including the acquiring of statu-

tory separate and sole and separate estates, although we must confess that a most universal and important subdivision thereof was missing

—

the rights and disabilities of the mother-in-law at common law and the changes made by the law of 1898. After a lapse of several weeks we
were informed by the Faculty that an order nisi had been promulgated wherein the class of 1901 was summoned to show cause why the mem-
bers thereof should not be adjudged sufficiently competent to undertake the arduous studies of Real Property and Contracts. This edict

unnerved the class, but, considering that others had undergone the same and that it must come to pass, we buckled down and prepared for the

ordeal.

Examinations came at last, and we sat ourselves down to our tasks We must confess that Personal Property was, in the language of the

up-to-date college girl, "fierce." as it treated of animals ferae natune, desiccated codfish, etc. The second day, Saturday, we assembled to tell all

we knew about the most interesting subject of Domestic Relations. Much to our surprise, we found the examination as sweeping as the Law
of [898, Chapter 457. We discovered a married woman dealing as a feme sole, with men in the role of contractor and contractee, making wills

prior to [860 without a previous examination, and each succeeding question caused us to wonder what next a married woman would do. We



found boys becoming infatuated with actresses (a thing- unknown to the early days of the nineteenth century), buying them diamond rings,

and when the actresses found another love with more of the wherewithal attempts were made on the part of the boys to recover the considera-

tion paid for the rings, on the ground of infancy. We found polygamists dying and their several wives attempting to secure dower in their

deceased husband's realty.

An aftermath (which was a meeting more on the order of a postmortem examination) was duly held and was most interesting. A
humorous incident of that meeting still remains fresh in our minds. Mr. L. informed some of the classmen present at that meeting that he had

answered the question on Personal Property, "Is desiccated cod a good trade mark?" "No; because the sea is full of dead codfish."

A few days of vacation elapsed in order to allow us to recuperate from the shock of the examinations, and on returning to our studies we

were introduced to "My Son John," "Blackacre" and "Cherry Grove." Contracts were also brought to our attention, with doctors, preachers,

students, blacksmiths and infants! making all the different kinds of contracts with lawful and unlawful considerations. Examinations on

these subjects came in due course. It is noteworthy to state that one of our ex-classmen was a firm believer that "seizin had superseded the

modern form of conveyance." We also saw in Contracts (subdivision "Sales") that the stoppage en transitu was fashioned after a "Gold

Brick" scheme.

A few months of vacation brought us face to face with the beginning of our intermediate term. Here, again, we met our old friend and

Standby, "My Son John" and "Cherry < .row." Testamentary Law was presented with the hypothesis that in a certain branch thereof haste is

a prerequisite to securing a fee. Pleading came with the proposition that the demurrer is the most available weapon with which to watch over

the rat hole, especially when the «at, in the shape of a variance being pleaded by your adversary, begins to come in sight. Peter Plaintiff,

Daniel Defendant, Learned Lawyer became the most conspicuous participants in this subject. We were also instructed in the art of using the

gun. in that "At each shot, you must plead or demur." Insurance next engaged our attention, and the rapidity with which it was necessarj to

cover this most important subject made us feel as though we were the opposing eleven in a football match, with the flying wedge or 'A'" gaining

steadily through our centre.

The curriculum was changed in this, term, so that we were obliged to return to the Junior class on certain evenings to listen to the inter-

esting subject of Criminal Law, wherein we were informed that a man would commit no crime by going out to the then existing "Zoo" and

taking a lion, but would commit suicide.

Examinations for tin- first term of our second year came with mam interesting and thought-raking questions, and the second term opened

on regular schedule time. Bills and Notes was the first subject with which we came in contact in this second term, wherein an immediate

endorser was compared to a link in a chain—that unless he received notice of dishonor, the link would break and so would the chain. Mercan-

tile Law was presented in its usual fullness. In Corporations we saw that, although they were "Artificial, intangible and existing only in con-

templation of law." the}- could, through their officers, plead the "Baby Act"— Ultra Vires. Trademarks again turned up from some unknown

quarter, followed by Practice, with its many interesting features. Examinations rolled around in regular order, closing the intermediate year

of the class of 1901.

After a short vacation, which was enjoyed by all, we reassembled in < >ctober, [900, as dignified ( ?) Seniors. Was it possible that dignity

came from the last "Smoker"?

The Hrst subject of this term, Evidence, was introduced with a new acquaintance in the form of William Witness. Latent and Patent

ambiguities are now by-words for the class. Damages were also brought to our attention. International Law was introduced with the "Modus

Vivendi" (the most unnerving and brain-racking question in the examination ), which we have already learned to be the all absorbing topic at
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the University. We learned in Conflicts of Law that a man could be. at one and the same time, married and single, which, to us, seems to be a

most enviable position to occupy. Admiralty was also among the many different topics which engaged our youthful legal minds during this

first term of our Senior year. The examinations—long-looked for and ever welcome ( ?)—came at last and were mastered.

After a vacation of two weeks we were introduced to the subjects o: Equity and Constitutional Law. A most amusing incident occurred a

few days ago in Constitutional Law when Judge II. propounded a question to one of our members involving the requisites for the Presidency

of the United States, whereupon Mr. McC. answered, "He must be a natural born citizen." Query: Has the predicted inventive twentieth

century in its early infancy produced an incubator for the creation of the President of the United States?

While we miss from the Chair of Constitutional Law His Honor Major Venable, who for so many years so ably filled it, we welcome

thereto His Honor Judge Henry D. Harlan.

In conclusion, it is a pleasure to record the unity of spirit that has been manifested throughout the entire course among the members of

the class, and 1 believe I but echo the wish of each member when I express the hope that when our days as students of the Universitv of

Marvland shall close, this same spirit shall continue among us as members of the Bar.

E. C. IRELAX, Historian



Prophecy—Oass 1901*

EACH man is a prophet— but what of the prohpecy?

It was one of those pleasant spring afternoons. ( >ur lecture had been over

for nearly an hour and still the entire Senior class lounged about the elabo-

rate library of the Law Department of the University of Maryland. 1 say lounged

—

well, that was just what they did: it seemed as if something was going to happen

—

not a man spoke above a whisper; it seemed more like a funeral than anything else.

Why, they hung about, and why everything was so still I am unable to say. Thus

they waited and waited in silence as if something terrible was about to transpire

The intermediate class lecture was over, and as the Juniors had no assignment,

the chatterin j of the departing "half-way" men died away, and soon everything was

deathlike again. And still the Seniors stayed around, all apparently having forgot-

ten that lunch time was at hand. Suddenly there was a loud knock at the door, fol-

lowed by a roll of thunder, and a man entered with a placard which read, "I am the

Prophet of Prophetsville." All eyes were centered upon this unexpected visitor. He
Stood for a few seconds with his arms folded; then, with a quick movement, beck

oned to the men. and almost immediately the whole class formed into single file and

followed him in to the Lecture Hall, where they were astonished at the transforma-

tion which they beheld. A caldron stood in the centre of the floor, the lights were

and a large white sheet was suspended at the head of the hall. ( Still no man spake. )

At a motion by the prophet the members were seated upon chairs which had been arranged for the occasion

Then spake the prophet: "Friends, 1 am here today to honor you by an experiment which no other mortal

man has yet perceived, nor will they ever perceive again. I am vested with power galore, but before I begin my
illustrations I will impart the secret of my strength. It is derived wholly from the contents of this caldron; it

contains a surpassingly strange and extraordinary elixir, and as an introduction to my performance I will dis-

close the secret. He then raised the heavy iron lid from the caldron, and pointing a long, bony finger at the iron

vessel, he began :

"First, a check for $7^ per year ( to say nothing of the money spent on books—that is, if you are so unfor-

tunate as not to he able to borrow them). Well, you take this check: von take it from any old place you can.
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no matter where, just so you get it, and then toss it into the fat coffers of the University of Maryland. This must he repeated on three sepa-

rate and distinct occasions. Then add an hour each day for three long-drawn out years—that is, if you're lucky (some are compelled to add

two and even three hours a day to make this solution operative in its effect). This is mixed well with definitions, bad atmospheres, quizzing,

moot court trials, and, indeed, "two" many examinations (Equity and Constitutional ) ; then you stir and stir, shake and rub until the foam of

graduation comes to the top."

With these remarks the prophet began to stir and jump around the caldron "like a man overboard," until the fluid began to sizzle and

steam, until ghostlike fumes began to rise; then he slammed down the heavy iron lid and made it fast.

From the end of the hall someone spoke for the first time; the words were low, but still audible through the mysterious mist which made
itself manifest. These are the words : "Gee-whiz ! it takes too long to make that stuff !"

"Yes," saith the prophet, "it does take long, but when you will have once perceived its magic and its miraculous qualities, you will agree

with me that it is well worth the while, and the greatest of all discoveries."

"Now, then, to give you an idea of the "green stuff," I will ask you to close your right nostril." With this the "wizard" opened the iron

bolt and raised the lid just a trifle. We saw the fumes ascend. Then he asked if we did not detect the obnoxious odors of a few unpleasant

memories of our sojourn at the University. Every man nodded in assent and a terrible smile played about the lips of this unknown wonder.

"Now, then," he commanded, in a loud voice, which I thought would bring the police in, "close the left nostril and tell me if it is not true that

you perceive the mellifluence of the pleasant and fond recollections clinging to the tapestry of the past." Sure enough, the greatest of all

wizards stood before us, and the caldron was outstripping the pot of glue of Macbeth fame.

Then spake the prophet: "This is a wonderful solution; its power is supernatural ; its strength will astonish the worlds to come. I am a

great prophet ; it was I who foreshadowed the discovery of that fountain of fragrance—Faust's floral bower. It was I who foretold that

water would always run down hill. It was I who say people must always have food to eat. It was I who said that people must always have

eyes to see. It is I who can prognosticate a great many things of interest to this community, but I have come to the conclusion that it is best

not to."

"To finish my engagement with you—my purpose as prophet is to give you a rare treat— I will ask each man as his name is called to step

up to this white sheet: I will then proceed to spatter a few drops of this 'Wizard's Choice' upon his head and in an instant you will behold a

scene upon this canvas which will correctly foretell his fate or fortune. So, then," shouted the Wizard King, "prepare for a visit into the terri-

ble future. I have no doubt that your adventures to-day will prove as strange as that of Ulysses, especially that chieftain's visit into the lands

of Pluto."

The members of the class moved with some uneasiness. "The big bag of wind" drew a wand from the folds of his garment, and sweeping

it majestically over the bowl, which he had opened wide, hummed a song in some unintelligible words, which sounded something like "Just

because you make dem goo-goo eyes." It was appropriate, as every man was making goo-goo eyes, or funny eyes, at the witch-doctor and

the caldron of green liquid which contained the hidden future.

".Vow, then, let them come!" Atkinson trembled as his name was called, hie stepped forward with some hesitancy: the prophet spattered

a few drops of the mystic fluid upon his head, and lo ! we beheld the venerable Walter E., just a tritle gray, standing in a law office and coal

yard combined (somewhere out in Northeast Baltimore). He was looking at something tacked against the wall : it was his diploma.

There was a ruffle of surprise and appreciation at the success of this wonderful charm, and from appearances the whole class sought for

more of these pictures of the future, as they were gathered in the hall of the radiant colors of hope and anticipation.
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Then our friend Blackiston came along; the scene changed to a county courtroom, and he was telling the jury that he was a direct

descendant of Sir William, and for that reason alone should receive a verdict in his favor.

Budnitz came next ; he was quite a prominent ward heeler.

Burklew sauntered up to receive the mystic spray. We saw the corner of Baltimore and Calvert streets. He must have been in the sand-

wich business. There he stood with two big signs, one in front and the other behind : "Half-rate to Washington today."

Then Cassard was called. Long avenues of vacant houses dawned into view; each held a big sign. "For Rent. Apply Col. Douglas

Cassanl."

The next to receive the dose was Cecil. A wily hayseed, with rusty boots, stood before a country store. "Greens for Sale." Alas and

alack, strange the path of ambition.

Denmead trembled as he walked to the sheet. We find him just as handsome, a typical ladies' man.

Dowries walked to the caldron with his customary air of confidence: a spacious courtroom stood to view and the people therein addressed

him as "Your Honor."

Then came Eaton. We find him still at his tricks, teaching others to mind their own business (College).

Next on the list was sanctimonious Foreman, an undertaker and a lawyer. It can he seen he worked both ends of the string—there was

money in the cases he took from the living and money in the cases sold to the dead.

That strong man, Girdwood, who sparkled with wisdom, followed. The Record office appeared. There was a high chair and Alan was

way up, high up on the ladder (chair) of fame.

Pale and trembling, Goldsborough slid along. Greensboro simply raved over Goldsboro'—he had passed through every official office of

the township, even to grass inspector.

Gurry, the man of few words, tried to get out, but was caught and dragged back. We saw him preaching the Gospel; he abandoned the

law of man and took up the law of God instead.

Our old friend Hall was next. The scene showed he was no long r mixing books at the Bar Library, but was mixing at another bar

( saloon ).

Then Hecky fell into line. We beheld a finely equipped law office; clients were fighting to get in— it is needless to say they were also

fighting to get out. The sign on the outer door read "Hechheimer & I'agorelskin, Attorneys-at-Law."

Heimiller was the next victim. Old 1 lerman was in his glory. Every building and loan association in ( )ld Town was in his clutches ; he was

also in the packing business.

Then Irelan stepped up. He was at the head of a big trust company ; he had also developed into a historian of note.

Janney waltzed up with the grace of a Queen; the prophet splashed some of the fluid in his eyes, and we beheld the old war veteran; he

was still showing his teeth.

• To the call of Johnson, Minerva appeared and she wrote:

Towson lias a lawyer
Of universal fame ;

For your information

I herewith scribe his name.



Then Johnston was hauled up. We saw a large, fashionable pool-room, and we saw Chester making all kinds of bank shots. (He prac-

ticed, of course.

)

Then came Keck ; our esteemed friend had developed into an author.

Kelbaugh followed with his customary jaunt—a hard-working lawyer, plenty of work, plenty of money, plenty of everything.

( >ld Klecka was next ; he was the proud owner of a bowling alley. We saw several familiar faces about the place. Joe walked about with

tlie dignity of a king. Upon a board we read "A Reed Bird with everv drink."

Dear old Latane was overwilling to learn the power of the drug. We saw a crowded courtroom. Jim was there in all the glory. "Silence !

Silence !" shouted our hero, as he looked over the top of his glasses. Like old times, he was making a lot of noise.

Then Marsh moved up. We were all surprised at this scene; Rasin simply wasn't in it ; old 1. Freeman was forgotten and forgiven.

Marshall then came. Our expectations were realized—Chief Justice of the . He was also some kind of a duckpin shark.

Mendels was in a big hurry to get his. The scene showed him a little the worse off for age, but still a good bowler. He still held the

record on West < ! street.

I >ur friend Millikin was next. We see creditors by the mile; they are not after him, however; he is after them.

Then Morris hobbled up—a country barrister— loved by the whole community. He ran the morgue of his township; this is on the dead.

Then Austin—well, well. Harry Lehr had a real rival and Murkland was the hoy ( I may say Harry had grown old, don't ver know ) ; old

Austin was still searching for spicy cases in the reports.

McAfee jumped up to the curtain. We see large crowds of people. Election day is on, and John is in politics up to his neck.

After this McCaffrey moved up with measured tread. He dodgedthe first splash, but the prophet caught him with the second. Still small

in stature—but a big fellow in the Maryland Legislature (sergeant-at-arms.

McGrath followed. Books were scattered all about him. The usual sign "This is my busy day," and we hear him utter a few words which

s< iimd like :
"1 have tried all these years and I confess I don't know (he I he ! he ! ) the difference ( he ! he ! he ! ) between a latent i he ! he ! he !

I

and a patent I lie ! he ! he ! ) ambiguity."

Then Nyberg walked up. We see a lawyer, whose reputation is world-wide. He was fighting the election bill, which he claimed unfair,

and that we should put our fate into the hands of the blind.

Jolly Morris hopped along—United States District Attorney and a politician of some note.

Next Nicodemus swung into line; the City Hall appears—a room; it is not quite clear what room it is, however; the place is filled with

brooms, ash pans, mops and the like.

The next man was ( >rtman ; we see him at the head of a fine commercial enterprise, with plenty of money and plenty of friends; the com-

mercial enterprise looks like a pin-cushion joint.

When Pogorelskin was called a large sign appeared, "See Hechheimer."

Next was Porter. The Continental Trust Building comes into view; there is a figure of a man at the door; the mist clears, and there.

behold ! in a blue suit, brass buttons and a dustpan, a shield upon his cap read "Porter."

Then Frank Ramey jostled up. We see him a successful lawyer.

,\t Reinheimer's name he appeared with a sign, which read: "I wrote this prophecy."

Rickey came up with some nervousness. \\'e beheld a State Senator; that was all.
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Savin moved up with a smile ; he was the same modest fellow, and in his practice he had not lost a case. He didn't get any ; that's why he

was so luck}-.

Next was Schapiro. We see the courtroom, and our friend was trying to interpret the language of the law into the English tongue, hut,

my, what a failure ! He also had a heavy growth of hair ; it must have been a wig.

Then our dear old friend Schaub presented himself. We saw him steering an automobile through the streets of Washington. We hear

him say, "This is the greatest race I have ever run."

The next man was Schilpp. Much to the surprise of everyone the solution failed to work. The prophet looked worried ; then applied a

few more drops upon the head of this great man. A class of elderly gentlemen appeared. From the remarks of the teacher it was the element-

ary class in spelling and punctuation, and John G. was holding down the last seat.

Hustling Seidman walked up. The scene upon the canvas proved the truth of the maxim, "Perseverance brings success."

Now came Mr. Sherwood. We beheld him a full-fledged poet (of limited fame). We see his office (a small one) and his environments.

We hear him ask himself, "Now, I wonder what word will rhyme with cat?"

The prophet then called Sibesky; still the hard-working, earnest fellow, laying bricks.

Startzman swung into place. We saw him Senator of the United States—a representative from Luzon.

Then Stretch came along. We see him, lean and hungry looking, in the village of Appleton, with a book under his arm, entitled " Parlia-

mentary Rules of Order." Adapted for colored campmeetings. By J. Strahorn. His horn was still going for all it was worth.

Little Thorn (Thumb) followed. We discern him, still a wee, little hit of a fellow, hut what a giant at the German. He still smoked his

cigar with the aid of a toothpick.

Then Thrift hobbled into place. We saw him teaching a Sunday-school class. We hear him say "The right way for man to choose is

to do that which is honorable in his own eves | i. e., appoved by his conscience ), and, at the same time, honorable in the eyes of his fellow-men."

Very good advice, Jim.

The scene passed away and Wells was called. Well, well, we saw a vast field filled with wells, and John was there with a spade. Oh,

well, he had become a rich abdomancer and looked happy.

Last, but not least, Wolf was ushered up. We saw him among the ladies; we hear him say "You've got an arm big enough to drive an

ice wagon. He had also developed into a patent attorney.

The prophet, having completed his performance, took the caldron under his arm, and as he passed through the door he turned around and

asked the attention of the class before he left. T only want to say that all who have received this powerful liquid will receive diplomas next

June.

1 herewith sign my name,
Mv duties they arc done;

I hope that every memory
Will take this just as fun.

Still. I have a favor.

Which I must ask of you,

For my reputation.

Let this prophecy come true.

[When Phineus. the prophet king, sees this, he will hide his face.] FREDERICK VICTOR REINHEIMER.
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Grinds*

Some appropriated riplets from that "Intellectual ocean, whose waves touched all the shores of thought":

R.UNGE—You shall find there a man who is the abstract of all faults that all men follow.

—Antony and Cleo., Act I. S. 4.

Atkinson—A buck of the first head.

—Love's L. L.. Act IV, S. 2.

Blackiston—A proper man, as one shall see in a summer's day.

-Mids. X. Dr.. Art I. S. 1.

Bransky—A very gentle heast, and of a good conscience.

-Mids. X. Dr.. Art V, S. 1.

Burklew—Young in limbs, in judgment old.

—Mcr. of Ven., Art II. S. 7.

Cassard— 1 am the very pink of courtesy (nit ).

—Romeo and Juliet. Art II . S. 4.

'
1 1 11.— I hold you as a thing enskyed and sainted.

—Meas. for Meas., A el I. S. 4.

Denmead—(J Romeo! Romeo! wherefore art thou, Romeo?
—Rom. and J.. Aet I. S. 4.

l»o\\ \i - I never knew so young a body with so old a head.
—Mer. of Ven., Art //', .V. /.

Eaton —For in my youth 1 neyed did apply

I lot and rebellious liquors in my blood.
—As Von Like It. Art II. S.j.

Foreman—I could lie well content to be mine own attorney in this case.
— I lieu. I'/. A, I l\ S.

?.
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Girdwood— I am, Sir Oracle, and when

I ope' my lips let no dog bark.

—Mer. of Ven., Act I, S. I.

GoLDSBORoyeH—A high hope for a low heaven.

—Love's L. L., Act I, S. I.

Gurry—Is it a world to hide virtues in?

—Twelfth N„ Act I. S. i.

Hall—You are abused (by Mettee) beyond the mark of thought.

—Antony and Cleo., Act III, S. 6.

HECHHEIMER—This fell sergeant :;: ::

Is strict in his arrest.

—Ham., Act V, S. i.

I [eimiller—Smooth runs the water where the brook is deep.

—K. Hen. VI, I'l. j. Act III, S. i.

[RELAN— Still you keep o' the windy side of the law.

— Twelfth A'.. Act III, S. /.

JANNEY—Why, then the world's mine oyster.

Which I with sword will open.
—Merry Wires of //'.. Act II, S. 2.

Johxstox—Deeper than e'er plummet sounded.

—The Tempest, Act III, S. 1.

JOHNSON— I know the gentleman to be of worth and worthy estimation
—T. G. of Ver., Act I, S. 3.

ECe< k—God save the mark !

—Hen. IV, Pt. 1, Act I, S. 3. .

ok :

He writes brave verses, speaks brave words, swears brave oaths

!

—As You Like It. Act III, S. 4.
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Kelbaugh—A man of sovereign parts, he is esteemed.

—Love's .L L., Act II, S. i.

Kennard—Few taller are so young.

—Love's L. L., Act V, S. 2.

Kleckla—But after ceremonies done,

He calls for wine.
—T. of the Shrew, Act III, S. 2.

Latani—Patience, thou young and rose-lipped cherubim.

—Othello, Act IV, S. 2.

Marsh—Falseness cannot come from thee ; for thout look'st

Modest as (a) Justice (of the Peace).

—Pericles, Act VI, S. 1.

Marshall, Jxo. W., Jr.—I'll seem the fool I am not.

—Antony and Cleo., Act I, S. 2.

Mendels—Exceedingly well read.

—K. Hen. IV, Pt. 1, Act III, S. 1.

Milliken—Men of few words are the best men.

—Hen. V, Act III, S. 2.

Morris—One that excels the quirks of blazoning pens.

—Othello, Act I, S. 3-

Murkland—I am not in the roll of common men.

—K. Hen. VI, Pt. 1, Act III, S. 1.

McAfee—One that loves a cup of hot wine with not a drop of allaying Tiber in't.

—Coriol. Act II. S. 1.

McCaffray—Brevity is the soul of wit.

—Hamlet, Act II, S. 2.

McGrath—Your name is great in mouths of wisest censure.

—Othello, Act II, S. ?.
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Ortmax—By this face, this * * * brow of justice did he win

The hearts of all.

—Hen. IV, Ft. i, Act II, S. i.

Nicodemus—His years but young, but his experience old.

—T. G. of Ver., Act II, S. 4.

Nyberg—So wise so young, they say, do never live long.

—Rich. III. Act III, S. 1.

Porgorelskix—Never gentle lamb more mild

Than was that young :;: * * gentleman.

—Rich. II. Act II. S. 1.

Porter—From the crown of his head to the sole of his foot he is all mirth.

—Much Ado About X.. Act III, S. 2.

He fishes, drinks and wastes the night in revel.

—Anthonv and Cleo., . let /, .V. /.

Ramey—Good counsellors lack no clients.

—Mcas. for Mais., Act 1. S. 2.

Reinheimer—Methinks 1 am a prophet new inspired.

—Rich. II, Act II, S. 1.

Rickey—In law, what plea so tainted and corrupt.

But, being season'd with a gracious presence, obscures the show of evil.

—Mer. of I'cn., Act III, S. 2.

Savin—This good man—few of you deserve that title.

Hen. fill, Act V, S. j.

ScHAPIRO—An aged interpreter, though young in days.

— T. ofAthens, Act V, S.j.

ScHAUB—How wise, how noble, young, how rarely featured.

—Much Ado About .Y.. Act III. S. 1.

Schilpp-—Thou art even as just a man
As ever my conversation coped withal.

Ham. Act HI, S 7.
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Seidman—In peace there's nothing so becomes a man as modest stillness and humility.

—Hen. V, Act III, S.r.

Seth—I stand here for law.

—Mer. of Ven., Act IV, S. i.

Sherwood—The poet's pen turns them to shapes and gives to airy nothing a local habitation and a name.

-Mids. -V. Dr., Act V, S. i.

Sieisky—An inviting eye, and yet methinks right modest.

Othello, Act II, S.j.

Startsman—Framed in the prodigality of nature, young valiant, wise.

—Rich. Ill, Act I. S. 2.

Strahorn—Oh, balmy breath, that dost almost persuade Justice to break her sword.

—Othello, Act V, S. 2.

Thom—One that knows the law, go to ; and a rich fellow enough, go to.

—Much Ado About N., Act IV, S. 2.

Thrift—Thou are a grave and noble counsellor.

Most wise in general.

—Pericles, Act I, S. 2.

Van Liel—For I can do nothing hut what indeed is honest to be done.

—Antony and Clco., Act I. S. 5.

Wells—Though I am not splentive and rash, yet I have something in me dangerous.

Ham., Act V, S. 1.

Wolf—Exceeding wise, fair spoken and persuading.
—Hen. VIII. Act II' , S. 2.

Speak for yourselves, fur my wit is at an end.

—Love's L. L.. Act V, S. 2.
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Ouise of the Receding Wave,

TJ I E following pot-pourri,' rippling lightly from the facile pen of him who wrote an "Englishman's Love Letters," is, with confiding trust

and consummate tenderness, contributed by the author to the class. With all the pathos of a bouquet of violets at midnight when
reposing on the swelling bosom of some social damsel with eyes that suggest a "Swiss movement," he tenders the following effort with

the earnest hope that the same may. in days yet to come, conjure up old schemes and those who played parts in them.

BILL OF THE PLAY.

A well-organized crew ( ?) having started upon a voyage in the year of our Lord, 1898, are rapidly nearing the end of what might have

been a most pleasant journey, when there suddenly appears in the distance a low, rakish craft (N. B.—All piratical vessels are low, rakish

craft), whose decks swarm with a mass of mariners who have studied the art and science of navigation through Cushing's Parliamentary

Manual, and other text works designed for the especial use of navigators in the political sea. After a "stern chase and a long one," the fleeing

vessel which so gallantly set sail in 1898 is captured, their once proud captain is turned adrift, and a prize crew is put aboard. The victorious

pirates, however, after a satiate glut of spirit over the hard won victory, relent for the nonce, and as a palliating and cooling unguent to the

wounded pride and mental chagrin of the once glorious, but now deposed commander, now institute search for him and offer to him when
found the position of "Prophet" of the crew, which he gladly accepts. The victorious ship is styled the "Xeversink." The name of the

defeated vessel is the "Receding Wave."

Crew of the "Receding Wave."

Benvoi in Seidman 4 Philosopher

Aguinaldo Pogorelskin In Amusing Cuss

Brutus Rineheimer The Captain ; one who loves Rome
Cassius Marsh Who loves his friends

Shylock Latane A Supercargo who deals in votes

\i; 1 1 MIDORUS McCakfkey In over-assertive Sophist

Banquo's Shade, et al Stowaway Proxies

Li 1 [ung Chang Murkland A Diplorat

Polonius Neuberg Chairman of the Executive Committee

Valentine Hechheimer Buffoon and Merry Andrew
Alexander Napoleon Miles Roberts von Waldersee Janney -/ Soldier

M \< m will 1 I Ikimii.i.ek I Male I.uerezia Borgia

M \/ \ri\ Van Lii.i ()/' priestly countenance
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Crew of the Nevebsink.

Tom Reed Carpenter Captain

Gorman Strahorn First Mate

Calhoun Porter Second Mate

Clay Goldscorough Executive Owner

Scribes, proxies, guards to hold and cast the votes of Seidman and Pogorel-

skin. lords, proxies, gentlemen, passengers, more proxies, messengers, petitioners,

proxies, attendants, carriers of votes, tellers, carriers of proxies, satyrs, parasites,

satellites, microbes, magnificoes, bombastes furiosos, watchmen, more proxies,

criers, squealers, erstwhile politicians, whilom party managers, proxies, game
wardens, proxies, more proxies and proxies ad infinitum.

Act I. Scene 1.

Scene: On hoard the "Receding Wave."

Time : Close of day.

(Enter Shipmaster Brutus Rineheimer and Boatswain Cassius Marsh.)

Master—Boatswain

!

Boatswain—What, ho! Marry, sir, gadzooks, any orders, master?

Master—Post you a notice with Indian Glue on yonder mast, apprising, albeit, our sturdy followers that a waterspout looking like unto the

Australian ballot law approaches! Bid Hechheimer, the hot-air merchant, to approach our knightly presence, that he might whisper sweet

con games of parliamentary innocence into our weary ears, where shall be registered the dulcet notes of Hech's mellifluous voice, until mine

ear shall become cogaulated in cellular form, like unto the bees- wax of the honey hive. Dost hear me, Cassius?

Boatswain—Marry, that do I.

(Cassius approaches the mast and affixes thereon the notice. At this juncture the galley cook puts a straw in the mouthpiece of the coffee-

pot, and the improvised whistle rouses the crew.)

(Hechheimer, with an Oriental waddle and with Occidental twaddle, sink's his lay to the Captain.

Captain-—Avaunt ! a truce to thine 2 140 voice ! Marry, sir, dost descry upon the horizon aught like a sail ?

Hech.—Marry, sir, I do! It doth appear like unto the glittering scow which once bore the ravishing Cleopatra upon the heaving bosom of

the mud-stained Nile.

(Hech. here takes a flambeau; he inserts it into an empty receptacle that once was the original package for one of Heinz's 57 varieties,

and, with this shining beacon, attempts to discern the name of the distant ship. Certes, Hech. had an eagle optic.

)

Hech.—Peste ! Yonder cloud obscures my vision and makes me feel a languorous inertia which comes but with ennuye. On closer view,

however, she seems to be a sardine fisher with a party of Izaak Waltons aboard. Hoot, mon, can ye na ken ? A wot thot she ha a' board some

vera large gudgeons to be gi'n awa wi evera dreenk.

Captain—Take him away ! I care not for his cant ! See that the bug be safe ensconced in irons !

(The hot-air mechanic is dragged below.)
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( An attempt is here made- by the crew to make things snug, while great quantities of the being lift themselves aboard.)

Master (aside)—We're between the devil and the grand canal.

The crew read the notice; then sing:

We are bold, bad men,

We are fierce

!

We can eat elections up,

Carte and tierce !

CHORUS

Ha! Ha! Ha!

Hear the deep sea's roar,

Boom ! Bomb ! Bum !

As it strikes the shore.

(Hecheimer, the "Bellows Mender," once again appears on deck, and, with reptilian salaam, again ventures within metes and bounds of

the august gold-braided presence.

Hech.—Your Worship, in peering through the intoxicating porthole of my prison. 1 saw the nom-de-plume of approaching vessel. Her
-harp white bow was crowded to the most with the myrmidone of Carpenter ,the corsair. Aye, e'faith, parbleu, caramba. I saw them hoist or

hist the flag which declares against the illiterate voter. Aber ist dumheit das gei fight. De guy wot runs de approaching ferry kin gin yer

de rub fer fair. The proud crafte yonder is the Neversink. If thou shouldst desire to file away within the retentive archives of my mind

a nuncupative testament disposing of the surplusage of rhodomontade and subtle guile, or if thou shouldst or wouldst rawther enjoy a caviare

breakfast in Moscow or Odessa, speak now, or in a few moments we are captured. Now buzzes in mine ear the plaintive voice of the Muezzin

on the minaret, calling the faithful from the pastimes of Beezlebub, and I fain would be thitherward to my prayers. Methinks, my Lord, that

the saline tear of volatile components will presently course its unrestricted journey en tour over your Herminius-of-the-Bridge-countenanca.

Great Caesar's magic lantern! Didst e'er see so much energy among the enemy before? From our gallant crew to yon high topgallant mast,

but they be flickers. Onward they come ! Yet onward! Nearer, yet nearer they approach, each man among them armed with a copy of

"When Knighthood Was in Flower." < )dds blood, uncanny sight, odd fish.

Master— Methinks (occasionally) that they do come nearer; ne'er have 1 seen such determination.

Hech.—Aye, sir. they sail like seagulls unfettered of the toilsome cares of providing nests for eggs. They move on as cheerfully as a

louse journeying to a crab's funeral. I would a bookmaker on the races were near to write of their ethnological traits. With all the varied

graces copied from Montescruien to the ("ode, and with the naivete of a debutante at her first tea, yon ship airily flies her canvas. Soon will she

beoff the "Narrows," and the following craft will'overtake us. Ah, did ever old Chris, of 1492 fame, have such trials? Odds blood, but

they'll make crab bait of our aspirations. Would that the fair instructress of the sewing-school were here to soothe my heart: she alone—she

of the springtime countenance—she whose every look is like a telephonic message' from Tesla's beloved Mars: 1 would she were here now.

1 1 )ives below. 1

In a tYu moments the Neversink is alongside and throws her grappling irons across the deck of the Receding Wave.

Benvolio Seidman appears and remarks that (philosophically) what's in store for us is in store for us.
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Cassius Marsh then demands of Captain Carpenter the meaning of his resolute act. Carpenter retorts that it is but for the purpose of

adding additional proxies to the passenger list of the Receding Wave. A great howl thereat, led by Hech., is raised at such alleged unwonted

action, but by a vote of both crews the proxies remain. With sorrowful countenance, Brutus—he who would have, if he could, been Admiral

—

walked mournfully adown his political plank. His former numerous retinue then looked about for another candidate and fixed upon one

Marshall, a passenger, to carry their standard. The end of the contest came when Thrift, of the Neversink passenger list, defeated Marshall.

Subsequently, when the election of other ship's officers were on, it deserves to be recorded that Mr. Marshall's eloquence in nominating a

friend for a certain office, that his nominating speech was a great effort, and as such should he included in Brewer's "World's Best Orations."

His closing peroration deserves to 1).' placed above the sombre haze which enwraps about a defeated faction, as a fitting epitaph. In closing

Mr. Marshall said :

"And now, gentlemen, those who went down to defeat with me wi.h Hying colors (just imagine defeat and living colors), 1 trust will

vote for Mr. , the gentleman whom I now nominate."

Hech., of the hot-air proclivities, was made the sergeant-at-arms on no ballot, and his volubility was more accentuated. He also showed

the glittering official to perfection, and on every opportunity would attempt to eject anyone who dared venture within the sacred and forbid-

den precincts of the inner portals. Brutus Rineheimer was made prophet, and he accepted the position.

Tt has been merely attempted herein to sketch the vicissitudes of University class elections, and to point out that proxies have sometimes

great influence in changing results. Though one side won and the other side lost, let both clasp hands and smooth away the rough places in

the road, and look back on these days when we shall have left the school and our student studies in Lecture Hall are at an end.

AN IMPARTIAL OBSERVER.
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The Law School Library,

BY A FRESH JUNIOR.

T]
IK buildings of the departments of the University of Maryland are situated on the corner of Lombard and Greene streets. The Law
School, which is the foremost one of its several departments (at least in the minds of law students) is stuck up over in one corner

of the lot upon which these several buildings stand.

It is a magnificent building, and is elegantly furnished. The Lecture Hall is a large and very spacious affair, and a stranger is at first

dumfounded upon entering at the vast amount and costliness of the furniture and fixtures with which this hall is fitted. But there is no need

for surprise, for one must keep that until he is introduced into the Library. This hall is a very comfortable place, and the arrangements for

the heating of it are most princely. In the winter months it is unnecessary for one to take off his top coat in order to be comfortable, and in

the warm weather it would be very foolish indeed for one to wear any more clothes there than what is required for the sake of decency.

The Library is connected with this hall. It is a large and pleasant room and study for the use of the students and contains a very carefully

selected library of text books and many, many volumes of leading cases, United States and Maryland Reports, Digests, etc. The tables are

supplied with, all the prominent Law Reviews and the library is daily growing in size by the addition of many new volumes ( see editors' note)

In this library are also to be found many rare books now out of print, and which, if once lost, could only be replaced by an arduous search

among dealers in waste paper. Here I might dwell upon the great credit due to the members of the Faculty for the great trust that they have

in the students, for otherwise they would provide chains for these volumes, like those on the missals that are often met with in old cathedrals.

They are also entitled to great credit for the fact that they strive to treat all writers with equal favor and courtesy, rich and poor, good and

bad. A verj forcible example of this is the Library Blackstone, which is composed of one volume each of Chitty and Cooley, and thus avoid-

ing all appearances of favoritism.

For the use of this library (and in most cases for the non-use), the students are taxed the small sum of $4.00 per annum, which the Fac-

ult) think is a very reasonable sum (and the students are consequently compelled to think likewise), for the vast amount of information that

the students gain while puffing away at a cigarette and studying the many books as they are arranged in their shelves. It is marvelous how

well informed the majority of the students are. for they have their own theories, and it would be a mere waste of valuable time to look over

an) of these volumes, and consequently the books are a very little the worse for use, and were it not for the fact that they are sometimes used

as missiles they would be in as good condition as when first brought there.

And for all this you are only taxed $4.00 per, and some (I might say all) of the ungrateful wretches that are so much benefited by this

vast and valuable library are mean enough to kick at the payment of so miserly a sum. What if the faculty saw fit to raise the fee? So be

content.

Note. -We think the writer is struggling with a pipe dream. The debonnair librarian (he of the Aeolian voice) informs us that, instead

of increasing by the addition of many new volumes, it is decreasing by the subtraction of many old volumes by indigent students who use these

compendious works .
. f our legal lights to start tires with in their palatial mansions on the Bowery.

—

The Editors.



A Vision.

And the fool did turn his vison into rhyme, for never yet was there

a fool hut he thought himself a poet. And the shape his rhyme took ran

in this wise

:

Around me the smoke clouds gather,

And the odorous wreaths entwine.

While out from their mystical circles

A soft hand slips into mine.

And although 1 see not the figure,

I know that my darling is near

—

I know she has come, then, to comfort

My heart and the silenee to cheer.

She always comes when I'm smoking.

Alone, at night, in the gloom.

And the quid phantom presence

Brings peace to the cheerless room.

On the arm of my old chair resting,

She comforts my weary heart.

And then when the smoke is ended

In its wreathes she will softly depart.

She brings a breath of the long ago,

Of those dear, dead days of bllSS,

When she and 1 would part at eve,

With a ling'ring lovers' kiss.

And she whispers, softly, sweetly.

"Am I still thy love, dearest heart
"
J
"

And she hears, I know, through, the smoke wreaths.

My answer, "Thou art! Thou art!"

Then a hot spark fell on the Fool's hand and caused him to arise in

his wrath and a few other clothes and use lurid and expressive language

which did ease his soul mightily.

F. Von L. Patterson.





John Marshall Day.

Menu.

Caveat Emptor.

York River Oysters, ad Colligendum.

Celery, usufructu. Olives, res gestae.

Clear Green Turtle, dum fervit opus.

Planked Shad, ferae naturae. Parisian Potatoes, de bonis non.

Jersey Capon, a vinculo matrimonii.

Stuffed Mushroom Sauce, modus vivendi.

Green Peas, ex delicto.

Roman Punch, contra bonos mores.

Sweetbreads, nul tiel. Beanaise Sauce, in pari delicto.

Chicken Salad, pur autre vie.

Ices in Form, Statute of Uses. Assorted Cake, Statute of Frauds.

Fruit, malum in se.

Crackers and Cheese, seisin. Coffee, a mensa et thoro.

Cigars, causa mortis.

Served pro tanto.
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Toasts.

Allan C. Gird wood, 'oi. Toastmaster.

"The constitution is either a superior, paramount law. unchange-

able by ordinal-}- means, or it is on a level with ordinary legislative

acts, and, like other acts, alterable when the Legislature may please

to alter it."—Marbury vs. Madison, i Cr. 137.

Consanguinity and Affinity. . , John W. Marshall, Jr.. '01.

' That this court does not usurp power is most true. That this

court does not shrink from its duty is not less true."—Trial of Aaron
Burr.

Office Rent vs. Fees Clifton D. Benson, '03.

"Unless closed by the local law, the ports of a friendly nation are

considered as open to the public ships of all nations with whom it is

at peace."—The Exchange, 7 Cr. 116.

The Legislature of Maryland ix 1920, . C. Justin Kennedy, '02.

"That the power to tax involves the power to destroy ; that the

power to destroy may defeat and render useless the power to create

. . . are propositions not to be denied."—McCulloch vs. Mary-
land. 4 Wheat. 316.

Our Youth at the Bar. . . . William Milnes Maloy, '99.

"The framers of our Constitution had not the Indian tribes in

view when they opened the courts of the Union . .
."—Cherokee

Nation vs. State of Georgia, 5 Peters, 1.

Latent Ambiguities James J. McGrath, '01.

"An artificial being, indivisible, intangible, and existing only in

contemplation of law."—Dartmouth College vs. Woodward. 4 Wheat.

The Lawyer as a Citizen A. E. Mulliken, '02.

"What is this power? It is the power to regulate, that is, to

prescribe the rule by which commerce is to be governed."—Gibbons

vs. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1.

The Ladies, .. .... Raymond Carpenter, '01.



The John Marshall Banquet.

On a bright and frosty evening, in the shortest month of all,

With a ring so clear and perfect came the fellows down the hall;

Young men. happy, gay and cheerful, gathered in the Lutaw House,

For a banquet to partake of, -ome as nimble as a mouse.

Students of the Law Department of the M-d. L'-niv..

Hoping sometime to be lawyers, were these bipeds, gay and free.

In memento of a lawyer, a statesman and a judge

Was this noble celebration, which the hoys did not begrudge;

For in honor of John Marshall were we gathered there that night,

A noble man. of noble birth, and always m the right.

In interpreting constitutional law he has never been surpassed,

And if a senior had his brains he no doubt would lead his class.

In the hallways and the parlors stood and sat and sauntered they.

Cracking jokes and telling stories, acting each his own mind's way.

Listening to tin- tales with pleasure, and the words of wisdom, too.

From the mouths and brains proceeding of the men we deem so true.

Being free from expectation, from a recent hard exam.

They were ever free and ready to partake and even cram.

Soon the banquet hall was entered, with a rush that quite revealed

Appetites that were unconcpiered. appetites quite unconcealed.

With their toastniaster commanding, seemed the happiesl of the lot.

And. as a legal light, you know, was full of legal rot.

They were soon around the table, ready to participate

In the eatables substantial and in food more delicate.

Hours three they sat indulging, and. of course, as hoys will do.

Laughed, and talked, and whooped, and halloed, while the moments

quickly flew

—

Thinking not upon their past times, blended both with joys and grief.

Thinking not upon the morrow, bringing trouble or relief.

For their thoughts were on the present and the pleasures that it gave,

Heedless, some, of how they acted, though the acts were of a knave.

From the legal phrases mentioned on the banquet menu card.

Of the terms that they have conquered by their studying, oh! so

hard
;

There they had to deal with marriage, or a life estate in laud.

Or wild animals uncaptured, or a treaty yet unplanned.

In the way of banquet dishes it was something of a test

To the appetizing feature of a student at his best.
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Next in order, per the programme, cur toastmaster arose

To announce the evening speakers, which lie did unto the close.

First in order was John Marshall, of the class of nineteen one,

Whose name he most nobly bears of America's distinguished son.

Though timid and infervor, he so nicely tried to show

Where consanguinity and affinity between him and the statesman

arose.

As he steps into the lecture, sees the Professor and scans the room.

In the person of Clif. D. Benson, from the House of Representatives

had just come.

That debating club for students, in the Law School reading room.

He told them of office rent, and a lawyer's fees as well.

As if a junior student really knew how that to tell.

Then the junior, when he enters and the thoughts that round him loom,

Then arose a young man. stalwart, whom no one deems is bright,

With a voice resembling a foghorn, with a form that is quite slight;

In his dream of the Maryland Legislature of a somewhat future date,

There would be there the M-d. learned legal lights, the greatest in

the State.

And in the oratorical ferver in which the speaker spoke.

It was far beyond the average of a kindergarten moke.

Next in order came the lawyer, with his experince at the bar;

He told them how to win a case from a magistrate near or far.

From the way he's making money most every one would say

By the time he is forty-four he'll lie eating snow or hay

—

For the one that appeared before us. in a mass without alloy.

Was that member of the profession by the name of Pat Maloy.

Latent ambiguities or patent was the subject of the next.

And if you tell us the difference, 'tis more than in the text.

In the lectures of Professor John Peter Prentiss Poe, of course.

We had often listened to those phrases, with somewhat of remorse.

Where the funny part of this came in for my life I cannot see,

But McGrath seemed to catch it from a locust or a bee.

And the lawyer as a citizen was Mulliken's subject to propound.

And from the way he did that up it compelled us all to frown.

But when a Carpenter "The Fair Ladies" fur a subject take.

We expected to lie elated, but instead had to quake;

[•"or alas! his tine appearance hadn't been entered by the clerk.

Though, of course, he ne'er intended his engagement then to shirk.

When the speeches were concluded, to the great delight of all—
Wh n the hoys some jokes related, which at once wound up the ball,

From the hotel they proceeded, some to get rest for the mind.

Others, tired and so sleepy, for themselves a rest to find.

They arose refreshed and happy when had passed the early morn,
All except I he tired and sleepy, homeward plodded, sad. forlorn.



They Say.

That Latane's greatest ambition is to drive a hot-waffle wagon when he gets to be a man.

That Wolf wants to know how all the parrots in the jungle get crackers.

That Murkland's girl begged him not to go to the dogs, and he disappointed her bitterly by not going.

That Klecka says a lunatic is an idiot who is a degenerate.

That the fellow who played Antonio in the "Merchant of Venice" was a ham.

That Heck's best girl has a new doll that can say "Papa."

That Janney looks like an Indian (not taxed.)

That Heinniiller would make a good ward heeler if he stopped working.

That Schilpp is going to change his name to SCHLIPP.
That Latane's old man has ceased to lick him for smoking.

That the organ grinders of Africa are kicking at the explorers killing off the monkeys.

That the new Zoo won't start until after this class graduates.

That a cheap coat don't always make a cheap man. Look at Heck.

That Girdwood has a grand collection of toys.

That when his girl rejected him Girdy said, "How cruel it is to he so kind."

That the Diamond Match Company has a factory in Heaven.

That the unexpected always happens when it's least expected.

That Murkland needs a he-chambermaid.

That Wells wanted to propose last Sunday night, but suddenly remembered that the saloons were closed

That bloomers wouldn't be bloomers if they fit the wearer.

That Heck never worries about the money he owes, but about the money he can't borrow.

That when Reinheimer writes the prophecy he will be playing futures.

That Adkinson is growing so tall that he cannot be a jockey.

That Baer chews tobacco.

That a rising young lawyer is frequently sat upon.

That Porter dreamed the other night that he was awake, and when he woke np found himself asleep.

That Marshall and Judge Phelps are on speaking terms again.

That Chancellor Kent is going to get married.

That Marsh is engineering a great deal—of beer.



IN REAL PROPERTY.
Professor—A, the owner of an estate tail, wishes to disinherit his son B. He consults you. What would you advise?

Legal Light—I would advise him to cut off the estate's tail.

EXAMPLE OF LARIAXCE.

A was indicted for shooting and killing B. At the trial the State showed by its evidence that B was only "half-shot." Held a fatal

variance and the prisoner was entitled to be acquitted. State vs. A, 174 Md., 11.

Judge Phelps—Mr. Nicodemus, give that chewing gum to me!

Mr. Nick—I'll let you have half of it.

Mr. Gaits—Why did they pass a law making bigamy a crime?

Mr. Nick—You can't serve two masters.
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to It/\nswers to inquiries*

Dummy—We advise you to write the lectures on crackers and then eat the crackers.

Junior— It is customary in addressing a Senior to bare the head.

Prof. Ph.—Xo, these men are not vicious. Only mischievous.

Judge S.—Organ grinders are mere trespassers; ditto monkeys

R.UNGE—You set a bad example by chewing tobacco yourself.

Librarian—We know of no better remedy for the evil mentioned than chaining the books to the wall.

NlCKODEMUS—The word "grandchildren" is improperly used when you say "one grandchildren."

Bransky—Curling the hair is a difficult operation. Better consult Drs. Seven Sutherland Sisters.

Constant Reader—We prefer to leave unanswered your pathetic question "What has become of the Highlandtown jurist?'

( >ldest Inhabitant—We do not know Mr. P—e's age.

The Editors at Play.

Keck—What shall I do with all these contributions?

Moulds—Are they written on one side or both.

Keck—On one side.

ilendels—Good ; we'll use them to take notes on.



Maxims in Equity and Their Human Counterpart,

No right without a remedy—the class of iqoi.

Equity follows the law ; Hechheimer follows anything.

Equity aids the vigilant.—Carpenter.

Between equal equities the law will prevail.—The proxy resolution.

Equality is equity ; class individuals have rights.

He who comes into equity must come with clean hands.— ( ?)

He who seeks equity must do equity.—Reinheimer.

Equity looks upon that as done which ought to he done.— Election

of Editors.

Between equal equities, priority of time will prevail.—Examination
day.

Equity imputes an intention to fulfill an obligation.—All should sub-

scribe to the class book.

Equity acts in personam
; particularly on Hechheimer.

Equity acts specifically; also on Hechheimer.

Equity regards substance rather than form.—Absentees may send

proxies.

Equity prevents multiplicity : but does not prevent Hechheimer.

Ye Se!



At the Turn of the Road.

Stand forth in the world's arena.

The land of the quick and the dead,

With a brave heart heating music

And the blue skies overhead;

Shi '.'. the mettle i if your pasture

In the front of the world's great mart.

In thy Strength the fear of no man.

And tile kingdom of God in thy heart.

I sit tonight by the firelight.

And dream while the embers glow

And paint with their ruddy fingers

Pictures of long ago

—

The old familiar faces,

That live in the hallowed past

—

Travelers on life's journey

To the goal we've reached at last.

And then beyond the vision,

Far up the stairs of time.

I hear a clear voice calling.

The voice of Truth sublime

—

Time's up for your longing, dreaming

Of old forgotten days ;

The voice of the future calls you

—

Have done with childish ways.

Gone are the kingly days of old.

Their battle flags are furled;

The right of might that triumphed

No longer rules the world.

Gird on thine ancient armor.

Champions of right are we.

At the gates of the inner temple

Of Law and Liberty.

Strive on in the living present

To the lights on the heights of fame.

And blaze on the highest hilltop

The valor of thy name.

Turn from the pleasant valleys.

From the old hills of the past

—

Lo! through the cloud-rifts gleaming

The dawn breaks through at last.

Watson Elmer Sherwood,



'Lection Time.

Thirty-seven candidates

Out for President

;

Some they got a-runnin',

And we don't know where they went.

Politicks is in the air.

Things is jest a hummin';
Candidates is everywhere,

And still they keep a-comin'.

First a smilin' candidate

Come to me and said :

"Don't you vote for Blankety-Blank,

He's a puddin' head

—

Nothin' but a lobster :

Snow him under, that's

What you want to do to him

—

Bang 'im in the slats."

Then the other feller

Comes a smilin' up to me,

Says that he will put me
On a com-mit-tee.

Print my picture in the book.

Right next side of his'n.

Gimme any job I want

—

So they keep a-sizzin'.

Politicks is in the air.

Things is jest a-hummin'.

Candidates is everywhere.

And still they keep a-comin'.

Runnin'. walkin', loafin' 'long,

Some jest barely floatin',

Till there ain't a blessed soul

Left to do the votin'.

Respectfully dedicated to the memory of Wilson Carroll, Tr., who,

like Mr. Micawber, has been waiting these many years for "something

to turn up." He was captured on the night of the class graduation

breathing a general atmosphere of cloves that, to use the words of one

dear to all of us, was "powerful suspicious." He was found affection-

ately hugging a lamp-post and humming this plaintive melody, occa-

sionally interspersed with lucid intervals, in which he would look sadlv

up and murmur. "Modus vivendi ; wot 'ell is it, anyhow?"

A Good Time Coming.

There's a good time coming— it's a-coming, so they say,

Von can almost hear the music of it humming on the way;
It's a-coming down the line, and I need it bad, 1 do,

Bills and bills a-piling up enough to make you blue;

And not a cent to pay 'em with, and Blackstone's gone in soak.

All these things are added to vou when a chap's dead broke.

When a chap's dead broke, and solemn like and still,

Vou meditate in quiet and figure up the bill-

First a bunch of violets—write it with a "V"

—

Polly to the theatre—sweet as she can be.

It's Polly this and Polly that, a-coming in a bunch.

Then you till a dollar longing with a ten-cent lunch.

And get a faint suspicion that it isn't all a joke

—

These things 'most always happen when a chap's dead broke.

There's a good time coming—if it ain't here mighty soon

You'll find me resting peaceful where the rivers sing a tune,

On the shores of Old Adversity, just washed up high and dry.

My feet a-pintin' upwards and a cruller 'round my eye,

A dreamy look upon my phiz that's mighty nigh sublime

—

The chap that died a-waiting for a good old time.

Watson Elmer Sherwood.
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The Maryland Derby*

(With local coloring, of Oliver Wendell Holmes.)

Weather clear : track very fast : betting, brisk : attendance large.

/"COMMENCEMENT DAY always reminds me of the start for the Derby, when the beautiful high-bred three-year-olds of the season are
v->' brought up for trial. That day is the start, and life is the race. * * * But this is the start, and here they are—coats bright as silk

and manes as smooth as eau lustrate can make them. Some of the colts are pranced around a few minutes each to show their paces.

What is that old gentleman crying about, and the old lady by him, and the three girls, what are they covering their eyes for? Oh! that is their

colt which has just been trotted up on the stage. Do they really think those little thin legs can do anything in such a slashing sweepstake as

is coming off in these next forty years.'

The grand stand is one waving mass of color. Each lady has the ribbon of her favorite, for success in the race means much to many of the

fair lookers. A gentle wind sweeps the track.

The third race is run, and the struggle of the day is at hand. All is qui vive. The sound of the gong brings the horses one by one. It is

manifest that some of the horses will start with heavy betting in the ring, some with the admiration and plaudits of friends and some with but

their merits and the owners' ambition.

All the favorites are now galloping hither and thither. Thrift, Reinheimer, Downes, Janney, Thorn, Goldsborough show signs of impa-

tience. Nicodemus is not quite steady.

I'lie timers and judges (the Faculty) take their places, and the steward sounds the gong to come into the stretch. A few horses fail to

appear. The band is hushed. The few late stragglers rush to deposit their money on their favorite. Keck bolts, but is quieted. Such a

jockeying for the pole. Schlipp, Sherwood and Thrift apparently have arranged about the pace. Marshall, McAfee and McCaffrey are run-

ning together. So with Irelan and lleinmiller.

At the signal the bunch rush for the line. "Hack!" cries the starter. But many have gone some distance. At the sixth trial the starter

i the provost) drops his flag and cries "Go! Go!!"

Tin- stand rises en masse.

"They're off! They're off!" shouts a thunder of voices. Echoes ring throughout the rafters. Every eye is intent on the field, a sea of

seething color and strife.

" Nyburg gets the pole!" shouts a hundred voices.

"Who's the pace !
!"

| the thesis ) "Janney !" "Downes !" "Schlipp!" "Van Lill !" "Mendel !" "Goldsborough !" "Rurklew !" "Watch Startz-

man !" shout a hundred different voices.

The pace is fierce. < iirdwood gets up with the pacer, but cannot hold. Already the race is over for many.

Ten \ears gone! Marsh has advanced to the front by jumps. Thorn and Porter press him hard. Cecil has thrown his rider; Wolfe

Atkinson, Johnson and Foreman fall together in a bunch. Seth makes a steady stride without much commendation from the stand.

Twenty years! "McGrath leads!" shouts one end of the stand. "Look at Downes coming!" "Eaton!" "Strahorn!" "Janney!" "Watch
Morris 1

"
arises from different places.



"But look! How many have thinned out! Down flat—five—six—how many! They lie still enough! They will not get up again in this

race, be very sure! And the rest of them—what a 'tailing off!' Anybody can see who is going to win—perhaps!"

Denmead has finished his race, Hechheimer is winded, Murkland is gone. Many, indeed, are gone in this trying turn.

Thirty years! "Downes is getting to be a great favorite. Industry will tell. Look quick! But who is that other that has been lengthen-

ing his stride from the first and now shows close up to the front. Don't you remember that quiet brown colt, , with the star in his fore-

head. That is he. He is one of the sort that lasts. Look out for him ! And the colt who had a certain feminine air is not to be despised.

Rickey is still in the race.

Forty years ! Of that string of horses which but a short while ago jockeyed each other for positions, but five are left as racers. Shed not

a tear as you linger one moment on this prediction ! Fate has rushed nearly all, worth a few, friends a few ; but rushed them to the same end.

Around the course which has been spent one or two have reared themselves a conspicuous monument.

Fifty years! "Who wins? What! and the winning post a slab of zvhite or gray stone standing out from that turf where there is no more

jockeying or straining for victory ! Well, the world marks their places in its betting-book ; but be sure that these matter very little, if they have

run as well as they knew how."

.s.s



An Historic Event—Our Oass Election,

Wl [EN, after the close of the January examinations the members of the Senior Class gathered together in the old time-worn lecture

room to enter upon the final term of the University course and ( so to speak ) to "take" the last hurdle in what has been indeed a

career of ups and downs, starts and jolts, harassments and difficulties, a bulletin addressed to the Seniors not only attracted atten-

tion, but caused considerable flutter among the members. It was only a brief notice, stating that a meeting would be held on the Friday follow-

ing/ February 8th, 1901, for class organization and the election of class officers for the class of 1901. You ask what was there in such a notice

to create a stir?- I answer that the bulletin was of much interest to every member of the class, because not only was it a startling signal5 that we
were approaching the finish ; that soon lectures and quizzes, and the more dreadful examination would be over, and that a career, new and appall-

officers, was going forth to graduation standing high in individual meritd reason to be stirred because his class, which was about to elect class

ing to a great number of us, confronted the class ; but every member ha ; that it had made a splendid record for itself in deportment throughout

the period of three years, and had received the commendation of nearly all of its honored professors both for its standing and its behavior; all

this in spite of the fact that the class had been weighted down4 with additional studies, all of them of great intricacy. And, therefore, I say the

members of the class of 1901 did feel, and had the right to feel, a deep interest in its welfare and were duly impressed with the importance of

choosing for its class officers the most representative men of what gave promise to be one of the very best classes ever graduated in the history

of the old University.

Between that time and the date set for the first meeting, there was naturally much caucusing and buttonholeing. Do not let me be under-

stood as saying that any of the gentlemen who afterward became candidates for the respective offices, particularly that of President, took any

part in this, or that there was any personal solicitation on the part of candidates whatever. Oh, no!!5 Rather let me suggest that some of

them announced their candidacy later only when great pressure was brought to bear, and then, in the spirit of the poet, "We are in God's hand,

brother" : or those more significant words, "He that hath the steerage of my course direct my sail." But, of course, they each had friends, and

their candidacy was proclaimed in that way. And so, while no candidates were announced for the Presidency, for instance, before the class

actually met in convention, yet the political wigwams of some of the gentlemen were wide open immediately after the notice referred to was

given, while in certainly one instance it was well understood that "pow-pows" rt were being held and members were being received in' open

.'inns, and that this had actually been going on a year and a half before the time was ripe for the announcement of the name of the gentleman

who had been selected to carry their banners on high.

But now for a brief epitome* of the preliminaries. The class was well represented on February 8th, 1901. Mr. Girdwood called the

meeting to order. Hardly had he done so when he was confronted with no less than eight demands for recognition, six of which came from

our friends, already referred to, whom I shall, for greater clearness, designate the "opposition," and who (armed with the motto "There's

place and means for every man alive"), of course, came well organized for the affray, and, as will be quite apparent throughout the remainder?

of this paper, demonstrated the advantage of previous organization and made themselves felt, particularly in parliamentary skill and usage.

Mr. Startzman was named by the "opposition" for temporary chairman The names of Messrs. Thrift and Strahorn were also presented. The
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first ballot resulted in no election. On second ballot Air. Thrift retired in favor of Mr. Strahorn, who was thereupon elected to preside. The

first death knell' had sounded, and those stirring words of Shakespeare in Richard II were indeed prophetic and pathetic, "The world is

full of rubs"." The writer was called upon to serve as Secretary. A Committee on Credentials, to report on February 13th, to be appointed by

the Chairman, was the next move.

When, at the next meeting, the committee, consisting of Messrs. Burklew, Thrift and Atkinson, presented their report (most admirably

gotten up in so short a space of time) the fun began, accompanied with much trouble for the Chairman and the Secretary. The Chairman

of the committee moved the adoption of the report. A half-dozen objections, all made at the same time, were hurled at the Chairman until he

must have felt that the fellow who wrote "Lay aside life-harming heaviness and entertain a cheerful disposition" never had been called upon to

preside at a class meeting. Out of the melee'- of motions in arrest, cross motions, criss-cross parliamentary points of order, differences on

certain parliamentary rules, and other sundry'' trivialities, the gentleman of "many retainers" was at last recognized and heard to object for

his side to the proxy clause of the report. Objection seconded by a round dozen in unison.' 11 Rule 4 of the report provided that "members

shall be entitled to vote either in person or by proxy, signed and in writing. Through some inconceivable reason, the objection to this clause

was abandoned by default, and Rule 2, which provided that to "constitute an election a majority of all votes cast shall be required," was made
the butt of the opposition, it being deemed judicious ( and it turned out to be exceedingly judicious ! !) to make the rule read "a majority of the

class" shall elect instead of a "majority of the votes cast." This amendment was accepted and the report, as amended, adopted. Had the proxy

clause been ruled out and the report allowed to stand in the other particular, probably a different story would be found in the space herein

assigned to this paper. I hit this is dealing in "it's."'-"

The preliminaries over, the fight for the class Presidency was on For clearness and continuity of thought I shall not note the adjourn-

ments had from time to time throughout the election. ' 6

Before proceeding, however, I think it would not he amiss'" to say something concerning proxies, which plavecl so important a part

throughout the election. As I write 1 have before me some specimens, and as I scan them I am indeed impressed with the legal acumen and

skill displayed in the drafting thereof. The great care and legal training apparent from a perusal of these specimens fills me with pride, in

that I have the honor to be a classmate of the draughtsmen. \ cannot refrain from inserting here a few of them :

1. I, (). S. C, being of unsound mind, misunderstanding and indisposition, do hereby constitute and appoint G. K. M. to lie my attorney

and proxy, both in law and in fact, with power of substitution, and to vote for me and in my name and for and on my behalf at any meeting,

meetings, adjourned meetings, or at any election or elections of the Senior class of 1901, that may be held at any place, or places, time or times.

To be good until revoked by me, and, if revoked, to be good anyhow. ( Signed, sealed, acknowledged ; three witnesses.)

Note.—Would anyone who reads the above have any hesitancy to employ the professional services of the draftsman of the instrument? If

fullness is what they want, this is incomparable.

2. In the name of God, Amen ! ! Know ye, That I, S. B. B., fully aware of what I am about to undertake, though ineligible, under the

Election Law now proposed to be framed by the present Legislature, whether ballot be with or without emblems, not in collusion with any

one, nor afraid of anything, saving Equity and Constitutional Law—and these are what war is—do hereby make these presents. And then

follows the granting clause, immediately after which is the Habendum.

3. Know all men by these presents, That the undersigned, of immature age and feeble in body and health, a member of the class of 1901

of the University of Maryland, Law Department (but how I ever got there is a leading question. See Poe, Practice, Sec. 10,008), does hereby
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constitute and appoint W. R. C. attorney and agent for him, and in his name, and on his behalf and stead, to vote as his proxy at the class elec-

tion of officers for lyoi in the same way that he should be entitled to vote if then personally present.

4. General Assignment.— 1 do hereby delegate and appoint to vote all proxies held by me at previous meetings of the class, and

also those which 1 didn't bold, it being my wish and purpose that he vote as many as will subserve his purpose, and as often as he thinks best.

and no more : expressly authorizing him to vote as those whose proxies he holds would not vote if they were personally present, and I do partic-

ularly empower and direct him to vote for for President, being fully alive to the fact that he cannot be elected. ( Names withheld.

Libel per se. )

These specimens will bear me out in what I have said above.

I )ne gentleman who didn't have a vote himself persisted in voting numerous proxies. His argument, too logical to be refuted, was this:

A proxy is voting for a person who is absent. You. therefore, allow a fellow to vote who isn't here. I am here. A fortiori, I should be

allowed to vote proxies.

Now for the contest. Mr. McCaffrey, "dressed in a little brief authority," in eloquence of much force and irresistible in effect, nominated

Mr. Reinheimer. Mr. Goldsborough, whose fame—achieved in the celebrated case of Regents of University of Maryland et al. vs. Schurman,

Poe, C. J. (116 S. F. R. )—was still fresh in the minds of all of us, creditably presented the name of Mr. Downes. The balloting was about to

proceed, when Mr. Latane, remembering the lines "Be to yourself as you would to a friend," had his name—no, 1 mean his name was pre-

sented by Mr. Murkland. During the roll call the anxiety of the candidates was apparent in their drawn faces. Latane was humming litanies

by the score; the other candidates were trying to keep their thoughts centered on "modus vivendi,"18 or "wherein does a necessary party differ

from a proper one in equity," or "how old must a person be to be a Senator," and the like. But the roll call was soon ended, and the vote as

announced was : Reinheimer, 25 ; Downes, 21 ; Latane, 8 ; Thorn, Jr.. 1 ; necessary to elect, 31. ( Thorn, believing in the principle of "me, too."

voted for himself.

)

The second ballot brought a surprise. Mr. Ortfnan was recognized, and in speechless eloquence, surmounted with poetical brevity, nomi-

nated Mr. Marshall. The vote resulted as follows: Reinheimer. 2: Marshall, 24: Downes, 20: Latane. 12: Plank. 1. (Thorn, seeing the futil-

ity of his election, but declining to support anyone else, cast the blank vote.

)

The third ballot stood thus: Downes, 25; Marshall, 26; Latane, 8: Thorn, 1. (Confound that man Thorn! "A man convinced against

his will is of the same opinion still." If he didn't go back to his first choice!!)

( in the fourth ballot Latane got 9 votes. Hurrah for Thorn! ! The others held their own number. Before the roll call commenced for the

fifth ballot Mr. Latane. evidently resigned to his own fate, put in nomination Mr. Thrift, the "dark horse" in the race, and the vote as

announced was: Latane, 1 : Downes, 15; Marshall, 16: Thrift. 26: Plank. 1. ( That man Thorn again !!

)

Sixth ballot: Downes, 20: Marshall, 26; Thrift, u.

At this point Mr. Downes asked for recognition and made a manly speech, stating he could not win out and asking his supporters to cast

their votes for Mr. Thrift. The interest was now at its height. The seventh ballot resulted: Thrift, 28; Marshall, 28: Plank, 1.

On the next ballot, the eighth and last, the vote as announced stood: Thrift, 31 : Marshall, 2j, and amidst much applause Mr. Thrift was

declared elected President of the Class of Kjoi, and was escorted to the chair.

To those gentlemen who had striven' for the honor, let me say, "Forgive and forget." "The best laid plans of mice and men gang aft

aglee."

They had "foughl a good fight," but success did not crown their efforts. "( )ur wills and fates do so contrary run that our devices still are

overthrown: our thoughts an- ours: their ends none of our own."



But there were other offices to fill, as likewise there were candidates to fill them.-' Mr. Murkland and Air. Denmead were put in nomina-

tion for Vice-President. Mr. Murkland was elected on the first ballot. So elated was Mr. Murkland at his election that, on hearing from the

Secretary that the names of the class officers would be published in the newspapers, he breathlessly rushed up to the temporary Secretary, and

the following conversation took place

:

Mr. M.—You are going to publish the names, are you?

Mr. —.—Yes, I shall.

Mr. M.—Will you do me the kindness to publish my name in lull— Philip Austen Murkland?

Mr. — .—Did you say Philip Austin Murkland?

Mr. M.—Yo; please make it Philip Austen Murkland.

Mr. —.—I will.

Mr. M.—You won't forget to do it?

Mr. —.—I will not.

And much to Mr. Murkland's relief and satisfaction, I hope, the papers did have it Philip Austen Murkland, although on account of lim-

ited space, they could not do more than put it in the ordinary type.

Mr. McCaffrey was elected Secretary, as was Mr. Eaton Treasurer.

Xext to the Presidency, the office of Sergeant-at-Arms attracted the most interest. Mr. C.irdwood was recognized and stated he desired

to nominate one whom lie could vouch for as well fitted for the arduous duties of that office. He said he was about to name a gentleman who,

before he became a member of our class, had been a doorkeeper at a boarding house, whose wide experience in such matters he could vouch

for, and one who in class had shown decided symptoms of irrationalism, and whose "fool tricks" in the three years were legion. He named

Mr. Hechheimer for the office. (Loud applause.) The nomination was seconded. No other nominations being made, and, as under the rules,

a ballot was necessary to elect, this was at once taken, and the vote, much to the amazement of everyone, showed decided opposition to Mr.

Hechheimer. It was as follows: Hechheimer, 3 : Mr. Blank, 68. Total votes cast, j\ ; number entitled to vote, 61. The President ruled that,

in view of the circumstances, another ballot was necessary. Mr. Blank having withdrawn for the sake of harmony, Mr. Hechheimer was

declared elected Sergeant-at-Arms. He was forthwith commanded to put out all students who were not Seniors and to show his appreciation

of the honor vested in him by the class and to demonstrate his entire ability in that line, he at once proceeded to put the command into execu-

tion. He met with decided success until he ran up against two stalwart Juniors and a "bulletin board" (a mute member of the intermediates).

The first having given him a good pummelling, and the second resisting him with a "smash," some of the members thought they had quite

enough of Mr. Hechheimer for Sergeant-at-Arms, and a motion was made to reconsider his election, hut this was abandoned; so he now fills

that office under heavy protest. "What poor an instrument may do a noble deed."

Mr. Reinheimer was made class prophet. Mr. Irelan was elected historian amidst great opposition. Mr. Sherwood was unanimously

elected class poet.

Allusion has already been made to the celebrated case of Regents of University vs. Schurnman (cited infra'). Before final adjournment

was moved, the following resolution was unanimously adopted :

"Whereas, C. Justin Kennedy has presumed to appear before Justice Poe as attorney for defense in a much agitated discussion;
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"And Whereas, the said C. Justin Kennedy has brought ridicule and comment upon the law students of the University of Maryland.

calling forth a hot shot from Justice Poe

;

"And Whereas, the aforesaid C. Justin Kennedy is nothing- but a cheap intermediate ; therefore be it

"Resolved, By the Class of 1901, grave and serious Seniors, that we resent such presumption on the part of the aforesaid C. Justin Ken-
nedy ; and be it further

"Resolved, That the said C. Justin Kennedy be, and he is hereby prohibited from wearing wdiiskers (if he can raise them) for one year

from date."

This resolution needs no comment from me. I append it here at the request of the class ; nor do I claim authorship." It is only fair to Mr.

( iirdwood to say that the resolution, as drawn, is his own handiwork.

The end" is run ; the battle is fought ; the victory won and lost Just a word more from me and I have done. Throughout the class elec-

tion there was good feeling^ manifest on all sides. There was combat, of course, yet it was conducted in an honorable and friendly way. This

spirit should prevail in a body of lawyers soon-to-be. For is it not our hope soon to meet, possibly opposing each other in counsel, or at the

trial table? And should we not then, although honorably waging contest against each other, still retain our friendliness one to the other ?**

Let 1 ne close with the hope that, our graduation and banquet over, our relations shall not be severed for all time. We, who for three years

liaw prepared the same studies, attended the same quizzes, passed the same difficult examinations and mastered the same trials and overcame

the same obstacles, should in after life remember our fellow-students and fellow-graduates.

My heartfelt wishes for success go out to all my classmates, whom I shall always call to mind in after years. 25

JOHN G. SCHILPP.



Annotations by the Editors,

1. Query: Have Seniors wings.

( Line Xo. 9—Bad for redundancy.

2. Who asked ?

3. He is a railroad man.

4. Hundredweights.

5. Particularly the "No! !!!!!!!!"

6. Nearly a "Bow Wow."

7. Should he "with."'

8. The "epitome" follows.

9. Particularly the remainder.

10. Taken from the "Death of Little Nell."

i 1. Should he "rubes."

12. The writer has studied "French."

13. Especially the sundries.

14. This sentence, to say the least, is unique.

15. So is the story dealing in "ifs."

16. The Editors permit this paragraph under protest.

17. It couldn't he a man.

18. Refresh your Latin.

19. He means "striven."

20. Likewise candidates to he "filled."

21. Note at the end, he does not claim authorship.

22. Should be "Race is run."

27,. Plenty of it.

24. Should be toward each other.

25. He ends either as a mind-reader or a Christian Scientist.
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Syllog:

M

ism.

[THIS CHARMING LITTLE BROCHURE IS DEDICATED TO MR. HECHHEIMER BY HIS ADMIRERS, THE EDITORS.]

Y B< >Y Harry is the smartest boy in the law school."

"I don't say so.
—

"

"But he is."

Judge I 'helps one day missed calling on Hechheimer to recite, whereupon Harry, the undaunted, arose and said :

"Your Honor, my name is Hechheimer."

Mendels—Hello, Nyberg, someone has just insulted Hechheimer.

Nyberg—Get me the recipe, will you ?

Brrrrrssssssts ft

!

.'.' ."!!!!! !r'VV

V

r. . .This but faintly illustrate Hech's entrance into the Lecture Hall each day.

Hech used "The Patriotic Reader" from which to study Constitutional Law.

Hech.—My, but the Constitution is a wonderful work ! (Repeat the ejaculation ad infinitum.
)

You ought to hear Hech's French—particularly that phrase "Coup d'etat, or raison d'etre."

He is never undaunted,

With law he is haunted,

While a bright look plays o'er him the while ;

He is free as a bird,

And can always be heard,

While his face always wears a BIG smile.

I low about the Linden avenue girl, Hech?

Hechheimer—That quotation ain't in the Constitution.

Wolf— It 'tis ; I seen it.

Hech— Donchugh b'leeve me?

Judge II.— Does the Constitution follow the flag, Air. Hechheimer?

Hech—The United State's Supreme Court has not yet decided that point, and to guard against voicing a dissenting opinion. I will wait

until that question has been finally decided by the tribunal mentioned.



In 1897 Mendels loaned Hech a volume of "The Last Essays of Elias." It is but a vindication of Hech's fortitude and staying qualities

when it is mentioned that he is still reading them.

That Linden avenue girl's brother is camping on your trail, Harry.

Ah ! well for us all, some sweet hope lies,

When we're making fees and eating pies.

AN ABERRATION.
Hech—When I graduate I will practice in New York. In order to pass the State Board there, my operations and plan of campaign will

be as follows: "I will read the Xew York Code in two weeks, study its index in another week; then take the State Board; then be a lawyer."

Surely, gentle reader, the narrative interests you.

Ask Hech who drafted the preamble to the Constitution.

IN 1 910.

Mendels— I have just heard that Hechheimer recently married

Nyberg—Who was the unfortunate?

Hech (before some future Judiciary Committee of the Legislature)—Ah, my friends, you sit here session after session and repeal laws, and

when your body adjourns, we, the members of the bar, must practice under those same laws.

"Hech, dost thou know that when the sap jumps and the sun awakes at 4 A. M., thouTt be a lawyer in the embryo?"

Harry, how about those blank ballots?

You may try very hard to say you'll forget,

But those ballots will be in your memory yet.

TELEPHONE CALL.
"Hello, Harry, that you?"

"'Tis i'faith."

"Come up to the house this evening to draw my will : we've bought an automobile. If you can spare the time, take a ride in it with me
to-morrow."
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Life on an Office Chair.

Last Night.

Last night I wasalofle, ah, me! alone,

And also I was very dry ;

Now, nature when she's thirsty takes a drink.

And so did I.

I drank a large highball, a Scotch highball.

And then I drank some more, about ten more,

And when at 3 A. M. I hied me home
I couldn't find the door.

I lay me down upon the steps, cold marble steps,

And tried to get a little needed sleep ;

A copper happened by and took me to

A station house to keep.

The 'Squire looked my rueful figure o'er and smiled

As I deplored the error of my ways,

And -aid: "Ten dollars, please, my friend.

Or else—ten days."

F. von L. Patterson.

My shingle out. my office fixed,

Diploma on the wall,

1 sat me down before my desk

To wait the client's call.

A Dutchman green was victim one.

My heart leaped up for joy;

I saw the vision of a fee.

Fortune fair and coy.

'I hafe just pought a house," said he,

"A paper's what I need."

I looked real wise, and softly said,

"Oh, yes, you want a deed."

'A teed ?" says he. "No. sir. I don't,

Dot ist not vat I want."

I could not think what else he meant,

My mind was on a jaunt.

I named the papers to him then,

As through my brain they flew

—

Assignment and acknowledgment.

Release and mortgage, too.

'Ah. mortgage! dot is vad it ist.

I've come to be advised ;

Dot 1-4 der paper I require.

You shoult not seem surprised."

rhe last time dot I pought a house

I had a teed." said he ;

A loafer mit a mortgage came
I'm took it all from me."
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Stare Decisis!

.May the injustice be no less bruited

Than to " The Justice " is here imputed.

CASE OF IRREPARABLE INJURY TO A HOODWINKED VISAGE.

Henry Schnurman, Plaintiff, )

x 's -

r ( )pinion of the ( x>urt

:

Guy P. Asper et al.

The facts appear somewhat vaguely, it is true, upon the face of the record and with shameful indirection in the pleadi

This seems to this Court to be a settler's powder for the plaintiff ( Schnurman), and the rule, therefore, goes down before one of those

glittering and star-spangled exceptions which dot the pathway of our jurisprudence, making it resemble a mosaic pavement, or, more properly,

one of those beautiful and bewildering creations of female handiwork—a crazy quilt.

Valdemar on "Hazing," Ch. 2, pp. 28.

The defendants now having each other juridically by the ears, it is the pleasure of this Court to leave them in that situation, this Court

being satisfied that while so engaged they will no longer disturb this Court, thus recognizing the well-established rule that between those who
are equally in the wrong a Court does not interpose. In pari delicto potior est conditio defenditis. It now becomes the duty of this Court to

dispose of the plaintiff, so that the case, being thus rid of all obstructions, may proceed to its final determination. Once on the road to justice.

this Court sidetracks every obstacle, even as the graceful Yankee-jumper scatters a giddy procession of cutters along a highway of snow.

This Court must now lay down the rule prevailing, at the same time remarking to the defendants, "This is the rule, and don't you forget

it." By the time this Court is through with them, this Court don't think they will. "We, therefore, find it laid down as a fixed principle that

a Court is not bound to fish for gudgeons in muddy water when all the mountain streams are full of trout. Where the testimony is conflicting

it is the duty of this Court to always refuse to hear it."
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This Court now, with fear and trembling, refers to that awful clause, which, when contemplated and considered, never fails to lift the

capillary substance from the summits of the craniums of courts and litigants. This Court cites the case of the University of Arachnoidea

Students vs. Cartell, ij Eros, p. 334, in support of the doctrines quoted above.

I lappilv. this Court is well informed as to what the law of this case should be, and therefore is, having long since become familiar ( in its

ramifications of the law ) with that stupendous compendium of the law and the prophets, known as "DuRuyter's Dissertation on Mustache

Clipping" contained in the Hazed Medical Students' Reports Annotated.

A knowledge of this work might, and certainly should, have deterred the erring plaintiff from rashly instituting this proceeding, although

the Court, in rendering its decision, protests against the wickedness of the law thereof.

Sad as is the fate of the plaintiff, what words can express the horror and detestation of this Court in contemplating the condition of the

defendants? Well may the unhappy and wretched defendants exclaim with the historic and dramatic Van Baker:

" How is't with us—when every noise appalls us !

What dirty hands are ours. Let us pluck out our eyes ;

Will all great Neptune's ocean wash this ink

Clean from our hands ? No ! ring for soap !

"

It is clearlv immaterial whether this be the language of the Court or the language of one Shakespeare, or his historical double. Lord

Bacon, or one Washington Irving, Joe Jefferson, or Dion Boucicault, or is one grand concert of the entire band. It is the duty of a Court to

claim everything in sight. A good Justice when he is crowded will always extend the limits of his jurisdiction. Boai judicis est ampliare

jurisdictional!. He may of right rampage through the Spartan Code, the Justinina Pandects and the entire realm ofJBhakespearean law. He
is not to be cabined, cribbed or confined, but may lawfully be as broad and general as the casing air. Cursus curiae est lex curiae. These chest-

nuts are not fresh, but they are well roasted.

And now, all things having been earnestly and solemnly done, the parties to this action are required to re-enter the courtroom and lend

attentive ears to that omnipresent voice rendering its judgment, without a paraclete other than learned counsel who is comforted with the

umbrageous epigram

:

It is the judgment of this Court that Asper be fined $25.00 and costs for his unutterable and silent contempt, not expressed, but plainly

perceived by the Court, and that execution do issue therefor, it being a settled maxim of this Court, that the execution of this Court can harm

harm nobody. Executiojuris, non habet injuriam.

Albeit ensnared with medical warriors,
" Tins is no kindergarten for young lawyers."

NOTE.— It will be noticed that in delivering this opinion this Court does not indulge in the egotistical first person singular. This Court

si es no reason why a court should select one member as a scapegoat and cause him to render its opinion and then dodge behind him to escape all

tin- rhetorical brick-bats and expletive dead cats that mav be hurled at him from a saloon corner by the lawyer of the angry litigants. Nor does



this Court use the first person plural, the overawing "we," which causes an infuriated suitor to hesitate before he sails into the court under a

numerical disadvantage, which he seldom does unless he discovers a stubborn deserter. This Court, therefore, prefers the dignified third per-

son which, by giving an apparently impersonal character to and to some extent removing the aggravating presence of his wrath, has a soothing

effect upon an enraged party. This Court is always presumed to know herself.

The defendants retire awestricken and agape, in a state of perturbation, while the plaintiff, no less aroused, engages in wild persiflage

with a warm advocate of his cause. Unlike the unflinching spirit ordinarily pervading the will of a man in such a nimbose and invidious-

ordeal, the weakling subsequently tenders the fine imposed to re-enter the rank and file of a well-to-be-remembered and spirited class, only to

receive their unanimous declination and a volley of rotten "hatch-its" upon his attempt to enter unforgiven.

ARTHUR G. DERR, 902

[The Editors thank Mr. Derr for the above, but take this opportunity of pointing out that his pleadings are bad for misjoinder of parties.

Had Mr. Derr applied for leave to amend, we would, under the present "liberal amendments" system, have granted him leave to amend. It

should not be Schnurman against Asper, but State of Maryland against Aspcr. Would advise you to apologize to your instructors in pleading

and in criminal law.]

INJUSTICE POE- 1\CUST M1T)/E\

THIS tsue k>KDZKaAKTe.u rcn. BAByiJWetfS.



A Toast.

Ah ! maid decollete, -

Ah ! sprite of drawing rooms,

Thou queen of bal poudre

And vision from love's looms

—

To thee this toast I drink.

And o'er sweet memories think,

To thee, of thee alone

—

Ah ! love's a "rolling stone."

G. K.



Fontes Juris,

During' the heat of the extra session of the Legislature, one Marsh journeyed toward Annapolis. On the same train was another student

of the 'Varsity. The two discussed the proposed election law. and, to the credit of Marsh's personal nerve, he claimed credit for having drafted

the bill. Of course, the other student felt weak. The editors would here ask Marsh where was Judge Avery and Messrs. Wirt, Poe and others

when the law was first dressed up in suitable legal English?

A Law Student.

When one talks of hereditaments, misprisons and indentures,

Of chattels and of mortgages, of choses and debentures,

Of assumpsit, debt and covenant, of tresspass and attainders.

Of writs of habeas corpus, of reversions and remainders.

Of attaching and conveyancing, of signing and indorsing.

Of femes, both sole and covert, separating and divorcing.

Of word? of twenty letters, which you'd think would break his jaw,

You will know that the fellow is just begun to study law.

Anonymous.

" Nerve."

There was once a young lawyer of nerve.

Who feared neither God nor the court.

Who used the clerks for errand boys.

Who out of the judges made sport.

But they say that his finish he met

—

Students, take heed, all of you !

He was promptly sat on by the court

When he asked the judge for a chew.
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Anam°i°us <

"Me he ! me hi ! me ho !

Rum stiche, rume riddle,

Drink bay rum,

We are the rooters of the class of iooi."

Hechheimer.

"Carrie Nation, dissipation, drink Wilson rye,

We didn't do a thing to Schurnman, O me, O my!"

Hechheimer.

"By the Guardian of the Class." A Day with Phelps.

Ph.—Gentlemen, there have been attempts to write honks on Equity for the students, but my hook is the hook:

Class ( in chorus )—Did you ever read it?

p/i.—Miller has written a book on Equity Procedure and also proceeds without my permission to practically embody my work in his.

Class—He must have used it for foot-notes.

Mr. Atkinson -Our languid friend on the right arises )—Gentlemen, I have taken as my proposition "Is it proper to carry one's pants under

his arms and fail to wear suspenders?" In this case the appellant (
emphasis on the e ).

Ph.—Young man, pronounce that as if it were apalant, not appealant.

. Uk.—The appealant

—

Ph.—Have you ear muffs on? I said appellant.

Atk.—Appealant.

Ph.—Bailiff, provide him with an ear trumpet.

. Uk.—Professor, I have a severe case of sprung tithes and a sore thorax ; it affects my pronunciatory powers.

Ph.—li you have a cold tell your troubles to "Dr. Martin" and put a pair of muffs on it.

Ph.—Mr. Schapiro !

(Schapiro cites his case in a manner wholly unintelligible to the class, and, with a self-satisfied air, sits down.

Ph.—Mr. Schapiro, will you please tell us for the edification of the class in general whether you spoke in Arabic or choice Hindustan?

Ph. Will that gentleman in the lower part of the room remove his lower propellers from off the table ?
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Keck— I beg Your Honor's pardon.

Ph.— Mr. Wolf, the lone survivor of the calamity at the Zoo, we hope to hear favorable reports of your progress at the Pan-American; I

hope he will prove as intelligent as the majority of the members of his family ; but ( aside ) I doubt it.

Ph.—Hechheimer! My! what a strange name! It seems that funny names attach to funny faces.

Hechheimer— May it please Your Honor, your case is not an exception to the rule, but comes within it.

I'h.— Mr. Strahorn. the tall gentleman, a spectre of Patrick Henry in his declining days.

Strahorn cites Ch. 8. when class has only reached Ch. 5.

Ph.—Sir, that is not playing ball.

Sir.— 1 know, but I have three strikes.

Ph.—No, sir ; evasion is not a principle of Equity ; the last was a foul ball ; you have another chance.



An Ode.

I ran a race ?

Oh, yes, I ran.

An also ran.

A has been,

Or what yon will

—

My, my ! but 'twas a bittei

And then my candidacy

Was futi'le

And was nil

!

Who do I blame?

No one !

'Twas but my fault al< >ne.

I made my running .

Quite too long.

And too much of

The glad hand !

( (
/ I'Wft

7y7

/A

)

[
With apologies to the many candidates who ran, some

ithers in particular.
|

He needs no introduction.

WITH A CON01XXOK '&
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Defendant's First and Only Prayer.

Oh, Mr. Bear.

We're in despair.

Exams, are coming apace ;

The opinion's unanimous

Your nature's magnanimous-
Forbear this idea to efface.

Oh. Mr. Bear.

Warm is the air,

Summer is coming along ;

So aid our digestions,

And tell us the questions,

Or else we are sure to go wrong.

Oh, Mr. Bear.

Now, is it fair?

Really, you ought to be nice.

We'll boom up your college

By showing our knowledge.

So, hadn't you better think twice?

Oil, Mr. Bear.

Now, on the square.

Why stand we trembling in awe'

Your subject's entrancing.

E'en more so than dancing.

Oh. why did we take up the law !

Oh. Mr. Bear,

What do you care?

You know we study so hard ;

With utmost celerity

Dispel our temerity.

Or else our happiness' marred.

Oh, Mr. Bear,

The smiles we wear

Will soon be passing away,

And the epitaph rotten,

Gone, not forgotten.

Will come in its place to stay.

Oh, Mr. Bear,

We'll now declare

Wherefore this artistic plea.

Condone our audacity

And praise our sagacity

For sending this story to thee.

Oh. Mr. Bear.

Heaven forbear!

Construe this not as for pity
;

We'd never demand it.

In fact, couldn't stand it

—

Only a sweet little ditty.

Oh, Mr. Bear,

What man would dare

I'd say real property's hard?

So real captivating,

And exhilarating.

Our brains can never be jarred.

Oh. Mr. Bear,

Let flunks be rare.

You won't ignore this plea;

Dismiss your rigidity

With utmost rapidity.

Is the prayer we offer to thee.



Atkinson.



A Bevy of Fair Divorcees.



Banquet Committee, Senior Class.

McGrath, Chairman,

Atkinson,

Johnson.



Wbafs the Use «cNJ «^» «£§•

of knowledge, either practical or theoretical, in any branch, especially Dentistry, if the facilities to carry such knowledge into

effect are not the best ?

^ —Jill Will Answer.

Tlo Use/ * <* <*

Now, doctor, it is a necessary duty, in order to protect not only our reputation, but our capital invested, that we place the very

best materials which can be produced before the profession ; and these facts, together with the high opinion universally held by

dental practitioners of goods marked " C. D. M. Co." are a guarantee that by using our products your skill and knowledge can

be demonstrated in their best form.

Endeavor to disprove our claim through our materials, and you will become convinced we do not make an idle boast.

Consolidated Dental Mig. Co*, 2n charles street]
*

north,

C M. FREEMAN, Manager. BALTIMORE, MD.

A Special Course of Instruction in Swedish Movements and Scientific Massage .

IS BEING GIVEN AT THE

IBaltimor-e^ HeaJLtlo. Institute*
Medical students desiring to be proficient in this useful adjuvant should arrange to take this course, which is practical and thorough. Special

facilities for the treatment of all chronic ailments without drugs. Physical, moral and mental defects and imperfections corrected and

a perfect human being—healthy, moral and industrious produced. Classes and Individual instruction in Nature Cure.

Patients brought or sent from a distance will be well cared for, trained nurse constantly in attendance.

J. B. WEBSTER, M. D.,

cMedica.1 Director,

Madison, 761 M. Courtland, 1889. 209 NORTH LIBERTY STREET.



LEMMERT,
Draper* Tailor, Importer,

LEMMERT'S method in dressing "Men" is

to drape the imperfectly built man, fit the

symmetrically developed one and devise

a suitable garment for every form.

LEMMERT'S garments fit the wearer, please

the public and present the man as nearly

perfect as human ingenuity and skill can

do it.

MM JP>

14 East Fayette Street,

BAL.TIIVIOR



MUSIC HALL,
BALTIMORE! CITY, MD.

Corner Mt. Royal Avenue and Cathedral Street.

The Largest, Handsomest and Best Appointed Auditorium in the South. Four Halls Under One Roof.

Perfectly ventilated, fresh-air currents, and a comfortable temperature ALWAYS maintained. Beautifully illuminated by the Auditorium

Company's own electric plant. Elegant furnishings and magnificent decorations. Fine acoustics. Portable stages. Location Central. Ground

floor. Sixteen exits. Ten thousand, seven hundred and fifty square feet, highly polished hardwood floor space for DANCING, and every

luxury and comfort requisite for the proper enjoyment of

flusical, Literary, Educational and Social Entertainments.

IVJAIIM HALL-SEATING CAPACITY.

First Floor [418 Seats The stage of the Main Hall has all modern improvements

Balcony 820 Seats and full set of scenery, and is used for operatic and dramatic

10 Boxes 60 Seats performances.

Standing Room for 1000. Assembly Hall, Seating 500.

Total 229X Seats Banquet Hall, Seating 300. Lecture Hall, Seating 400.

WITH SEPARATE RECEPTION ROOMS, KITCHENS, PANTRIES, LAVATORIES, ETC.

For Terms and Dates Apply to

Administration Office, Mt. Royal Avenue Entrance, Music Hall Building.



the JHpba Pboto=€ngraving Co.

OINCORPORATED)

^ Half-Tones, Zinc Etchings, Sketches,

Designs and Color Work* ^

217 EAST GERMAN STREET,

Baltimore, Md.



UNIVERSITY OF MARYLALD, DENTAL DEPARTMENT,
!R LOMBARD AND GR-EENE SI'S.. BALTIMORE, ML).

BERNARD CARTER. Esq., Provosi

RACUL-XY.
FERDINAND J. S. GORGAS, M. D.. D. D. S., I. EDMONDSON ATKINSON, M. D.,

Professor of Principles of Dental Science and Dental Surgery ami Mechanism. Professor of Therapeutics.
JAMES H. HARRIS, M. D., D. D. S., DAVID M. R. CULBRETH, M. D., Ph. G.,

Professor of Operative and Clinical Dentistry. Associate Professor of Materia Medica.
FRANCIS T. MILES, M. D„ JOHN C. UHLER. M. D.. D. D. S..

Professor of Physiology. Demonstrator of Mechanical Dentistry.
L. Mc LANE TIFFANY, M. D.. ISAAC H. DAVIS, M. D., D. D. S.,

Clinical Professor of Oral Surgery. Demonstrator of Operative Dentistry.
RANDOLPH WINSLOW, M. D.. CLARENCE J. GRIEVES, D. D. S.,

Professor of Anatomy. Demonstrator of Crown and Bridge Work.
R. DORSEY COALE. Pn. D.. J. H. SMITH. M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Metallurgy Demonstrator of Anatomy.
The Principal Demonstrators are assisted by sixteen Assistant Demonstrators.
Special instructions in Continuous Gum, Bi idge and Crown Work.
Each year, since its organization, has added to the reputation and prosperity of this Dental School, until now its graduates in almost every part of

the world are meeting with the success that ability will ever command. The past session was the most successful one ever held, and visiting dentists
from all parts of the country have expressed themselves as being astonished and gratified at the ability shown by the students when operating upon pa-

tients in the Infirmary. Forming one of the departments of one of the oldest Universities in this country, its diploma is everywhere recognized and honored.
The instruction in both operative and mechanical dentistry is as thorough as it is possible to make it, and embraces everything pertaining to dental

art. The advantages which the general and oral surgical clinics, to which the dental students are admitted, as indeed to all the lectures the University af-

fords, cannot be overestimated. The many thousands of patients annually treated in the University Hospital, and other sources; afford an abundance of
material for the dental infirmary and laboratory practice and the oral surgery clinics.

The Dental Infirmary and Laboratory building is one of the largest and most complete structures of the kind in the world. The Infirmary is lighted
by sixty-five large windows, and is furnished with the latest improved operating chairs.

The Dental Infirmary and Laboratory are open daily (except Sundays) during the entire year, for the reception of patients, and the practice for den-
tal students has increased to such an extent that all the students during the past sessions have had an abundance of practical work, in both operative and
prosthetic dentistry. These means for practical instruction have already assumed such large proportions that the supply has been beyond the needs of the
large classes in attendance during the past sessions.

The exceedingly large number of patients for the extraction of teeth affords ample facilities for practical experience to every student. It has again
become necessary to enlarge the dental building, making the Infirmary nearly 100 feet in length, and a Laboratory SO feet long by 43 feet wide.

The qualifications for initiation and graduation are those adopted by the National Association of Dental Faculties and State Boards of Dental Ex-
aminers.

Qualifications for Graduation.—The candidate must have attended three full courses of lectures of seven months each, in different years, at the
LEG I LAR or Winter sessions in this institution. As equivalent to one of these, one course in any reputable Dental College will be accepted. Graduates
of medicine can enter the Junior Class. The matriculant must have a good English education; a diploma from a reputable literary institution, or other
evidence of literary qualifications, will be received instead of a preliminary examination. All students, both Freshmen, Juniors and Seniors, have equal
advantage in operative and mechanical dentistry in this institution throughout every session.

Graduation in Medicine. —Graduates of the Dental Department of the University of Maryland are required to attend but one session at the Univer-
sity School of Medicine prior to presenting themselves as candidates for the degree of "Doctor of Medicine." (See Catalogue.)

The Regular or Winter Session will begin on the first day of October of each year, and will terminate May 1st.
The Summer Session, for practical instruction, will commence in March, and continue until the regular 'session begins. Students in attendance

on the Summer Session will have the advantage of all the daily Surgical and Medical clinics of the University..
The fees for the Regular Session are $100, Demonstrators' fees included Matriculation fee, $5; Diploma fee. for candidates for graduation $30- Dis-

secting ticket, $10. For Summer Session, no charge to those who attend the following Winter Session.
Board can be obtained at from $3.50 to $5.00 per week, according to quality.
The University prize and a number of other prizes will be specified in the annual catalogue. Students desiring information, and the annual cat-

alogue, will be careful to give full address and direct their letters to

F. J. S. GORGAS, M. D., D. D. S.,
845 North Ectaw Street, Baltimore, Md. Dean <>f Hie Dental Department of the University of Maryland.



'"THE DESIRE TO BE

ttlcll Dressed

Is both natural and commendable.

Another Point: It is also a good introduction

to be Well Attired.

THIS RESULT CAN ONLY BE ATTAINED

THROUGH

ARTISTIC CUTTING,

AND SKILLED, CAREFUL AND
CAPABLE TAILORING.

AMBROSE <£? :F»ESRRY,

MERCHANT TAILORS,

POPULAR PRICES . 224 West Fayette St., Near Howard.

THK

Western national Bank
OF BALTIMORE,

14 INorth Eutaw Street.

CAPITAL, $500,000

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS, . 400,000

J. G. HARVEY,
President.

D. FAHNESTOCK,
Vice-President.

WILLIAM MARRIOTT,
Cashier.

DIRECTORS.

JOSHUA G. HARVEY,
WM. S. YOUNG,
CHAS. F. MAYER,
DERICK FAHNESTOCK,
FRANCIS BURNS,

JOHN BLACK,

GUSTAV G1ESKE,
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
HOWARD RIEMAN,
JAMES PRESTON,
W. BURNS TRUNDLE.
ROBERT M. WYLIE.

THIS BANK WILL BE PLEASED TO RECEIVE ACCOUNTS.



C. (SL P. Telephone, St. Paxil 1270

The Sun BooRa^lJ.^
*•**

fWW
Printing Office

^ ^ *S. W. Corner Calvert and Saratoga Streets

BALTIMORE, MD

High Grade Printing

Otir Specialty

Moderate Prices

Neatness, Punctuality



^E>E>LvY «& BnSOR,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE CARRIAGES
FACTORY AND REPOSITORY,

Slli ^XToxlisoia Avenue,
BALTIMORE!.

TELEPHONES-
' C. & P., MADISON, 691-M.

TELEPHONES.
, MARyLAND] dRUId 92 .

REPAIRING PROHPTLY DONE AND ON REASONABLE TERHS.

Rubber Tires a. Specialty.

S. SALABBS & CO.

West Baltimore Loan Co.

675 WEST BALTIMORE ST.

Between Arch and Pine Sts.

Liberal Advances on Merchandise of Every Description

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS A SPECIALTY.

OPEN FROM 7 A. M. TO 6. P. M. SATURDAYS UNTIL 10 P. M.

Side Entrance, with Private Waiting Room

H. Kaplan,

Merchant tailor

Suits Hade to Order with the Best Quality of Goods

at the Very Lowest Prices.

A FIRST-CLASS FIT GUARANTEED.

323 NORTH EUTAW ST.

BALTIMORE IV1D.



JESSE C. SHALL, JOHN H. HANCOCK,
MANUFACTURER OF

Chemist and Pharmacist,

Suspensory Bandages, Elastic Stockings, FREMONT AVE. AND LOMBARD STREET,

Abdominal Supporters, Etc. Baltimore, Md.

25 CLAY STREET, •*•*'*

Baltimore, Md.

Prescriptions Carefully and Accurately Compounded at all Hours of the Day or

Night. Special Rates to University of Maryland Students.

ESTABLISHED J 869.

Cbe Baltimore £o$tumer$ ^

K & M. SCHAUB, A. T. JONES & SON,

Gents' Turni$bing$, 413 E. BALTIMORE ST.

Negligee and White Shirts a Specialty.
COSTUMES FOR

Z't^uT" *»" Df«* $««» for Rire.

315 W. Pratt Street,
jfi J* JL

BALTIMORL, IVID. MANUFACTURERS OF BANNERS AND FLAGS.



A. H. FETTING, .*

MAM I ACTIKKK OF

QreefcLetter

Traternity Jewdrp,

14 and 16 St. Paul St., Baltimore, Md.

Memorandum package sent to any fraternity member through the Sec-

retary of his Chapter. Special designs and estimates furnished on Class

Pins, Medals, Rings, etc.

A. FORTENBAUGH,
Artistic Shaving and Hair Cutting Parlor,

402 WEST LOMBARD ST.
Near Eutaw. Baltimore, Md.

HAIR CUTTING A SPECIALTY.

Bachrach & Bro.
Photographers.

studios, s. e. cor. eutaw and lexington streets,
Baltimore, Md.

ELEVATORS TO STUDIOS. LARGE PORTRAITS. LARGE GROUPS AND
CHILDRENS PICTURES OUR SPECIALTIES.

WASHINGTON STUDIO, 1331 F, ST., N. W.

Read This and Consider.

Ule are the Pioneers of Popular Prices in tailoring,

:
: $13.00

And make a Special Suit to <>rde

in Cheviots, Tweeds, Cassimeres

etc., at ....
Nut equaled in the city.

Jill the Leading Styles and materials on Tyand.

Our C -J(\ C\{\ Silk or Satindined Full-

•POU. yj\J must he seen to he at

dress Suit

ppreciated.

B. WEYFORTH & SONS,
TAILORS,

217 and 219 North Paca Street.

JAMES BAILY & SON,
Wholesale and Importing Druggist,

16 AND 18 W.GERMAN ST.

Baltimore, Md.

Photographic Studio,

21 BALTIMORE ST., EAST.



Queen Anne's R. R. Co.
SHORTEST LINE TO

EVERY

TUESDAY,
THURSDAY,

and SUNDAY.

CAPE MAY, . . $1.75
REHOBOTH BEACH, $1.50

STEAMERS LEAVE PIER 10,

LICHT STREET.

AFTEKNOON

Excursions to Queenstown,

SO Ct^i^***.

Special Inducements to Sunday-Schools, Societies and Organizations.

For special rates and other information, call on or address

Wm. D. Uhler,
General Passenger Agent.

CHESAPEAKE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Chesapeake Line
PALACE STEAMERS "AUGUSTA" and "ATLANTA'

TWECECISJ

BHLTimORE and OLD POINT C001F0RT and NORFOLK.

LEAVE BALTIMORE DAILY (EXCEPT
SUNDAY) AT 6.30 P. M.

York River Line
PALACE STEAMERS

CHARLOTTE," "BALTIMORE" AND "DANVILLE

BECTNA/ELErM

BflLTimORE and WEST POINT and

LEAVE BALTIMORE DAILY (EXCEPT
SUNDAY) AT 5 P. M.

STEAMERS LEAVE BALTIMORE lioin PIERS IS and 1<>,

LIGHT STREET WHAKF.



CARPETS,
FURNITURE,

LACE CURTAINS,
DRAPERIES,

WALL PAPERS.

MATTINGS,
OIL CLOTHS,

MINCH & EISENBREY,

212, 214, 216, 218, 220 and 222 W. LEXINGTON ST.

BALTIMORE.

YOUR LINEN

WILL RECEIVE GREAT CARE AND PROMPT ATTENTION

BY THE UP-TO-THE-MINUTE

City Hand Laundry,

m GAY STREET, NORTH,

BALTIMORE. MD.

HAND WORK AND DOMESTIC FINISH.

Y. M. B. O. D.

AT

HAMBURGER'S,

Baltimore and Howard Streets.

THEO. WARNER. JAMES R. PAINE.

WARNER & CO.
Umbrellas, HATTERS Canes, Etc.

AGENTS FOR LINCOLN & BENNETT
AND

WALTER BARNARD'S LONDON HATS.

»2i West Baltimore Street,

BALTIMORE.
Special Disoounts to Students.

FRED, BATZLER,
(Bents' jfuvnisbev anfc Datter,

603 W. BALTIMORE ST.,

Second Door Below Greene, H;»niiiioro. M<l.

WE ALWAYS HAVE SOMETHING NEW.



WB CLOTHE

Baltimore's J3:re^»ie^t AJleia.

WHY NOT LET US CLOTHE YOU?

Long Experience in Merchant Tailoring
enables us to Guarantee

FIT, WORKMANSHIP, STYLE, ETC.,

To be Strictlv XJp-to-Date

Our Prices Ai'e Wittiira Reach of Everybody,

BEFORE GOING ELSEWHERE, CALL TO SEE US.

C. Chas. Bachmann, Louis Bachmann,
TAILORS AND IMPORTERS,

<3TT West Baltimore Street.

Reference from University of Maryland Students: F. W. Rogers, T. E. Reeks, C. W. Gardner, R. A. Rees, and others.



SOUTHERN RAILWAY, -§fc
ROUTE OF THE PEERLESS FLYERS,

The United States Fast Mail, The New York and Florida

Express, The Washington and Chattanooga Limited (via

Lynchourg », The Washington and Southwestern Ltd.,

BETWEEN THE EAST AND ALL POINTS
SOUTH, SOUTHEAST AND SOUTHWEST
Superb Coach, Sleeping Car and

Dining Car Service on All

Through Trains.

THE DIRECT ROUTE TO

Florida, Cuba, Chattanooga,

Nashville, Memphis, Atlanta, Birming-

ham, New Orleans, and all points in Texas,

Mexico and California.

FASTEST TIME. BEST SERVICE MOST CONVENIENT SCHEDULES.

ASHEVILLE, N. C. i"The Land of the Sky "i; PINEHURST,
N. C, and the Health and Pleasure Resorts of Georgia and
Florida are best reached by the SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

Schedules, Map Folders, Descriptive Matter, Rates, and other infor-
mation gladly furnished upon application.

S. BROWIN, General Agent, 705 Fifteenth St. N. W., Washington, D. C.

IS. BURGESS, Traveling Passenger Agent, 120 E. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

H. HARDWICK, General Passenger Agent, Washington, D. C.

I



GEO. E. HARRIS,

Merchant Tailor,

204 W. FAYETTE STREET,

Full Line of the Latest Novelties in Foreign and Domestic Fabrics. BALTI MORE, M D.

TELEPHONE-C. & P. 1379, St. Paul.

JAMES H. HARRIS,
Caterer

And Furnisher for Weddings, Evening Parties, Receptions, Sociables, Germans, Dinner Parties, Etc., Etc.

INo. 514 ST. PAUL STREET,

Baltimore, Mo.

Plain and Decorated China, Glass and Silvercuare to Hife. All Orders Promptly Attended to.



The Ghas. Wilhm Surgical Instrument Company,
BEINJ. A. INELSOIN, General Manager,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS

Physicians',

Surgeons',

Hospital and

Invalids' Supplies.

«00 Nortli Howard Street,

Aseptic Hospital Furniture,

Glassware, Etc., Etc.

FINE MICROSCOPES AND ACCESSORIES.

Baltimore, ]VIr>.

Jin Understanding of tailoring.

The fitting of a Suit of Clothes is not a matter of chance, but a natural consequence of system

closely and intelligently followed out. The system begins with the cutter. He must understand

your figure, the individualities of your shape and the peculiarities of your manner of standing

—

and must draft his pattern accordingly. His work must be followed up by tailors to whom he

can impart his ideas and have them intelligently carried out. We follow this system with you

—

with everybody. It's easy to see why we turn out the best tailored garments in Baltimore.

<£ jt &

National Tailoring Company,
108 NORTH EUTAW STREET.



^ PER CENT. INTEREST OIV SAVINGS DEPOSITS.

Monumental Savings Association,

ASSETS, $540,000.

YOU CAN MAKE DEPOSITS OF $1 AND UP.

OPEN DAILY, 9 A. M. TO 5 P. M.
SATURDAY, 9 A. M. TO 9 P. M. 115 North Eutaw Street.

ARTISTIC PHOTOS

ASHMAN
STUDIO, 17 W. LEXINGTON ST.

Class Groups Our Specialty. Special Rates to Students.



MD. PHONE-COURTLAND 1711

JOSEPH B. COOK,

jfuneral director

1003 West Baltimore St. BALTIMORE, IVID.

COACHES FOR ALL PURPOSES

C. & P. TELEPHONE-ST. PAUL 1 027.

ESTABLISHED 1 830.

KE^IVJ^MIIV «S? CO.

BANKERS and BROKERS
420, 422 AND 424 FAYETTE ST.

NEAR GAY STREET, BALTIMORE, IVIO.

Loans Made on Government and State Bonds,

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware,

and the same Bought and Sold.

NO GOODS SENT C. O. D.

Established 1878. Local and Long-Distance Telephone,

320 Franklin.

W. M. SPEAR, Manager.

AJ^r^T <S? WIBORG,
ALL (.RADES OF

Printing and Lithographic Inks
DRY COLORS AND VARNISHES,

445 PEARL ST. NEVA/ YORK.

TUe Hult & WiDorg c
ci"- i—

*

s ° ^
chica^o.

»

St. Louis, flo.; London, Eng.

D. MILTON BEAMER,
(FORMERLY WITH STEWART & MOWEN,)

Pfofe^iona] Underta^i1 and Embalmed

OFFICE, 704 MADISON AVENUE,

OPPOSITE MT. CALVARY CHURCH,

Adjoining Postal Telegraph and Messenger Call Office. Orders through

them will receive prompt attention.

RUBBER-TIRE CARRIAGES for All Purposes.

Prices Reasonable. C. & P. Phone—Hadison 676. A.



v^-^**v THE LANCASTER GOVERNMENT PEN CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

WE ARE GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS.

Every Patent issued by the U. S. Government is signed and
Countersigned with the

Lancaster Oovemment Fountain JPen.

The Exact Size No. 5 Improved Slip Cap. Price each, $5.00.

THIS SHAPE AND STYLE PEN WAS ORIGINATED BY WARREN N. LANCASTER.

OFFICE AND SALESROOMS OF THE

Lancaster Government Pen Co
2107 DRUID HILL AVENUE, BALTIMORE, MD., U. S. A.



(fla/ace 53owling jilleyss

t£ *£ 529 us. {Baltimore, Street, 7/ear Sreene St.

S'our J'ine Jilleys.

buffet Stocked with finest Wines, jCiquors and Cigars.

CHAS, W. WINTER,

tailor and Designer.

Constantly on Hand a Choice Selection of Foreign and Domestic Woolens at Modern Prices.

TYLISH CUT.

No Liimit to fleeommodation. 7-32 NORTH GAY STREET.



M. CURLANDER,
Xaw publisher,

208 N. CALVERT ST. BALTIMORE, M L3.

PUBLISHER OF
Brantly and Perkins' Annotated Edition of the Maryland Reports.

Brandy's Maryland Digest, 1 700-1894, 2 vols.

Miller's Maryland Equity Procedure, 1897, 1 vol.

Carey's Forms and Precedents, 1886, 1 vol.

Phelps' Judicial Equity, 1894, 1 vol., etc.

Full stock of all ihe Text Books used at the Maryland University,

School of Law. Call and see me.

TRADE WITH THE

" UR-TO-DATE/'
"READY-TO-WEAR"

Clothiers and Furnishers,

Hew York Clothing douse,
102 and 104 E. Baltimore Street

SURGICAL GOWNS,
[ SPFPI AI TIPS

COLLEGE CAPS AND GOWNS. \
0UR ^PECIALTIES.

^ESTABLISHED 1856.*

Snowdcn Cowman Dental Co.

DENTRL DEPOT,

No. 9 FAYETTE STREET, WEST,

Between Charles and Liberty Streets, Baltimore, Itld.

Artistic ^Photographs

Slffenfritz Studio,
to ClSuccessor to Isummims.

STUDENTS' PHTRONHGE SOLICITED.

20 2/J. jCexington Street.

Special 'Discount to Students.



Swift's Clean Foods
^ ^ v»

Swift's Premium Hams vSwift's Premium Bacon
Twins of superb excellence, selected and treated as only long experience in curing millions of

Hams and millions of pieces of breaRfast bacon could accomplish.

SWIFT'S SILVER LEAF LARD SWIFT'S JERSEY BUTTERINE
SWIFT'S BEEF EXTRACT SWIFT'S COTOSUET

In a class by themselves unequalled and unapproached by any similar products. The hig'hest

grade of all high grades.

^ ^^

Sold all over America

SWIFT AND COMPANY
Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, St. Joseph, Omaha, St. Paul

"We supply the University of Maryland Hospital witH beef, mutton and provisions



HELLO, C. & P. 2626-2.

YERBY BROS.,
Bakery and Confectionery,

Manufacturers of Ice Cream, Water Ices and Fancy Cakes.

CORNER GILMORE AND FRANKLIN STREETS,

supply University of Maryland Hospital.
Baltimore, Md.

WILLIAM V. ELDER, President. CHAS. K. HARRISON, Jr., Sec'y-Treas

High Grade Whiskies,
AND IMPORTERS OF

Wines and Cigars,

111 EAST LOMBARD STREET,

Telephone: C. & P., St. Paul No. 3691. Baltimore, Md.



fohn 7/f. JCeeler,

importer and Uailor,

§ South Calvert Street,

Str/ctly Jfiyh-Class Sarments.
{Baltimore, 7/fd.

NEW EDITION

WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

JUST ISSUED. NEW PLATES THROUGHOUT. NOW ADDED
25,000 ADDITIONAL WORDS

PHRASES AND DEFINITIONS
Prepared under the supervision ofW. T. HARRIS, Ph.D., LL.D., United States
Commissioner of Education, assisted by a large corps of competent specialists.

Rich Bindings. 2364 Pages. 5000 Illustrations.

THE. BEST PRACTICAL ENGLISH DICTIONARY EXTANT.

Alsn Webster's Collegiate Dictionary with Scottish Glossary, etc

Specimen pages, etc., of both

G. 6 C. MERRIAM CO.,



Merchant and miners transportation £o.

STEAMSHIP LIISJEIS

QUEEN OF SEH ROUTES

BETWEEN

Baltimore, Boston, Providence, Savannah, Philadelphia, Norfolk, Newport News*

BEST WAY TO REACH ALL POINTS NORTH, SOUTH OR WEST.

Passenger Accommodations Unsurpassed. Cuisine the Best. Tickets on Sale, and Baggage Checked through to all Points.

W. P. TURNER, Gen. Pass. Agent. A. D. STEBBINS, Asst. Traffic Manager.

J. C. WHITNEY, Traffic Manager.

GENERAL OFFICES. = BALTIMORE, MD.



C K. SMITH, Manufacturer^f TRUNKS, BAGS and LEATHER NOVELTIES

326 WEST LEXINGTON STREET,
One Door East of Eutaw St. B^I^rilMORK, MID.

\ DIES' AND GENTS' TRAVELING BAGS,
PRICE, $1.00 TO $25.00

SUIT CASES,
PRICE, $1.00 TO $25.00.

LADIES' TRUNKS.
PRICE, $2.00 TO $50 00

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO PROFESSIONAL NURSES AND STUDENTS.

SAWYKR
The Synonym for Exquisite Art Tailoring, Variety, Quality and Style,

BEST WORKMANSHIP AT REASONABLE CHARGES.

SAWYER,
417 N. Eutaw Street, Baltimore, Md.



BROOKS BROTHERS,
Broadway, Corner 22d Street, New York City.

KNICKERBOCKERS, REINFORCED AND PLAIN, FOR RIDING AND GOLF,

QOLF CAPES WITH VEST FRONTS,

WOOL=LINED RED COATS, KNITTED WAISTCOATS and SWEATERS

ALL GARMENTS, FURNISHINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR GOLF.

THESE, OF COURSE, IN ADDITION TO OUR LARGE STOCK OF GENERAL CLOTHING.

STYLES CORRECT. PRICES REASONABLE.

OUR BOOKLETS COVER ALL AND ILLUSTRATE MUCH. SEPARATE EDITIONS FOR CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS, LIVERY AND GOLF.

ESTABLISHED ISIS.

RAIN COATS.

COMFORTABLE BECAUSE
POROUS.

NO STIFFNESS. NO ODOR.

Of specially prepared

Tweeds and Coverts.

Exclusive materials and

our own make:

APPROPRIATE GARMENTS FOR
WALKING. IN RAIN

OR SHINE.

ARE YOU A LOVER OF BEEF? CV

f so, go to Henry Riefle & Son,
DEALERS IN CHOICE CUTS OF

BALTIMORE DRESSED BEEF,
DAILY IN ATTENDANCE. Stall: No* 1 Lexington Market. MEATS DELIVERED FREE.

NOTE.-THIS IS ONE OF THE OLDEST FIRMS ON THE MARKBT, HAVING PASSED THROUGH THREE GENERATIONS.

GIVE US A CALL



A. Fenneman, Pres. '
; Hellweg, Vice-Pres. H. R. Bradshaw,- Sec.

CONSUMERS COAL CO.

Wood and Coal.

Main Office, Pratt and Green Streets.

Branch Office and Yards, Ranstead's Wharf.

Spring Gardens, Baltimore, Md.

C. &. P Phone, 1981.

M d ,316, Henrietta,

.A. MUNDER. A. F. MUNDER.

Vf/under s

Wester Ogle Dairy,

S. €. Cor. 'Druid Jem JZve. and ftobert St.

Wholesale and f/ietail,

Baltimore, 97?d.

9f/itk of jfbsoiute Purity for infants and Snvaiicta.

WELSH'S
Hotel, Restaurant and Dining Room,

STEAMED OYSTERS A SPECIALTY.

N. E. Cor. Baltimore and Greene Streets,

IIV HARMONY
Is nature at this season of the year, when bursting bnds and flow*

vie with the sweet chorus of the songsters of the air.

/pIANos F

Meals «it (ill Houi-j*. BALTI.MOME-, AID.

Produce a chord of harmony at the fireside and bring cheer and hap-
piness to all. The day is rapidly coming when a home without a

Piano will be an exception. Procure a Sti'eff Piano and make your
own home happy. Second hand Pianos of various makes at Aery low-

prices. Tuning and repairing. Accomodating terms. Catalogue
and book of suggestions cheerfullv given.

CHARLES M. STIEFF,
Warerooms, 9 North Liberty St.

BALTIMORE, HD.
Factories—Block of Easl Lafayette Ave.; Aiken ami Lanvale Sts., Balti-

more, Md. Washington, D. (.'., 521 Eleventh St., X. VV.



Established 1857.

Hennegen-Bates Company

DIAMOND MERCHANTS

Jewelers, Silversmiths

13 EAST BALTIMORE STREET.

Special Attention Given to University and College Pins
and Badges.

Jnst as Accommodating as He Looks.

GEORGE GITH,

bailor,

1330 Pennsylvania Ave,

BALTIMORE, MD.

Special Prices to Students.

gye$ flclK

When you have overstrained them? A pair of our

correctly fitted Glasses will give you the required

relief.

Consult us, as we make no charge to examine

your eyes.

Schumacher $ foreman,

Eyes Examined Free. 30 W. LEXINGTON STREET.

CITY TRUST AND BANKING CO.

517-519-521-523-525 West Baltimore St.

CHAS. ODONNELL LEE,

President.

FRANK J. KOHLER,

Secretary- Treasurer.

If you will call at our office we will try to interest you in the

matter of Savings Deposits. The plan is new, and will

help you to save money not otherwise saved.

A PLAN FOR A SAVINGS FUND FOR EVERYBODY.

Our Motto : Safety, Courtesy, Promptness, Liberality.

WE WANT YOUR SAVINGS ACCOUNT.



the Journal

'«?' \JOURNAL\

fH'MEDlCAL JOURNAL COMPANY (IncJ

BALTIMORE.MD..WASHINGTON.O.C.

FIDELITY BUILDING, Baltimore, Md

is the only medium repre-

senting the allied medical

and surgical interests of

the city and State. Intro-

ductory offer to students

and recent graduates, $1.00

a year.

Address,

University of maryland

J> J- BUTTONS, PINS AND FLAGS.

Buttons and emblems of Special Designs.

WM. BAUMGARTEN, 5n V£sT Baltimore street,===^=r====^= BALTIMORE, MD.

Spring 'Dale

SSaltimore

!rure fflye TOhiskey

Jfc. Rosenheim dc Co., Sole Proprietors,

Baltimore, 97?d.

ISEDORE W. SOULE,

Sbacing Parlors,

651 WEST PRATT STREET.

£fre Eon.

Speaking of inconsistencies, many a man spends

five dollars for a wine supper and kicks on giving"

two and a-half for a pair of Glasses which will

give him comfort and preserve his sight.

Enough said.

Sapre & Brown Optical Co.

EXAMINING OPTICIANS,

Masonic Temple.

fcffres* Studio,

jCaryest S/cyliyht in the City,

Especially Adapted for Sroupiny.

jfll Sty/os of 1/p-to-daie SP/iotographi/ at deduced

SPrice* to Collage S/udento.

Seffres' vtudio>

106 9f. Charles St. Baltimore.



{University of /Hbarplanb.

BERNARD CARTER, ESQ., PROVOST.

LAW DEPARTMENT.

THE FACULTY.
JOHN PRENTISS POE, Esq., Dean. THOS. W. HALL,
RICHARD M. VENABLE, Esq. Hon. HENRY D. HARLAN.
Hon. CHARLES E. PHELPS. WILLIAM T. BRANTLY, Esq.
EDGAR H. GANS, Esq.

HENRY D. HARLAN, Secretary Law Faculty.
P. E. KENT, Acting Secretary.

The Board of Instruction.
JOHN PRENTISS POE, Esq. WILLIAM T. BRANTLY, Esq.,

Pleading, Practice, Evidence and the Law of Torts. Personal Property and Law of Contracts.

RICHARD M. VENABLE, Esq. THOMAS S. BAER, Esq.,
General Jurisprudence. The Law of Real and Leasehold Estates, Patents, Trademarks

and Copyrights.
Judge CHARLES E. PHELPS, V* 6

Equity, Jurisprudence and Procedure. JOSEPH C. FRANCE, Esq.,

t-,™ i t> -,-r „ llTr, „ Tne Law ot Corporations and Elementary Law.EDGAR H. GANS, Esq.,

Executors and Administrators, and Criminal Law. Judge ALBERT RITCHIE,
_ _ Commercial Law and Shipping.

Judge HENRY D. HARLAN,
Constitutional Law and Domestic Relations. Judge HENRY STOCKBRIDGE,

International Law, Admiralty, Conflict of Laws, and
Bills and Notes.

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION.

Instruction will be given by Lectures, Reading and Catechising. The Lectures are intended to present all of the leading principles of the com-
mon law applicable to the subject, and the modification of the common law by statutes, and to give ilustrations of the applications of the common and the
statute law. Special attention is given to the statutes in force in Maryland and to peculiarities of law in that State, where there are such; but the reasons
for these statutory modifications and local peculiarities are explained, so that the student may in a short time acquaint himself with the local peculiarities
of the law in any State in which he may practice.

Readings from text-books will be assigned on the subjects treated of in the lectures.
The Catechising at each lecture will be on the subject discussed in the preceding lecture and on the assigned readings.

LIBRARY AND BUILDINGS.
The buildings of the several departments of the University of Maryland are all situated upon the corner of Lombard and Greene Streets, the Law

School having removed to its new building there on the first of January, 1884. Connected with the lecture hall is a large and pleasant reading room and
study for the use of students, containing a carefully selected library of text-books upon the subjects embraced in the course of study, volumes of Leading
Cases, the English Common Law, United States and Maryland Reports, Digests. Statutes, etc., as well as many of the modern and best works on American
and English History and Politics. The tables are supplied with the prominent Law Reviews, and the library is annually growing in size and value by the
addition of new volumes.
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BEST ROUTE SOUTH
Steamers Leave "Bay Line" Piers, Light St.,

DAILY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT 6.3O P. H

DIRECT FOR

* ©lb point Comfort. *

^^0$. ^TEAM JACKET
\ *V (OLD BAY LINE.; l G

1

o

Daily Steamers,

Baltimore and Old Point Comfort, Norfolk and Portsmouth.

UNEXCELLED ACCOMMODATIONS.

RAILROAD CONNECTIONS to ALL POINTS SOUTH

RESERVE STATEROOMS, "BAY LINE" TICKET OFFICE,

103 EAST BALTIMORE STREET.

W. RANDALL,
G. /'. Agent.

JNO. R. SHERWOOD,
Vice-President and General Manager.



The Poet as a Dyer.
The Dyer as a Poet.

I live to dye.
And dye to live;

The more I dye,
The better I live.

The longer I live,
The better I dye.
Experience will teach
Both you and I.

STRAUSS & CO.
The French Steam Dye-
ing. Scouring and Dry-
Cleaning Establishment,

IS THE PLACE TO TAKE
YOUR WORK

GENTLEMEN'S Suits Dry Cleaned, Knr
Sponged and Pressed, j ^^ •

Overcoats Sponged and Pressed, - - - 50c.

Gents' Suits Steam Scoured and Pressed, - goc.

Pants Pressed, 10c.

Dyeing for Trade. Repairing a Specialty.

STRAUSS «& CO.
No. 11 S. GREENE ST.,

The Dy(e)ing Friend. BALT1HORE, HD.

ESTABLISHED 1877.

J. J. LANDRAGAN,
Students' Note Books,

FOUNTAIN PENS AND A FULL LINE OF STATIONERY,

426 W. Baltimore Street,

Corner Paca Street. BALTIMORE, MD.

IK

WHEN YOU ARE TIRED
OF THE BOTHER, WORRY, EXPENSE,

TROUBLE, DELAY AND DISAPPOINTMENT-

THE NECESSARY OUTCOME OF USING

^^=^k CHEAP FLUID OR CHEAP
7

/DRY BATTERIES -YOUYl

WwV REALIZE THAT BY NOT

T HEEDING OUR ADVICE
'}#&*

i
TO YOU TO USE ONLY

m&mMi^
you have been detrimental to your own good.

Our Instruments are All That's Best, always ready and always to be Depended upon.

Oids of Physicians, who are using them daily, will tell you this is true,

write for illustrated catalogue with supplemental issue to

[e Chloride of Silver Dry Cell Battery Co.,
-.., _. _ BALTJ

l
M R E.MD.U.



Patuxent River, Fredericksburg, and Landings on Rappahannock River.

Norfolk, Va., and Landings on Rappahannock River

Alexandria, Va., Washington, D. C, and Landings on the Potomac River.

THE WEEMS STEAMBOAT COMPANY
OK BALTIMORE CITY

office:, pieir 2, light street.
Wharves, Piers 2, 8 and 9, Light Street.

C. AND P. TELEPHONE NO. 2359.

Vieni]& j&efig Bakery,

P. SCHMIDT.

STORE.

loOl West Saratoga Street,

S. W. COR. GILMOR ST.

BAKERY,

238 North Gilmor Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

We Supply the University of Maryland Hospital.



WE HOLD THEE SAFE.

Royal Insurance Co.
OF" l_l VERROOI-.

THE "ROYAL" HAS THE LARGEST NET SURPLUS OF
ANY FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY IN THE WORLD.

Held in the United States for the Special Protection of

American Policy Holders, $7,171,970.06.

HENRY M. WARFIELD,
RESIDENT MANAGER,

303 E. Baltimore St Sun Building.

GEORGE BREHM & SON,

BELAIR ROAD,

BREWERS OF PURE AND HEALTHFUL

BEER
ONE GRADE ONLY.

WE ARE NOW BREWING ACCORDING TO OUR OLD POPULAR
FORMULA, AND OUR BEER IS MEETING WITH

GENERAL APPROVAL.

Send in Your Orders by Mail or C. & P. Phone No. 899.

Every Man to His Business. Ours is the LAMP BUSINESS
SELL HLL KINDS OR

LAMPS
Gas, Gasoline Gas, Acetyline

Gas, Oil Lanterns, Students'

Lamp
< 100 Candle Power),

FROM S2.25 UP.

. Lamp and Gas Supplies

For Natural, Artificial and

Rational Reward Bank,
CORNER HOWARD AND FAYETTE STREETS,

BALTIMORE, 7VYD.

Capital,
Surplus and Undivided Profits,

$230,000
42,000

1 7
OF ALL KINDS.

MANTLES

The Accounts of Mercantile Firms, Corporations, Individuals, Trustees and

Administrators Are Solicited and Will Receive Careful Attention.

Collections Made on All Points Promptly.

Gasoline Gas

Sunshine Gas Camp €0.
W. I. MYERBERG, Proprietor,

412 E. BALTIMORE ST.

HENRY CLARK, President. JAHES GETTY, Vice=President.

WM. H. ROBERTS, JR., Cashier.

DIRECTORS.
James Getty, Henry Burgunder, John Waters, Henry Clark, Henry F. New.

Geo. W. Hetzell, Jos. A. Bolgiano, Wm. H. Bayless, Wm. C. Carroll.
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